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I 
Abstract 
 
Compliant parallel mechanisms/manipulators (CPMs) are parallel manipulators that 
transmit motion/load by deformation of their compliant members. Due to their merits 
such as the eliminated backlash and friction, no need for lubrication, reduced wear and 
noise, and monolithic configuration, they have been used in many emerging 
applications as scanning tables, bio-cell injectors, nano-positioners, and etc.  
How to design large-range CPMs is still a challenging issue. To meet the needs for 
large-range translational CPMs for high-precision motion stages, this thesis focuses on 
the systematic conceptual design and modelling of large-range translational CPMs with 
distributed-compliance.  
Firstly, several compliant parallel modules with distributed-compliance, such as 
spatial multi-beam modules, are identified as building blocks of translational CPMs. A 
normalized, nonlinear and analytical model is then derived for the spatial multi-beam 
modules to address the non-linearity of load-equilibrium equations. Secondly, a new 
design methodology for translational CPMs is presented. The main characteristic of the 
proposed design approach is not only to replace kinematic joints as in the literature, but 
also to replace kinematic chains with appropriate multiple degrees-of-freedom (DOF) 
compliant parallel modules. Thirdly, novel large-range translational CPMs are 
constructed using the proposed design methodology and identified compliant parallel 
modules. The proposed novel CPMs include, for example, a 1-DOF compliant parallel 
gripper with auto-adaptive grasping function, a stiffness-enhanced XY CPM with a 
spatial compliant leg, and an improved modular XYZ CPM using identical spatial 
double four-beam modules. Especially, the proposed XY CPM and XYZ CPM can 
achieve a 10mm’s motion range along each axis in the case studies. Finally, 
kinematostatic modelling of the proposed translational CPMs is presented to enable 
rapid performance characteristic analysis. The proposed analytical models are also 
compared with finite element analysis. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 
In rigid-body robotics, there are three types of mechanisms: serial mechanisms, 
parallel mechanisms and hybrid mechanisms. Serial mechanisms use one arm/leg to 
manipulate the object (Figure 1.1a), while parallel mechanisms use two or more 
arms/legs to manipulate the object (Figure 1.1b). Hybrid mechanisms are an integration 
of serial mechanisms and parallel mechanisms. Traditional mechanisms move by the 
motion of traditional joints, and can be used for many applications. However, in some 
ultra-precision (macro) or micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS) (micro) areas, 
traditional mechanisms become inapplicable due to friction limitation or small size 
requirement, and therefore, the alternative mechanisms such as compliant mechanisms 
are needed increasingly.  
 
1.1 Compliant Parallel Manipulators 
 
Recently, McCarthy [1.1] has identified “Analysis and Synthesis of Compliant 
Linkage Systems” as one of the three research trends of kinematics in the second decade 
of the 21st century. As novel mechanisms, compliant parallel mechanisms/manipulators 
(CPMs) (Figure 1.1c) transmit motion/load by deformation of their compliant members 
(namely jointless), and belong to a class of parallel manipulators. They aim to utilize the 
compliance to transmit motion/force instead of only analysing the flexibility effects in 
the initial work in the area of kinematics of mechanisms with elasticity. Unlike the 
classical mechanisms, the analysis of CPMs is more challenging due to requiring both 
kinematic analysis and static equilibrium analysis, which is called “kinematostatic 
analysis” (or “kinetostatic analysis”). 
 
Figure 1.1 Different types of 3-D translational manipulators 
 
(a) PPP Serial Rigid-Body Manipulator 
(Source: www.directindustry.com) 
(b) 3-PRRR Parallel Rigid-Body Manipulator 
(Gosselin and Kong, U.S. Patent 2004, 
Courtesy of Gosselin, Uni. Laval) 
 
(c) 3-PPs Compliant Parallel Manipulator 
(Courtesy of Yue et al, Uni. Shanghai 
Jiaotong University) 
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In comparison with the traditional rigid-body manipulators and/or serial manipulators, 
CPMs have the characteristics of both conventional parallel mechanisms [1.2] and 
compliant mechanisms [1.3, 1.4]. CPMs benefit from many potential merits such as the 
eliminated backlash and friction (elimination of non-deterministic effects), no need for 
lubrication, reduced wear and noise, high precision, high payloads, more-compact and 
monolithic configuration (reduced part count), and having base-mounted/close-to-base 
actuators. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 show the detailed comparisons between the compliant 
mechanisms and rigid-body mechanisms, and between the serial mechanisms and 
parallel mechanisms just from the view point of mechanism design. Due to their merits, 
CPMs have received much attention over the past two decades. 
 
Indices 
Types Backlash Lubrication Wear Precision Friction Noise Assembly 
Motion 
range 
Compliant mechanisms Zero No need Reduced High Reduced Reduced No need Small 
Rigid-body mechanisms Existing Needing Existing Low Existing Existing Needing Large 
Table 1.1 Comparison between compliant mechanisms and rigid-body mechanisms 
Indices 
Types Rigidity Precision 
Accumulative 
errors 
Payload Moving 
speed 
Motion 
range Compactness 
Actuator 
mobility Dynamics 
Parallel 
mechanisms 
High High No High Large Small Good 
Base-mounted 
/close to base 
Good 
Serial 
mechanisms 
Low Low Existing Low Small Large Poor Mobile Poor 
Table 1.2 Comparison between parallel mechanisms and serial mechanisms 
 
CPMs can be used in a variety of applications including micro and macro scales, 
especially where high-precision motion are required, such as precision motion 
positioning stages [1.5-1.7], precision robotics in biomedical applications [1.8], 
metrology instruments [1.9], MEMS sensors [1.10, 1.11], amplifiers [1.12-1.14], relays 
[1.15] and actuators [1.16, 1.17], grippers [1.18-1.20], friction force microscopes [1.21], 
atomic force microscopes [1.22], adaptive mechanisms [1.23], human assistance 
systems, and design-for-no-assembly [1.24] (see Figure 1.2 for some typical existing 
applications).  
In the design of CPMs for high-precision (nano-positioning) motion stages, good 
performance characteristics have been specified in Ref. [1.6] along with the nanometric 
motion quality (<10nm) in terms of motion repeatability, accuracy (lack of error), and 
resolution (minimum incremental motion) [1.84]. These good characteristics [1.6] 
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defined in this thesis include: 1) large range of motion along the desired directions 
(>1mm) (also large desired motion1), 2) inherently constrained parasitic error motion 
(the minimal undesired motion along the degrees of constraint), 3) minimal cross-axis 
coupling (also output-decoupling [1.25] that is the minimal undesired motion along 
other degrees of freedom), 4) maximal actuator isolation (also input-decoupling [1.26] 
that is the minimal transverse motion of the actuator), 5) minimal lost motion (the 
minimal displacement difference between the actuator and the motion stage), 6) 
maximal drive stiffness (the maximal overall stiffness between the point of actuation and 
the motion stage), and 7) low thermal and manufacturing sensitivities. In addition, 
compactness of the configuration, minimal number of the geometrical parameters (for 
example using identical modules), low cost, generally desired dynamic performance 
(high bandwidth), and high payloads may be also design indices. 
 
Figure 1.2 Typical existing applications for CPMs 
                                                 
1
 The motion in the direction of the applied force is the desired motion, and the other motion is the undesired motion. 
 
XY Nano-Positioning Motion Stage  
(Courtesy of Prof. S., Awtar, University of Michigan) 
Shock Sensor for Accelerometer  
(Courtesy of B. J., Hansen, Brigham Young University) 
Compliant Scissors for No Assembly  
(Courtesy of the Compliant Mechanisms 
Research Group, Brigham Young University) 
Adaptive Compliant Wing  
(Courtesy of Prof. S., Kota, University of Michigan) 
 
Human Assistance System  
(Courtesy of Compliant Systems Design Laboratory, 
University of Michigan) 
Compliant Gripper for Surgical Tools  
(Courtesy of Assistant Prof. K. J. Lu, George 
Washington University) 
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It should be noted that to realize the large range of motion is a significant challenge 
[1.85, 1.86] for the design of CPMs under relatively large primary stiffness since CPMs 
produce motion by the compliant deformation of the material. Compared with lumped 
compliant mechanisms (the hinge in lumped-compliance mechanisms is a short-beam 
considering the shearing deformation [1.49]), distributed-compliance mechanisms 
provide a good option to produce large range of motion and to reduce stress 
concentration. They have relatively simpler analytical models (due to negligible shear 
deformation), and their elastic averaging can permit inexact constraint designs. 
However, they often result in 1) load-stiffening effect [1.5], 2) relatively low primary 
stiffness influencing first natural modal frequency, 3) lost motion affecting precision, 
and 4) loss in drive stiffness influencing the dynamic performance (mostly associated 
with high-order natural modal frequency) of the motion system. Therefore, if all the 
above desired performance characteristics cannot be achieved simultaneously, some 
tradeoffs need to be considered among them. 
 
1.2 Existing Design Methodologies for Compliant Mechanisms 
 
There are several approaches to design compliant mechanisms: a) the 
Pseudo-Rigid-Body-Model (PRBM) approach  (Figure 1.3a) [1.25, 1.27-1.33], b) the 
continuum structure optimization approach (CSOA) (Figure 1.3b) [1.34-1.37], and c) 
the other innovative design approaches such as the constraint-based design approach 
(CBDA) (Figure 1.3c) [1.6, 1.38-1.41, 1.105], the screw theory based approach (STBA) 
[1.42, 1.43] (Figure 1.3d), the freedom and constraint topology approach (FCTA) [1.44, 
1.45] (Figure 1.3e), and the building-block approach [1.46, 1.47] (Figure 1.3f). 
Compliant mechanisms obtained using different design approaches can be classified 
into three categories: lumped-compliance mechanisms such as that in Li’ work [1.30], 
distributed-compliance mechanisms such as that in Awtar’s work [1.6], and 
hybrid-compliance mechanisms such as that in Polit’s work [1.32].  
The PRBM approach is mainly used to design the lumped-compliance mechanisms, 
while the other approaches are mainly used to deal with the distributed-compliance 
mechanisms.  
Using the PRBM approach, compliant mechanisms are obtained by replacing the 
traditional kinematic joints with suitable lumped-compliance joints based on type 
synthesis of rigid-body mechanisms. The performance of CPMs generated by the 
PRBM approach largely depends on the selected lumped compliance joints (see Ref. 
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[1.3] for detailed analysis for a variety of flexure hinges). 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Designs produced by different approaches 
 
The CSOA is to re-consider the design problem as an optimal material distribution 
problem so that the resulting continuum structure can fulfil the requirements of a 
mechanism [1.37]. The CSOA-based design of a compliant mechanism involves three 
aspects: (a) topology, i.e. the connectivity of material, (b) size, i.e. the cross-sectional 
area of each segment, and (c) geometry, i.e. the orientations of the connecting segments 
(e) Rotational Joint Obtained by the FCTA 
(Courtesy of J.B., Hopkins, MIT) 
 
(f) Specified Mechanism Obtained by the 
Building Block Approach (Courtesy of C., Kim, 
Bucknell University) 
Building block 
Input f 
output 
(c) Six-Axis Small-Scale Nanopositioner 
Obtained by the CBDA (Courtesy of S.-C., Chen 
and M. L., Culpepper, MIT) 
 
Motion stage 
Under pitches: 
h1=h2=1, h3=−1 Input 
point 
Compliant 
beam 
(d) The Mechanism Producing Screw Motion 
Obtained by the STBA (Courtesy of H.J., Su, 
University of Maryland) 
 
(b) Compliant Gripper Obtained by the CSOA 
(Courtesy of H., Zhou, Tennessee 
Technological University) 
 
 
 
output input 
(a) 6-DOF Micro-Manipulator Obtained by  
the PRBM Approach (Courtesy of D. H., 
Chao, Beihang University, China) 
 
Lumped R joint 
Motion stage 
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and locations of the junctions [1.8]. However, the CSOA generates mechanisms with the 
point flexure, and the resulting compliant mechanisms involve many parameters, which 
are also highly sensitive to manufacture error.  
The CBDA uses the fundamental precondition that the motion of a rigid-body is 
determined by the position and orientation of the constraints, which is well-suited for 
the conceptual design of compliant mechanisms [1.38, 1.42]. This approach has 
obtained good outcome in designing precision instruments [1.6, 1.40, 1.41]. 
Different from the CBDA, the STBA uses the mathematical expressions – screw 
theory to represent the CBDA and synthesize the constraints under given motion 
requirement based on reciprocity principle, while the FCTA employs the geometric 
figures to visualize the CBDA. The STBA and FCTA can also be used to synthesize the 
mechanisms having screw motion (also helical motion) that cannot be synthesized using 
the CBDA.  
The building block synthesis approach is the method of capturing kinematic behavior 
using compliance ellipsoids, the mathematical model of which facilitates the 
characterization of the building blocks, transformation of problem specifications, 
decomposition into sub-problems, and the ability to search for alternate solutions [1.46]. 
This approach is also intuitive and provides key insight into how individual building 
blocks contribute to the overall function [1.46]. However, this approach is currently 
focusing on dealing with low order and linear problems. 
In addtion, one can also obtain compliant mechanisms with good performance 
characteristics such as kinematic-decoupling2 and reduced primary stiffness (or double 
motion stage), respectively, by symmetrical and serial arranging two compliant modules. 
The kinematic-decoupling is the necessary condition of producing the kinematostatic 
decoupling3. However, the realization of kinematostatic-decoupling for a CPM is not 
intuitive [1.48] since kinematic-decoupling does not sufficiently lead to 
kinematostatic-decoupling. 
  The type synthesis of CPMs is to synthesize the constraint configuration under given 
design objectives. It is an inverse process of analysis for the degree (s) of freedom 
(DOF) or degree (s) of constraint (DOC), and is more difficult. As an example, we 
demonstrate how to use the CBDA to analyse the DOF of a spatial compliant 
                                                 
2
 Kinematic decoupling can be classified into two types: complete decoupling and partial decoupling [1.106–1.108]. 
This thesis only concerns the complete kinematic decoupling, which refers to that each independent output motion is 
controlled by only one input motion.  
3
 Kinematostatic decoupling means that one primary output translational displacement is only affected by the 
actuation force along the same direction, which describes the relationship between the input force and output motion. 
This decoupling is also called the output-decoupling/minimal cross-axis coupling in CPMs. Kinematostatic coupling 
may lead to complicated motion control. 
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mechanism composed of multiple beams (wires) following the procedure below. 
  1) Identify the independent ideal constraints, and draw a DOC line going through the 
central axis of each beam. Here, a beam is defined as an ideal constraint. 
In the case of the spatial non-tilted three-beam module shown in Figure 1.4, which 
has been proposed before [1.3, 1.5, 1.105], each beam is an ideal constraint that allows 
five DOF other than the axial motion. Therefore there are three independent constraints 
in this module, i.e. three independent parallel DOC lines. 
 
Figure 1.4 A spatial compliant mechanism 
 
2) Calculate the number of the DOF using the equation:  
NF=6-NC 
where NF is the number of DOF, and NC is the number of DOC of independent ideal 
constraints.  
In the case of Figure 1.4, there are three DOF lines, which will be determined in the 
next step. 
  3) Determine the orientation and position of each DOF line by making each DOF line 
intersect all DOC lines and produce independent motion. 
  In Figure 1.4, each DOF line is parallel to all DOC lines to make each F intersect 
three DOC lines at the infinity, and therefore one DOF line goes through the 
symmetrical centre of the spatial compliant mechanism, and the other two DOF lines 
are at the infinity. Moreover, one infinite DOF line is in the XZ-plane, and another 
infinite DOF line is in the XY-plane. 
DOF line (dash dot) 
DOC line (dash) 
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  4) Determine the DOF of the spatial compliant mechanism by rotating the motion 
stage of the spatial compliant mechanism about each DOF line. 
  In the case of Figure 1.4, the DOF line passing through the symmetrical centre of the 
spatial compliant mechanism produces a pure rotational displacement, and the two DOF 
lines at the infinity produce two independent translational displacements. 
The DOF for the other multi-beam modules can be found in Figures 3–5 in [1.109] 
and/or Figure 2.21 in [1.105]. In addition, a blade/sheet/leaf flexure module can also be 
replaced equivalently with three ideal beam constraints. Therefore, we can obtain that a 
blade/sheet/leaf is able to achieve two rotational displacements and one translational 
displacement (see Figure 2.22 in [1.105] for details) using the CBDA. 
 
1.3 Nonlinear Analysis of a Basic Cantilever Beam 
 
Force-displacement relationships of a basic cantilever beam are the foundation of 
design and/or analysis of compliant mechanisms. In order to obtain the accurate 
mathematical models for compliant mechanisms, traditional linear analysis has a limited 
application for compliant mechanisms and only provides an initial estimation for 
displacements as a reference for more accurate nonlinear analysis.  
Non-linearities in force-displacement characteristics of a basic cantilever beam 
(Euler-Bernoulli beam) have three sources [1.5]: material non-linearity (Figure 1.5a), 
geometric non-linearity (Figure 1.5b) and non-linearity of load-equilibrium equations 
under small deflections. It is noted that the material non-linearity is ignored throughout 
this thesis in order to make the deformed beams be able to come back to the original 
undeformed configuration. 
 
Figure 1.5 Illustration for two non-linearities 
 
(a) Typical tensile curve for mild steel [1.52] (b) Large-deflection of a beam [1.72] 
Non-linear area 
Linear area 
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Currently, most researchers mainly focus on the planar deformation analysis for a 
basic beam as follows. 
To capture the non-linearity of force-displacement equations under small deflections, 
the load-equilibrium conditions should be applied in the deformed configuration of 
compliant mechanisms (see Appendix A for details) [1.5, 1.49, 1.50], which is different 
from the configuration before deformation as used in linear load-equilibrium conditions. 
There are two main methods of solving force-displacement equations: a) differential 
equation based methods [1.5, 1.51], and b) energy methods, such as Castigliano's 
theorem [1.52, 1.53] and virtual work principle [1.4, 1.54]. Awtar [1.5] has derived the 
nonlinear and analytical force-displacement equations of a basic cantilever beam in 
matrix forms under the small deflection assumption that the transverse displacement is 
less than 0.1 times of the beam length. These nonlinear equations can be directly used to 
define the buckling conditions and capture the effects of load-stiffening and 
elastokinematic nonlinearities, both resulting from axial forces in the beams [1.5, 1.55]. 
Zelenika et al [1.50] also proposed the nonlinear equations of a leaf spring in the 
cross-spring pivot in the deformed configuration. Nevertheless, these equations are not 
general due to the limitation of derivation, and the complication of solution using 
numerical method. Awtar et al [1.51] then analysed the characteristics of a double 
parallelogram flexure module and proposed accurate approximations in simple forms. 
They further studied the elastic averaging effect in multi-beam parallelogram flexure 
mechanisms [1.56]. This body of their work revealed that any difference in the axial 
forces acting on the beams will cause an unequal transverse stiffness change in the 
beams, and result in rotational yaw. 
In addition to considering the non-linearity from force-displacement equations, 
geometric non-linearity refers to the large deflection of a beam. Therefore, we cannot 
use the small deflection hypothesis while analysing the beam with large deflection. Due 
to the complexity, many approaches have been proposed to figure out this open issue. In 
this subsequent section we will focus on the review of the literatures on large deflection 
analysis of basic beams. Some selected representative methods for large deflection 
analysis of a beam are shown in Table 1.3. 
In numerical solution obtained using integration, Howell et al [1.57] provided an 
elliptic integral solution, and Saxena et al [1.58] solved these equations with numerical 
integration using Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature formulate. Genetic algorithms for large 
deflection analysis of beams were also employed in [1.59]. In numerical differential 
solution, Banerjee et al [1.61] proposed the non-linear shooting method where the 
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boundary value problem is converted to an initial value problem. In other novel 
numerical methods, Morsch et al proposed a direct nonlinear solution [1.62], and 
Banerjee et al also presented an adomian decomposition method [1.61]. 
Since linear problems are much easier to be solved than nonlinear ones, many 
linearization solutions have been presented. A pseudo linear equivalent system has been 
developed by Fertis [1.63] as an attempt to solve for the large-deflected shape of a 
cantilever beam using a linear approach. Other linearization techniques include the 
quasilinearization developed by Bellman et al [1.64] and generalized quasilinearization 
by Lakshmikantham et al [1.65]. The global coordinate model with an incremental 
linearization approach was presented to turn the nonlinear problem into a sequence of 
linear problems in [1.67], which does not require initial guesses to assure convergence 
in comparison with the numerical approaches. 
In the pseudo-rigid-body-model (PRBM), Howell et al [1.68] proposed a PRBM 1R 
model by introducing a linear spring to approximate tip deflection for initially straight 
cantilever beams subjected to the combined end force and moment, Saxaena and 
Kramer [1.58] further modified the PRBM 1R model. Saggere and Kota [1.71] proposed 
a finite element model that evenly decomposes a flexible beam into n (no less than 3) 
segments joined by n torsion springs with a stiffness EI/L, which is completely load 
independent and can accommodate a wide range of loads, but approximation accuracy 
of this model is determined by the number of segments. A load independent 
pseudo-rigid-body 3R model was further proposed by Su et al [1.72] for determining 
large deflection of beams, of which good accuracy was verified. However, these 
PRBMs cannot be used to deal with arbitrary loading cases since each loading case 
demands different characteristic parameters.  
 
Approach family Analysis tool 
Numerical approach 
Numerical solution solved with integration [1.57-1.60] 
Numerical differential solution [1.61] 
Other novel solutions [1.62, 1.61] 
Linearization approach Linearization solution [1.63-1.67] 
Parametric approximation approach Pseudo-rigid-body-model [1.68-1.72] 
Finite element analysis approach FEA [1.73-1.77] 
Experimental approach Experiment [1.78] 
  
Table 1.3 Classified solutions for large deflection analysis of a beam 
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In addition, the spatial deformation analysis for a beam can be found in Refs. [1.103, 
1.104]. Ref. [1.103] derives the nonlinear analytical constraint model for the 
three-dimensional symmetrical beams under small deformation assumption, and Ref. 
[1.104] deals with the spatial-beam large-deflection numerical integration and PRBM 
for the axisymmetric beams. 
Because the beams used in CPMs for high-precision motion stages usually work 
within small deformation for most applications, the geometry non-linearity will be 
neglected in this thesis. 
 
1.4 Dynamic Analysis  
 
Dynamic analysis is a foundation of the robot control, structure design and actuator 
selection. The dynamic analysis of compliant mechanisms includes two aspects: 
mechanism dynamics and structure dynamics [1.79]. The former aims to achieve the 
control of compliant mechanisms, and the latter aims to improve the structure design of 
compliant mechanisms to eliminate the effect of vibration. Therefore, dynamic analysis 
of the compliant mechanisms is more difficult and complicated than that of the 
rigid-body mechanisms. Therefore the dynamic analysis of compliant mechanism has 
received more attention over the past decade [1.80-1.83]. 
In mechanism dynamics of compliant mechanisms, the dynamics modelling is based 
on the PRBM [1.80]. Most popular methods to analyse the dynamics of compliant 
mechanisms such as the Newton-Euler method and the Lagrangian method [1.80, 1.82, 
1.84] (energy-based method) are well-known. Compared with the Lagrangian method, 
the Newton-Euler method needs less calculation and its physical meaning is definite. 
However, it is difficult to obtain the standard dynamic models. The mechanism 
dynamics of compliant mechanisms focus on determining the dynamic behavior of 
compliant mechanisms like velocity and acceleration [1.83]. 
In structure dynamics of compliant mechanisms, due to the low speed characteristic 
of most compliant mechanisms, the dynamic model can be simplified, which is a large 
feature of compliant mechanisms. The structure dynamics of compliant mechanisms 
focuses on determining the natural characteristic such as the system natural frequency 
and vibration mode, which is a foundation of transient dynamic analysis and spectrum 
analysis. The compliant mechanisms can be thought of as structures made up of elastic 
systems and rigid bodies. The natural characteristics of compliant mechanisms can be 
obtained by the well-known dynamic equation ( QKXXM =+&& ), FEA and/or experiment 
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[1.40, 1.79, 1.81].  
This thesis only deals with the structure dynamics, i.e. considers or calculates the 
modal frequency for the specified CPMs wherever appropriate, especially the first 
natural modal frequency. 
In practice, the larger the first natural frequency, the better the dynamic performance 
is. However, if the physical first natural frequency is relatively low, a high-order 
controller can be used to achieve a high bandwidth greater than this first natural 
frequency [1.87]. 
 
1.5 Objective and Outline of the Thesis 
 
There is an increasing need for high-precision (nanopositioning) motion stages that 
produce large range of motion (1~10mm) over multi-axes (e.g. XY or XYZ) in a 
compact (desktop-size) package [1.87]. Such applications, as detailed in [1.87], exist in 
the scanning probe nanolithography [1.88, 1.89], scanning probe microscopy and 
metrology [1.90-1.94], memory storage [1.96], hard drive fabrication [1.96], 
semiconductor fabrication and wafer inspection [1.97], semiconductor packaging [1.98], 
and imaging for stem cell research [1.86]. 
Some large-range and high-precision motion stages [1.99-1.102] have been proposed 
according to magnetic-levitation/aerostatic strategy. However, due to the attractive 
merits of CPMs as mentioned earlier, large-range translational CPMs for 
high-precision motion stages are selected as the research object for this thesis. It is 
noted that we limit ourselves to consider a) the fully compliant mechanisms, the motion 
of which results from the deformation of the compliant members rather than partially 
compliant mechanisms throughout this thesis, and b) the fully parallel manipulators 
rather than serial or hybrid ones. 
In addition, the existing multi-DOF translational CPMs, using planar compliant 
modules4 (most lumped-compliance), cannot well fulfil the requirements of the desired 
performance characteristics mentioned previously. For example, they produce small 
range of motion only capable of several hundred micros [1.85], involve many 
geometrical parameters (increase manufacturing cost), have bulky configurations, 
and/or result in relatively large kinematostatic-coupling (detailed shortcomings for the 
                                                 
4
 Planar compliant joints/modules refer to a class of modules, the size of which in at least one dimension is much 
smaller than that in the other dimension(s). They can be learnt from Refs. [1.3] and [1.110]. The contrary to a planar 
compliant joint/module is the spatial compliant joint/module that has compatible size in three dimensions. It should 
be pointed out that these joints/modules capable of producing only planar motion are called planar motion joints/ 
modules, and those capable of producing spatial motion are called spatial motion joints/modules. 
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existing CPMs will be discussed in the next several chapters). 
  To deal with the above open issues, the objectives of the thesis are:  
1) To identify existing or new (especially spatial) compliant parallel modules with 
distributed-compliance, which may be used as building blocks of translational CPMs, 
and to create nonlinear and analytical model to analyse the load-displacement 
relationships of spatial modules. 
2) To propose a new design methodology for translational CPMs. 
3) To propose novel translational CPMs (from 1-DOF up to 3-DOF translational 
CPMs) with desired performance characteristics, especially large range of motion, for 
high-precision motion stages using the proposed approach and the identified compliant 
building blocks.  
4) To develop kinematostatic modelling of the proposed translational CPMs to enable 
quick analysis and rapid design synthesis. 
 
The thesis is outlined as follows. 
In Chapter 1, the research objectives of this thesis: large-range translational CPMs are 
firstly introduced, and a general research framework is then provided. Chapter 2 focuses 
on proposing and analysing compliant parallel modules that can be used as building 
blocks of large-range translational CPMs. Using the proposed and/or existing compliant 
parallel modules in Chapter 2, large-range translational CPMs will be proposed and 
modelled in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn.  
 
Chapter 1: Introduction. Firstly, this chapter briefly introduces the research 
background on CPMs, and then carries out a literature review on design methodology, 
nonlinear analysis, and dynamics analysis. The objectives and the organization of the 
thesis are finally stated.  
Chapter 2: Spatial Compliant Parallel Modules: Multi-Beam Modules and Their 
Nonlinear Analysis. Firstly, a spatial non-tilted three-beam module is proposed and a 
nonlinear and analytical model for the spatial three-beam module is obtained using three 
nonlinear methods: an approximate analytical method, an improved approximate 
analytical method and a numerical method. The nonlinear model addresses the 
non-linearity of load-equilibrium equations, applied in the deformed configuration, 
under small deflection and plane cross-section assumption. The nonlinear solutions, 
linear solutions and large-deflection FEA solutions are further analysed and compared. 
FEA verifies that the accuracy of the proposed nonlinear-analytical model is acceptable. 
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Moreover, a class of spatial multi-beam modules with four or more beams is proposed, 
and their general nonlinear load-displacement equations are obtained based on the 
approximate load-displacement equations of the spatial three-beam module. The 
proposed spatial multi-beam modules and their nonlinear models have potential 
applications in the CPM design. Especially, the spatial multi-beam modules can be 
regarded as building blocks of novel CPMs. Finally, other compliant parallel modules 
with distributed compliance to be used as the building blocks of translational CPMs are 
listed. 
  Chapter 3: Design and Modelling of 1-DOF Translational CPMs: Novel Compliant 
Parallel Grippers. A novel auto-adaptive compliant parallel gripper (CPG) for 1-D 
large-range translation is proposed using a cymbal-type amplifier and two parallelogram 
modules at first. Then the displacement amplification ratio and the force-displacement 
equations for the auto-adaptive CPG are derived and compared with FEA. Further, the 
varied configurations are presented, analysed and discussed. On the one hand, the 
auto-adaptive grasping function of the proposed CPG is unique in comparison with the 
existing CPGs driven by only one linear actuator. On the other hand, compared with the 
closest prior art, the proposed auto-adaptive CPG can achieve good characteristics such 
as large-stroke, no stress-concentration, well-constrained parasitic rotation of the jaw, 
actuator isolation, a simple and compact configuration. 
Chapter 4: Design and Modelling of XY CPMs for High-Precision Motion Stages. A 
novel planar XY CPM and a spatial double four-beam module both with distributed 
compliance are first proposed for large range of motion. Then, a large-range 
stiffness-enhanced XY CPM is proposed by combining the above planar XY CPM and 
the spatial double four-beam module in an appropriate parallel arrangement. 
Normalized analytical models for the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM are then presented. 
As a case study, a stiffness-enhanced XY CPM with large range of motion of 
10mm×10mm is presented in detail, covering the geometrical parameter determination, 
performance characteristic analysis, buckling checking, and actuation force checking. 
The analytical models are compared with the FEA models. Finally, the dynamic issues, 
manufacture and out-of-plane stiffness are discussed. It is shown that, in the example 
case, the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM has the following merits: large range of motion 
up to 10mm×10mm, well-constrained parasitic motion, approximate cross-axis 
decoupling, approximate actuation isolation, acceptable lost motion, enhanced 
out-of-plane stiffness and no friction with ground. 
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Chapter 5: Design and Modelling of XYZ CPMs for High-Precision Motion Stages. 
Firstly, a design methodology for translational CPMs is proposed. Secondly, applying 
the presented design methodology, type synthesis is conducted to generate several 
large-range XYZ CPMs using different modules in a variety of ways: (1) using identical 
double parallelogram flexure modules, (2) using inverted planar XY CPMs, (3) using 
identical spatial modules, (4) using embedded spatial modules, (5) using five legs 
composed of spatial modules, (6) using planar double two-beam modules. Thirdly, the 
improved modular XYZ CPM using identical spatial double four-beam modules is 
selected for normalized-modelling. Fourthly, as a case study, an improved modular XYZ 
CPM with large range of motion of 10mm×10mm×10mm is presented in detail, 
covering the geometrical parameter determination, performance characteristic analysis, 
buckling checking, actuation force checking, and manufacture. Fifthly, the first natural 
frequency for the improved modular XYZ CPM is calculated. Finally, the analytical 
models are compared with the FEA models. It is shown that, in the example case, the 
improved modular XYZ CPM has the following unique merits compared with existing 
designs: (1) large range of motion up to 10mm×10mm×10mm, and (2) reduced number 
of design parameters by using identical spatial multi-beam modules. 
Chapter 6: Conclusions. General conclusions and major contributions throughout the 
thesis are summarized in this chapter. Some future works are identified for further 
investigation. 
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Chapter 2 – Spatial Compliant Parallel Modules: Multi-Beam Modules 
and Their Nonlinear Analysis 
 
A spatial multi-beam module is composed of a motion stage and a base connected 
using three or more slender beams (wires) [2.1, 2.2]. In addition to being an 
independent CPM in its own right, e.g. as a vibratory bowl feeder [2.3, 2.4] and a 
compliant assembly system device [2.5], spatial multi-beam module can also be used as 
building blocks of spatial CPMs, which will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. This 
offers an alternative to spatial CPMs composed of a number of planar compliant 
modules with distributed compliance, which have been proposed elsewhere [2.6–2.8]. 
Dai et al [2.3] analysed the compliance of a three-legged rigidly connected compliant 
platform using screw theory based on the linear compliance matrix for each leg. Ding et 
al [2.4] have carried out a dynamic analysis of a vibratory bowl feeder with three spatial 
compliant legs based on a characteristic equation. Recently, a spatial tilted three-beam 
compliant module, producing three pure rotational displacements, is studied to define 
layouts of actuators using the screw theory [2.9]. However, there has been no analysis of 
a spatial module with three or more uniform non-tilted slender beams. 
This chapter mainly investigates the nonlinear modelling of spatial compliant parallel 
modules with multiple identical and uniform Euler-Bernoulli beams under small 
deflection and plane cross-section assumption. The nonlinear model addresses the 
non-linearity of load-equilibrium equations applied in the deformed configuration. By 
nonlinear analysis, we can identify which spatial module is better suitable for a building 
block of new spatial CPMs. Accordingly, the research focuses on spatial multi-beam 
modules with uniform non-tilted beams (Figure 2.1). The reasons for this choice are that 
the uniform beam is one of the most common flexure elements and the non-tilted 
arrangement is simple enough to allow for closed-form analysis in terms of 
constraint-based design. In addition, we will briefly discuss other compliant parallel 
modules: compliant prismatic joints for applications in new translational CPMs. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, nonlinear load-displacement 
equations of the tip of a spatial beam, conditions of geometry compatibility and 
load-equilibrium conditions of the spatial three-beam module are derived. Section 2.2 
proposes three methods to solve the nonlinear load-displacement equations for the 
spatial three-beam module, and also discusses the validity, application, accuracy and 
advantages/limitations of each method, the error analysis and linear method. In Section 
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2.3, FEA is conducted to verify the proposed approximate analytical method for the 
spatial three-beam module. In Section 2.4, a class of spatial multi-beam modules is 
proposed, and the general load-displacement equations for these modules are 
summarized. Other compliant parallel modules with distributed compliance to be used 
as building blocks of new translational CPMs are discussed briefly in Section 2.5. 
Finally, the summary is performed. 
 
2.1 Spatial Three-Beam Module and Its Nonlinear Analysis 
 
In order to simplify equations and make translational displacements and rotational 
angles (or forces and moments) comparable, all translational displacements and length 
parameters are normalized (divided) by the beam length L, forces by EI/L2, bending 
moments by EI/L, and torques by GIp/L (The specific discussions for the normalization 
strategy can be found in Appendix C). Here, E denotes the Young's modulus, I denotes 
the second moment of the area of a cross-section, G represents the shear modulus, and Ip 
denotes the polar second moment of the area of the cross-section. In this chapter, 
non-dimensional quantities are represented by the corresponding lower-case letters, and 
all beams have round cross-sections with the same diameter D0 unless indicated 
otherwise.  
  A three-beam module, which is the simplest form of the multi-beam modules, is 
shown in Figure 2.1. It is composed of a base, three identical and uniform beams and a 
motion stage. The base and the motion stage, which are both assumed to be rigid, are 
connected by the three compliant beams. Here, the three beams are uniformly spaced 
around a circle of radius r3 on the base and on the motion stage, and all external loads, p 
(axial force), fy, fz (transverse forces), mx (torque), my and mz (bending moments), are 
acting at the centre, O', of the motion stage and cause the motion stage to move by 
deformation of the three beams. p, fy and fz are the forces along the X-, Y- and Z-axes, 
respectively; mx, my and mz are the moments about the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively. 
For the purpose of simplification, the gravity of the motion stage (including the 
payloads on it) is integrated into the axial force, and the weights of the compliant beams, 
which are very small, are neglected.  
In the initial configuration, a mobile rigid-body coordinate system O'-X'Y'Z' and a 
global fixed coordinate system O-XYZ are coincident and both origins are at the centre 
(reference point), O', of the motion stage (Figure 2.2). All translational displacements of 
the new origin, O', are denoted by xs (axial displacement) and ys and zs (transverse 
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displacements) along the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively; All rotational displacements 
(angles) of the motion stage are denoted by θsx (torsional angle), θsy and θsz (bending 
angles) about the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively. The objective is to investigate the 
translational displacements, xs, ys and zs,  and the rotational displacements, θsx, θsy and 
θsz, of the motion stage as a function of the applied loads: p, fy, fz, mx, my and mz.  
It should be pointed out that all loads and displacements shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 
are represented by the nondimensional quantities with respect to the global fixed 
coordinate system O-XYZ. 
 
Figure 2.1 A spatial three-beam module 
 
Figure 2.2 Free body diagram of the spatial three-beam module 
 
In terms of the constraint-based design [2.10, 2.16], the three out-of-plane motions, xs, 
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θsy and θsz, of the spatial three-beam module are suppressed, and its motion stage is 
constrained to move within the YZ plane, with ys, zs and θsx as the DOF. If the pitch 
radius r3 of the beams (hence the motion stage) becomes relatively large, the rotation of 
the motion stage about the X-axis will be constrained as well. 
 
2.1.1 Nonlinear load-displacement equations of a spatial cantilever beam 
 
The centre of the free-end of the cantilever beam is used as the point (tip) at which 
the loads and translational displacements are defined. Here, the loads, 
ziyixiziyii mmmffp 000000 ,,,,, (i0=1, 2, 3), denote internal loads acting at the tip, 0oi , of the 
i0-th beam, and are the corresponding reactions at the point i0 on the motion stage as 
shown in Figure 2.2. 
0i
p , yif 0 and zif 0 are the forces along the X-, Y- and Z-axes, 
respectively; yixi mm 00 , and zim 0 are the moments about the X-, Y- and Z-axes, 
respectively. xi0θ , yi0θ and zi0θ are rotational displacements of the free-end of the i0-th 
beam about the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively. 
0i
x ,
0i
y and
0i
z are translational 
displacements of the tip of the i0-th beam along the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively.  
Under the conditions of linear elasticity and small deflections, the principle of 
superposition [2.11] can be applied straightforwardly to deal with the spatial combined 
deformation of a beam. The combined deformation can be regarded as the combination 
of bending deformation in the XY and XZ planes (including the displacement along the 
X-axis), respectively, and torsional deformation about the X-axis. The bending of a 
beam in a given plane can be analysed using the nonlinear load-displacement equations 
derived by Awtar [2.2, 2.6]. An alternative derivation for the nonlinear analysis of planar 
deflection of a beam can also be found in Appendix A. 
 Equations (A. 12a) and (A. 13a) allow the nonlinear load-displacement equations for 
the i0-th beam (i0 = 1, 2, 3) for bending in the XY and XZ planes to be written as 
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where the second term on the right-hand side of Equation (2.1) or (2.2) shows the 
load-stiffening effect, and the terms after the second can be neglected for most 
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applications. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) are valid under the assumption that the moment 
about the Y(Z)-axis acting at any location on the beam does not affect the bending in the 
XY (XZ) plane, i.e. that the two bending directions are decoupled or are weakly 
coupled. 
The axial displacement of the i0-th tip can be obtained by adding Equations (A.12b) 
and (A.13b) (contributions from bending in the XY and XZ planes) and deducting one 
of the duplicated terms (purely elastic effect): 
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where the first term on the right-hand side represents the purely elastic effect of the 
axial force alone, the second and the fourth terms show the purely kinematic effect, and 
the third and the fifth terms show the elastokinematic effect. For most practical 
situations the terms after the fifth can be ignored since they are much smaller than the 
former five terms. 
The nonlinear load-displacement equation of the i0-th beam (i0=1, 2, 3) for the torsion 
about the X-axis in deformation can be obtained (see Appendix B for detailed 
derivation): 
δθθδθθδθ /)(/)(/)(
0000000000000000 iyiiziiiyiizixiiyiizixixi
yzhpyzcmzfyfm +−+−=−+=  (2.4) 
where δ=2G/E. The first term shows the purely elastic effect of the torque alone, the 
second term shows the purely kinematic effect, and the third term shows the 
elastokinematic effect. Due to the very small bending angles, compared with the 
transverse displacements and the torsional angle in the spatial three-beam module, we 
can also omit the purely kinematic and the elastokinematic effects in Equation (2.4). 
  The coefficients a, b, c, d, e, g, h, i, j, k, q, r and s used earlier are all non-dimensional 
numbers and are the characteristic of the uniform round cross-section beam [2.2]: 
a=12, b=4, c=−6, d=16/(D0/L)2=16/(d0)2; 
e=1.2, g=2/15, h=−0.1; 
i=−0.6, j=−1/15, k=1/20; 
r=1/700, s=11/6300, q=−1/1400. 
  From Equations (2.1)–(2.4), it can be seen that yiziyii mffp 0000 ,,, and zim 0 are all 
approximately in the order of 1 (one), and xim 0 is in the order of 0.1 since 
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yixiiii zyx 00000 ,,,, θθ and zi0θ are all in the order of 0.1 under the small deflection 
assumption [2.2]. 
Ref. [2.12] also derives a more accurate nonlinear analytical constraint model for the 
spatial symmetrical beams under small deformation assumption. For a spatial beam in 
the three-beam module, its nonlinear model proposed in this section can be used to 
derive the almost same nonlinear model for the spatial three-beam module as that 
obtained using the model in Ref. [2.12]. 
 
2.1.2 Conditions of geometric compatibility 
 
For small absolute values of rotational angles (in the order of 0.1), the rotation 
sequence of three Euler angles is insignificant [2.13] and its contribution can be 
neglected. Due to the rigidity of the motion stage, the geometric compatibility of the 
rotational angles can be described: 
xxxsx 321 θθθθ === ,                          (2.5a)                                                                  
yyysy 321 θθθθ === ,                          (2.5b) 
zzzsz 321 θθθθ === .                          (2.5c) 
The translational displacement relationships between the tip of the i0-th beam and the 
centre of the motion stage can be expressed as 
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where 
0i
x ′′ , 
0i
y ′′ and 
0i
z ′′  are the coordinates of the tip of the i0-th beam relative to the 
global fixed coordinate system after only the rotational displacements of the motion 
stage (no movement at the point O'). 
0i
x′ , 
0i
y′ and 
0i
z′  are the coordinates of the tip the 
i0-th beam relative to the global fixed coordinate system in the initial undeformed 
configuration, which are also the local coordinates of the tip of the i0-th beam relative to 
the mobile rigid body coordinate system ( 1x′ =0, 1y′=r3sin(π/3), and 1z′=r3cos(π/3) for 
tip 1, 2x′ =0, 2y′ =0, and 2z′ =−r3 for tip 2, 3x′ =0, 3y′ =−r3sin(π/3), and 3z′ =r3cos(π/3) 
for tip 3). 
The coordinates
0i
x ′′ , 
0i
y ′′ and 
0i
z ′′  can be further expressed in a rotation matrix form as 
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where RX, RY and RZ are the sequential rotation matrices [2.13] about the X-, Y- and 
Z-axes, respectively.  
For small rotational angles, their high order terms in the product of three rotation 
matrices above can be neglected, so: 
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  Combining Equations (2.5) to (2.7b), the geometry compatibility conditions can be 
re-expressed in matrix form as  
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Substituting the local coordinate values of the tips into Equation (2.8), the 
translational displacements of the tips can be expressed as follows. 
2/2/3 331 syszs rrxx θθ +−= ,                      (2.9) 
sys rxx θ32 −= ,                             (2.10) 
2/2/3 333 syszs rrxx θθ ++= ,                     (2.11) 
2/31 sxs ryy θ−=  ,                           (2.12) 
sxs ryy θ32 +=  ,                             (2.13) 
2/33 sxs ryy θ−= ,                            (2.14) 
2/3 31 sxs rzz θ+= ,                           (2.15) 
szz =2  ,                               (2.16) 
2/3 33 sxs rzz θ−= .                          (2.17) 
 
2.1.3 Load-equilibrium conditions 
 
From the free body diagram in Figure 2.2 and similar to the load-equilibrium 
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relationships used in [2.3], the equilibrium conditions of the motion stage in the 
deformed configuration can be described:  
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where 
0i
x ′′ , 
0i
y ′′ and 
0i
z ′′ can be obtained from the result of substituting Equation (2.7b) 
into Equation (2.7a), which can reflect the rotation effects. δ is defined in Equation 
(2.4). 
Neglecting the contribution of small rotational displacements, Equation (2.18) 
simplifies to: 
321 pppp ++= ,                             (2.19) 
yyyy ffff 321 ++=  ,                           (2.20) 
zzzz ffff 321 ++= ,                             (2.21) 
2/)2( 3231321 rpppmmmm yyyy −++++≈ ,                (2.22) 
2/3)( 313321 rppmmmm zzzz −+++≈  ,                  (2.23) 
)2/()](2[)2/(3)( 3312331321 δδ rfffrffmmmm yyyzzxxxx +−+−+++≈ .  (2.24) 
     
2.2 Solution to the Nonlinear Load-Displacement Analysis of the Spatial 
Three-Beam Module 
 
The constitutive, compatibility and equilibrium conditions [Equations (2.1)–(2.4), 
(2.5), (2.9)–(2.17), and (2.19)–(2.24)] in Section 2.1 permit a solution of the nonlinear 
load-displacement equations in terms of the geometry of the three-beam module. Three 
nonlinear methods of increasing accuracy and complexity are presented in this section: 
an approximate analytical method, an improved approximate analytical method and a 
numerical method. 
 
2.2.1 Approximate analytical method 
 
An initial FEA showed that, when forces alone are acting, each of the two bending 
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angles is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than its corresponding one of 
two transverse displacements (θsz to ys, θsy to zs), and the torsional angle is almost zero. 
Therefore, the rotational angles are dropped out wherever appropriate below. 
a) Solution for θsy and θsz 
Substituting Equation (2.2) into Equation (2.22), combining the result with Equations 
(2.15) to (2.17), and again neglecting all the rotational displacements:  
 
1 3 2
3
(3 )( ) 2
/ 2
y sm c ph zp p p
r
+ +
+ − ≈
 .                  (2.25) 
Similarly, the substitution of Equation (2.1) into Equation (2.23) and combining the 
result with Equations (2.12) to (2.14), yields 
2/3
)3()(
3
13
r
yphcmpp sz +−≈−
 .                     (2.26) 
From Equations (2.9) to (2.11), one can obtain  
syrxxx θ3231 32)( =−+ .                        (2.27) 
Substituting Equations (2.3), and (2.12)–(2.17) into Equation (2.27), and substituting 
Equation (2.25) into the result give the rotational displacement 
iyzphcmrzry
dr ssxsysssy
θθ 2])3()[1(
3
2 22
2
3
−++++≈ .          (2.28) 
Similarly, the rotational displacement θsz can also be obtained from Equations (2.9), 
(2.11), (2.3), (2.12), (2.14), (2.15), (2.17) and (2.26) as 
izyphcmrzry
drr
xx
ssxszsssz θθ 2])3()[
1(
3
2
3
22
2
33
13
−+−++≈
−
= .     (2.29) 
b) Solution for ys1and zs 
Substituting Equation (2.1) into Equation (2.20) and combining Equations 
(2.12)–(2.14), we obtain 
2/)](2[)3()3(
)()(2)(
3312
13322111
321
erpppphcypea
heypcayheypcayheypcay
ffff
sxszs
szszszszszsz
yyyy
θθ
θθθθθθ
+−++++=
+++++++++++=
++=
. 
           (2.30) 
Rewriting Equation (2.30) and replacing θsz with −2θsxzsi based on Equation (2.29), 
we obtain the transverse translational displacement
 
                                                 
1
 The bolded symbols are only for the purpose of highlighting rather than vectors if not indicated otherwise. 
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pea
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.          (2.31) 
The transverse translational displacement zs can be obtained by substituting Equation 
(2.2) into Equation (2.21), combining Equations (2.15)–(2.17) and replacing θsy with 
−2θsxysi based on Equation (2.28): 
pea
erppiyphcf
z sxssxzs
+
−+−++
=
3
2/3)()2)(3( 313 θθ
 .           (2.32) 
  Finally, substituting Equations (2.25) and (2.26) into Equations (2.31) and (2.32), 
respectively, we obtain the two transverse displacement equations: 
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.    (2.34) 
c) Solution for θsx  
Combining Equations (2.1) and (2.2), and substituting the result along with Equation 
(2.4) into Equation (2.24), we have  
δδδθδθθ /)](2[
2
1/)(
2
3//33 3123313
2
3
2
3 sssxsxsxx eyppprezpprperarm +−+−+++≈ . 
                                        (2.35) 
  Substituting Equations (2.25) and (2.26) into Equation (2.35), and substituting 
Equations (2.33) and (2.34) into the result, we obtain the torsional angle (rotational 
displacement): 
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  If the torque is normalized by EI/L (rather than by GIp/L), the torsional angle θsx 
becomes 
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θ .                (2.37) 
d) Solution for xs 
From Equations (2.9) to (2.11), we have 
3/)( 321 xxxxs ++= .                       (2.38) 
Substituting Equations (2.3) and (2.12)–(2.17) into Equation (2.38), substituting 
Equations (2.25) and (2.26) into the result and omitting some high order terms of 
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rotational angles, we obtain the axial translational displacement: 
rzmymkzyrrpirrzypizy
d
p
x sxszsysysszssxsxsssss θθθθθ )(3
2)(2
3
)(
3
)(
3
22
3
22
3
2222 +−−+++++++≈
                          (2.39) 
where the terms with r32θsx2 are retained since θsx is the DOF, and they are related to the 
radius r3. 
In summary, the approximate displacements of the motion stage for a given set of 
loads are obtained as follows:  
(1) Calculate the torsional angle θsx using either Equation (2.36) or Equation (2.37);  
(2) Solve for ys and zs by substituting the torsional angle into Equations (2.33) and 
(2.34);  
(3) Calculate θsy and θsz by substituting θsx, ys and zs into Equations (2.28) and (2.29);  
(4) Obtain the axial displacement xs using Equation (2.39). 
If myfy =−mzfz, Equation (2.36) simplifies to θsx=mxδ/[3(δ+ar32+per32/3)]. This 
condition holds when the resultant transverse force is perpendicular to the resultant 
bending moment. In particular, we focus on five special cases: my=mz=0; fz=fy=0; 
my=fz=0; fy =mz=0; mz=−0.5fy and my=0.5fz. In the case: my=mz=0, the three DOF 
equations [Equations (2.33), (2.34) and (2.36)] are independent, and in the case: 
mz=−0.5fy and my=0.5fz, the three rotational angles [Equations (2.28), (2.29) and (2.36)] 
are all equal to zero as long as the axial force p=0 and mx=0. Furthermore, according to 
Equations (2.28), (2.29), (2.33), (2.34), (2.36) and (2.39), when only a torsional moment 
is imposed on the motion stage, two of the translational displacements, ys and zs, and 
two of the rotational displacements, θsz and θsy, are zero while θsx=mxδ/[3(δ+ar32)] and 
xs=r3
2
θsx
2i (negative), and this reveals how torsion can reduce the axial displacement xs. 
If only the two transverse forces are imposed on the motion stage, the spatial 
three-beam module can be regarded as a good 2-D translation joint. 
It can also be observed from Equations (2.28), (2.29), (2.33), (2.34), (2.36) and (2.39) 
that:  
(a) The axial force p affects the transverse displacements (ys and zs), which reflects the 
load-stiffening effect. Either of the two transverse displacement equations shows that 
the buckling condition pcrit1=−3a/e=−30 occurs when the transverse stiffness becomes 
zero. The torsional angle θsx decreases with the increase of (positive) p, which also 
shows the load-stiffening effect. The torsional angle equation shows a second buckling 
condition pcrit2=−3(δ+ar32)/(er32)=−[30+3δ/(er32)] when the torsional stiffness becomes 
zero. Therefore, the buckling load for the spatial three-beam module is pcrit= max(pcrit1, 
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pcrit2)=−30. 
(b) The axial displacement xs has three components: purely elastic effect from the 
axial force alone, purely kinematic effect such as kzyirizy sysszssxss )(2)( 22322 θθθ −+++  
and elastokinematic effect such as 3/)(23/3/)( 22322 rzmymrprrzyp sxszsysxss θθ +−++ . 
The elastokinematic effect is much smaller that the purely kinematic effect. Similarly, 
the bending angle, θsy (θsz), is also composed of three components. 
(c) The torsional angle has a dominant effect on the accuracy of the previously 
mentioned equations in comparison with θsz and θsy. The smaller |θsx| is, the more 
accurate are the previously mentioned force-displacement equations.  
(d) All the three rotational angles decrease as r3 increases. For a typical value 0.6 of r3 
and θsx=0, θsz and θsy can be in the order of 1×10−4 if d=40000 (i.e. L/D0=50). This 
reveals the fact that the essence of constraint-based design is a combination of the 
effects of large values of d and small values of r. Furthermore, if θsx and ys (or zs) are all 
relatively large in absolute value, θsy (θsz) is affected by purely kinematic effect: −2θsxysi 
(or −2θsxzsi) dominantly.  
(e) The translational displacement, ys (or zs), is weakly dependent on mx, my, mz, p and 
fz (or fy) (Maxwell Reciprocity [2.2 and 2.14]), and strongly dependent on fy (or fz). Here, 
fy (or fz) is a dominant load in determining ys (or zs), whereas mz, mx, my, p and fz (or fy) 
are non-dominant loads. Furthermore, torsional angle θsx is weakly dependent on my, mz, 
fy, fz and p, and strongly dependent on mx (mx is a dominant load in determining θsx).  
 
2.2.2 Improved approximate analytical method 
 
For relatively large absolute values of θsx, the dependence of a transverse translational 
displacement on the relevant non-dominant loads becomes significant, particularly if the 
absolute values of the relevant dominant load are small relative to the non-dominant 
ones. Moreover, the purely kinematic effect and the elastokinematic effect in Equation 
(2.4), the second-order terms in rotational angles neglected in the product of the three 
rotation matrices in Equation (2.7b), and the rotation contributions in Equation (2.18) 
need also to be retained wherever appropriate. In addition, we may approximate θsy and 
θsz using Equations (2.28) and (2.29), respectively, in the appropriate derivation below. 
Using Equation (2.18), Equations (2.22)–(2.24) for the moment-equilibrium 
conditions after deformation can be rewritten as 
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From Equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.12)–(2.17), one can obtain 
2/3)())((3 33131331 sxsyssxzz repphezpparff θθθ ++−−+=− ,     (2.41a)
 
2/)](4[))]((2[3)(2 33123123312 sxszssxyyy erpppheyppparfff θθθ +++++−+=+− , 
(2.41b)
 2/)())(( 3311313 sxszsyy erppheyppff θθ −++−=− ,              (2.41c) 
2/3)())]((2[)(2 313312312 sxsyszzz repphezpppfff θθ −+−+−=+−    (2.41d) 
where p1+p3 and 4p2+(p1+p3) can also be represented by [2p+(p1+p3−2p2)]/3 and 
2p−(p1+p3−2p2), respectively. 
Retaining the bending angles in Equations (2.31) and (2.32), the two transverse 
displacements are obtained as 
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erpppphcf
y
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3
2
1]2)([)3( 3231 θθ
,            (2.42) 
pea
erppphcf
z
sxsyz
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=
3
2
3)()3( 313 θθ
               (2.43) 
where more accurate solutions for (p1+p3)−2p2 and p3−p1 can be obtained by 
substituting Equations (2.41a), (2.41b), (2.41c) and (2.41d) into Equations (2.40a) and 
(2.40b) and combining the results with Equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.12)–(2.17): 
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For relatively large absolute values of θsx, Equation (2.28) is re-written as 
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The substitution of Equations (2.29), (2.44) and (2.45) into Equation (2.46) produces 
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Similarly, Equation (2.29) is re-written as 
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Substituting Equations (2.28), (2.44) and (2.45) into Equation (2.48), we have 
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Then, substituting Equations (2.44) and (2.45) into Equations (2.42) and (2.43), 
respectively, the two transverse displacements can be obtained as  
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Equations (2.50) and (2.51) can be further simplified as 
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Substituting Equation (2.41) into Equation (2.40c) and combining with Equation (2.4), 
we have 
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We can further substitute Equations (2.44), (2.45), (2.47), (2.49), (2.52) and (2.53) 
into Equation (2.54) and omit some high order terms of rotational angles. Then we 
obtain the torsional angle as follows: 
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. Only one 
real solution is the desired solution for the polynomial equation of degree 8 with one 
unknown θsx. Equation (2.55) can be shown to reduce to Equation (2.36) for relatively 
small |θsx|. 
In addition, substituting the torsional angle θsx obtained from Equation (2.55) into 
Equations (2.52) and (2.53), the two transverse displacements, ys and zs, can be found. 
Once θsx, ys and zs have been obtained, the other two rotational angles, θsy and θsz, can 
be obtained using Equations (2.47) and (2.49), and the axial displacement xs can then be 
obtained using Equations (2.3) and (2.9)–(2.17) as  
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Substituting Equations (2.44) and (2.45) into Equation (2.56) and making further 
simplification, we have 
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Equations (2.47), (2.49), (2.52), (2.53), (2.55) and (2.57) are the improved 
approximate analytical load-displacement equations for large |θsx|, which can capture 
more nonlinear effects. It can be shown that θsx≈0 for the five special loading cases: 
mx=my=mz=0; mx=fz =fy=0; mx=my=fz=0; mx=fy=mz=0; mx=0, mz=−0.5fy and my=0.5fz. 
If my or mz in Equations (2.52) and (2.53) and all of the dominant transverse forces 
are very small in absolute value, we can obtain more accurate solutions to the 
load-displacement equations. Starting from the θsx, θsy and θsz obtained above, the two 
accurate transverse displacements (ys and zs) can be obtained from Equations (2.50) and 
(2.51). Then, we can obtain more accurate values of θsx, θsy, θsz and xs step-by-step by 
substituting the above ys and zs into Equations (2.55), (2.47), (2.49) and (2.57). 
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2.2.3 Numerical method 
 
  Exact solutions for the nonlinear load-displacement equations can be obtained 
numerically without the need for approximation, although this has the disadvantage that 
the qualitative behavior of the spatial modules is more difficult to explore. 
The numerical scheme involves seven unknown terms: (p1+p3)−2p2, p3−p1, θsx, θsy, θsz, 
ys and zs that are obtained by solving the seven following equations, obtained from 
Equations (2.42)–( 2.46), (2.48) and (2.54): 
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Once (p1+p3)−2p2, p3−p1, θsx, θsy, θsz, ys and zs have been obtained using Maple fsolve 
function with initial set values of all zeros, they can be substituted into Equation (2.56) 
to obtain the axial displacement xs. We can also obtain p1 and p2 and p3 by combining 
Equations (2.60), (2.61) and (2.19), which is useful for further stress analysis. 
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2.2.4 Discussions 
 
a) Validity condition of the proposed nonlinear methods 
The nonlinear methods proposed in Sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.3 are valid only for small 
deflections (usually all normalized displacements less than 0.1 [2.2]) and large ratios of 
length to diameter, i.e. slenderness ratios (usually L/D0 more than 10 [2.15] for slender 
beams ignoring shear deformation). If the proposed nonlinear methods are applied to the 
analysis of spatial three-beam modules under the conditions of large deflections or small 
slenderness ratios (for Timoshenko beams), errors between the analytical results and 
real results will be unacceptable, but these nonlinear methods can still capture certain 
nonlinear constraint characteristics of the spatial modules.  
Now discuss the range of r3 under given conditions. If we make a rotational angle 
(such as θsz) smaller than α0 times (usually ≥ 50) a corresponding transverse 
displacement (such as ys) in absolute value under only one transverse force acting (such 
as fy), we have the following relationship based on Equation (2.29): 
0
2
2
3
/)3)(/1(
3
2
αsss ycyryd
r
≤−+ . 
  The above equation is simplified to determine the range of r3: 
dr /12 0
2
3 α≥ . 
  It should be emphasized that the analytical method has an apparant advantage in 
quantitatively determining certain geometrical parameters such as the radius of the pitch 
circle of the spatial three-beam module demonstrated above. 
   
b) Application of the proposed methods to spatial three-beam modules with regular 
polygon cross-section beams and generalized beams 
  It should be noted that the normalized and nonlinear methods proposed above are also 
applicable for the spatial three-beam modules with regular polygon cross-section beams 
(ignoring warping effect under torsion), but the non-dimensional coefficient d should be 
modified accordingly. For example, for the square cross-section multi-beam module, 
d=12/(T/L)2 (T is the thickness of the beam). Here, this modified nonlinear method suits 
the layouts of the square cross-section as shown in Figure 2.3 due to its inherent 
symmetry.  
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Figure 2.3 Top view illustrations for the square cross-section layouts in the spatial 
three-beam module with same pitch circle radius 
 
  In addition, these nonlinear methods can be used to deal with generalized beam 
modules by modifying the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, g, h, i, j, k, q, r and s based on Ref. 
[2.6], and using δ=G/(Ea0) and then replacing mxδ with 2a0mxδ in Equations (2.36), 
(2.55) and (2.64). Here, a generalized beam of length L is composed of two uniform 
compliant segments and one rigid segment [2.6], and a0 denotes the normalized length 
of each compliant segment. 
 
c) Characteristics of three nonlinear methods 
  In order to illustrate the applicability of the various solutions, an example spatial 
three-beam module is analysed below. The spatial three-beam module is taken to be 
made from an aluminium alloy for which Young’s modulus, E, is 69,000Nmm−2 and 
Poisson’s ratio, v, is 0.33. The dimensions are D0=4mm (d=2500), R3=30mm (r3=0.6) 
and L=50 mm. All the normalized external transverse forces need to be approximately 
over [−3.6, 3.6] yielding normalized transverse displacements over [−0.1, 0.1]. The 
normalized external torque needs to be approximately in the order of 1.8 to limit the 
torsional angle to the order of 0.1. Other normalized external loads may be all in the 
order of 1.8 or greater compared with the pre-determined loads. 
In practice, the simpler and more analytical the method is, the more useful the 
analysis for the design of CPMs is. If each of the dominate forces for transverse 
displacements, such as fy for ys, is relatively large (for example, 2 times larger than all 
the relevant non-dominant moments in absolute value) or two bending moments are 
both zero (my=mz=0), the approximate analytical method should be acceptable for 
design purposes (the case under the latter condition is shown in Figure 2.4). When the 
above condition does not hold, a balance needs to be made between accuracy and 
complexity.  
b) Layout 2 a) Layout 1 
Y
Z 
r3 Y
Z 
r3 
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 Figure 2.4 Comparison of results obtained using nonlinear methods for my=mz=0 
 
  Table 2.1 shows the calculated displacements of the motion stage of the spatial 
three-beam module using the approximate and improved approximate analytical 
methods and the numerical method under loads: fz=2, mz=10 (mzfz =20) and 
p=mx=my=mz=0, i.e. where the torsional angle is relatively large.  
Table 2.1 Comparison of three nonlinear methods under the large torsion 
 
We can observe from Table 2.1 that, for relatively large θsx, the error (|(improved 
approximate analytical result − approximate analytical result)/improved approximate 
analytical result|×100%) is relatively large and is unacceptably high for ys since the 
dominant load fy for ys is zero. Table 2.1 also shows that the approximations for the 
improved approximate analytical method are reasonable, leading to very small 
differences between the analytical and numerical solutions. If the loading is changed to 
fz=2, mz=5 (mzfz=10), and p=mx=my =mz =0, the error in the torsional angle reduces from 
the 28.08% in Table 2.1 to 6.40%.  
Figure 2.5 shows that the torsional angle error between the numerical, improved 
approximate analytical, and approximate analytical results increases at an accelerating 
rate as the ratio of fz to mz decreases starting at around 1.6, and also verifies the accuracy 
of the improved approximate analytical method. It is concluded that the difference 
between the solutions obtained using the improved and approximate analytical methods 
Displacements 
Methods 
ys zs xs θsz θsy θsx 
Approximate analytical method 0.00 0.0702 −0.00390 0.0112 −9.518×10−4 0.0438 
Improved approximate analytical 
method 0.00513 0.0755 −0.00424 0.0131 −1.106×10
−3
 0.0607 
Numerical method 0.00514 0.0764 −0.00436 0.0131 −1.111×10−3 0.0609 
Error between improved and 
approximate analytical methods 100% 7.02 % 7.80% 14.50% 13.94% 28.08% 
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-0.01
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decreases with the increase of the transverse loads. 
 
 Figure 2.5 Comparison of torsional angles obtained using three nonlinear methods 
for fixed product of mzfz 
 
d) Error analysis of the spatial three-beam module 
In this section, error analysis will be implemented to analyse how the beam length 
error affects the DOF equations. In turn, the derived DOF equations can be used to 
diagnose the length error. 
We only deal with the case that two beams (beams 1 and 3) are of length L1, and one 
beam (beam 2) is of length L2 (see Figure 2.6).  
 
Figure 2.6 Variation of the spatial three-beam module 
 
Let L1 is the characteristic length. Then force-displacement equations for beam 1 or 
beam 3 remain unchanged, while those for beam 2 change as follows based on 
Equations (2.1)–(2.4). 
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Let ∆=1−L2/L1 and be very small, we have 
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Further, based on Taylor series expansion, we obtain 
∆±≈∆± nn 1)1( .                           (2.70) 
Therefore, we can re-write the above equations [Equations (65)–(68)] as  
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δθθδθθθ /)(/)()1( 22222222222 yzhpyzcm yzyzxx +−+−=∆+ .        (2.74) 
It is noted that the conditions of geometric compatibility (neglecting the effect of high 
order term: ∆syθ or ∆szθ ) and force equilibrium remain the same. 
Retaining the significant terms associated with error ∆, similarly, we obtain the three 
approximate analytical DOF equations as follows. 
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Equations (2.75) and (2.76) show that the transverse translational displacement along 
the Y-axis, ys, can cause the torsion about the X-axis when 0≠∆ , vice versa. These 
conclusions can help us recognise which beam’s length is different from that of the 
other two beams by the following steps: 
a) Applying a transverse force, parallel to a side of the triangular formed by the three 
tips of the three-beam modules, on the centre of the motion stage; 
b) If the transverse force causes a transverse translational displacement and also 
brings coupled torsion without any other transverse translation, then the one beam, 
separated at one side by the caused translation, has length error. 
 
e) Linear analytical method  
If the effects of load-stiffening and elastokinematic non-linearities in Equations 
(2.1)–(2.4) are all neglected, the linear load-displacement equations of the tip of the i0-th 
beam are: 
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  Using Equation (2.65), and following the solution process in Section 2.2.1, one can 
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obtain the linear load-displacement equations of the motion stage as 
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where afy ys 3/= , and afz zs 3/= . 
Figures 2.7–2.9 show a comparison of results using linear and nonlinear approximate 
analytical methods for mx = my = mz = 0 (in which case, θsx=0). Figure 2.9 also shows 
that Equation (2.79) only captures the effects of dominant loads (such as mz, fy) upon the 
rotational displacements (like θsz) while the nonlinear equation [Equation (2.29)] 
captures the effects of all loads upon the rotational displacements. Thus, the linear 
equations may be applicable under a very small range of deflection, such as that 
indicated by the rectangular area in Figure 2.9 drawn for 1.65% error compared with the 
nonlinear analysis.  
 
Figure 2.7 Primary motion in the Y direction 
 
Figure 2.8 Load-stiffening effect 
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Figure 2.9 Rotational angle about the Z-axis 
 
If the purely kinematic component in Equation (2.3) is also neglected, the single 
beam load-displacement equations are simplified and the approximate linear 
load-displacement equations of the motion stage, similar to the ones used in [2.3–2.4] 
will be discussed in detail in Appendix C that mainly deals with the mobility analysis of 
spatial compliant parallel multi-beam modules.  
 
2.3 FEA Verification for the Spatial Three-Beam Module 
 
The displacements obtained for the example spatial three-beam module using FEA 
method are compared with the three nonlinear methods in Table 2.2. Here, we choose 
Comsol large-displacement module for FEA using tetrahedron element with fine mesh, 
which has been frequently adopted for verification by other researchers. The 
translational displacements obtained using FEA method were given directly by the 
software, and the rotational angles were calculated from the displacements of points: o1, 
o2, and o3 using Equations (2.9), (2.10) and (2.12). The other nonlinear results were 
obtained by first normalizing the loads then substituting these into the analytical 
equations correspondingly to obtain the normalized translational displacements and the 
actual rotational angles (radians). The actual translational displacements (mm) were 
then obtained through multiplying the normalized translational displacements by L.  
Table 2.2 shows that the displacement errors (|(analytical result − FEA 
result)/analytical result|×100%) between FEA method and anyone of the three nonlinear 
methods are within 3.5% and considerably less for θsx (|analytical result − FEA result|). 
As mentioned earlier, it can be observed from Table 2.2 that the two bending angles, θsz 
and θsy, are approximately two orders smaller than the normalized transverse 
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translational displacements, ys and zs, respectively, and the torsional angle, θsx, is 
3.33×10−6 small. 
Table 2.2 Comparisons of results between FEA and nonlinear methods for P=10N, 
Fz=10N, Fy=249.59N, Mx=My=Mz=0 
 
  Figures 2.10–2.13 show more results obtained using both the FEA and the 
approximate analytical equations [Equations (2.28), (2.29), (2.33), (2.34), (2.36) and 
(2.39)] without moments acting. It can be learnt from these figures that the average 
errors between the analytical results and FEA results for a given force are acceptable. 
This verifies the accuracy of the proposed nonlinear equations for the spatial three-beam 
module. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Axial displacement (a) against axial force P, 
 and (b) against transverse force Fy  
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Figure 2.10 Axial displacement (a) against axial force P, 
 and (b) against transverse force Fy ((continued)) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Y-displacement: (a) load-stiffening effect, and (b) primary motion 
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Figure 2.12 Bending angle about the Z-axis (a) against axial force P,  
and (b) against transverse force Fy  
 
Figure 2.13 Torsional angle against transverse force Fy 
 
If only the torsional moment, Mx=GIp/L=1.3069×104 Nmm, is imposed on the motion 
stage, the analytical result using Equation (2.36) and the FEA result of the rotational 
angle θsx are respectively 0.0495 rad and 0.0494 rad, an error of about 0.2%. 
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A prototype of a three-beam module, made of engineering plastic, has been fabricated 
using a 3-D printer for initial qualitative analysis (see Appendix D for details). The 
preliminary test results with the prototype comply with the modelling presented in this 
chapter.   
It should be pointed out that we did not conduct experiment verification for the 
derived nonlinear methods due to our current financial limitation considering the costly 
manufacture or experimental measurement (relate to sensors etc) accuracy required 
although experiment is a better choice. 
 
2.4 Analysis of Spatial Multi-Beam Modules  
 
2.4.1 Approximate analytical method 
 
  In this section, we will deal briefly with spatial multi-beam modules, proposed using 
the constraint-based design approach, with more than three beams only having three 
in-plane DOF, in particular five classes of multi-beam module with different layouts of 
beams. As in the case of the spatial three-beam module, the loads are taken to be acting 
at the centre of the motion stage, and the coordinate system, displacements and loads are 
defined in the same way. Figure 2.14 shows spatial six-beam modules with a variety of 
layouts.  
 
 
Figure 2.14 Spatial six-beam modules with round cross-section beams 
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  In the following, we limit ourselves to spatial multi-beam modules, which have an 
even number of beams, n, and in which all identical and uniform beams are uniformly 
distributed around a circle [Figure 2.14a].  
The approximate analytical load-displacement equations for the motion stages of the 
spatial four-beam and six-beam modules can be obtained in a similar way to the 
approximate analytical method for the spatial three-beam module as detailed in Sections 
2.1 and 2.2: 
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(2.81)                           
It is noted that Equation (2.80) can be used to deal with the spatial four-beam module 
with square cross-section in the following layouts (Figure 2.15). 
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Figure 2.15 Top view illustrations for the square cross-section layouts in the four-beam 
modules with same pitch circle radius 
 
The general load-displacement equations for spatial multi-beam modules can be 
summarized as follows: 
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(2.82)                
where,



≠
=
=
int4/for1
int4/for0
0
n
nj , the beam number n is even and 
LD
r
n n
/
2
0
pi
< , rn denotes 
the nondimensional pitch circle radius of the beam tips. Equation (2.82) reveals that the 
buckling load is p=10n for the spatial multi-beam module composed of n beams. If the 
torque is normalized by EI/L, the torsional angle becomes  
a) Layout 1 
r
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Z r
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b) Layout 2 c) Layout 3 
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Apparently, the multi-beam module has better dynamic performance of high 
band-width and larger buckling load without affecting the maximal allowable motion 
range with the increase of the number of beams, but in turn results in large primary 
motion stiffness. In addition, with the increase of the beam number, the bending angle 
(such as θsy) does not change if only the transverse force (such as fz) is applied.  
 
2.4.2 Discussions 
 
  In practice, in order to apply the proposed nonlinear methods of the multi-beam 
modules to the analysis of CPMs, all moments should be unified to be normalized by 
EI/L. Therefore, in the derivation for other spatial multi-beam modules with different 
layouts and the later chapters, we all assume that all moments are normalized by EI/L. 
  The system shown in Figure 2.14c is obtained by symmetrically arranging two 
three-beam modules as building blocks in parallel. This system is kinematically 
decoupled if only transverse forces are applied, but has larger load-stiffening effect if 
there is a large transverse motion. The larger load-stiffening effect results from the 
augmentation of transverse stiffness in the presence of gradually increased axial 
tension-force in the configuration of two symmetrical three-beam modules, as shown in 
the transverse displacement equations of the spatial three-beam module [Equations 
(2.33) and (2.34)].  
The spatial six-beam module shown in Figure 2.14e (also spatial double three-beam 
module) is obtained by connecting two three-beam modules as two building blocks in 
series. As it will be shown in the following approximate analytical load-displacement 
equations, this system has approximately half the primary stiffness and doubles the 
motion range of the single three-beam module, and can especially alleviate the 
load-stiffening effect compared with the system shown in Figure 2.14c. In addition, the 
spatial double three-beam module can approximately eliminate the purely kinematic 
effect upon its axial displacement as the transverse forces and torque imposed on the 
secondary motion stage produce positive axial displacement, while the transverse forces 
and torque imposed on the motion stage produce negative axial displacement. Therefore, 
compared with the spatial three-beam module, this spatial double three-beam module is 
a better option acting as the building block of new CPMs, and is suitable for the 
symmetrical design. 
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We take the one on the right-hand side in Figure 2.14e for detailed consideration. Let 
θsx1, θsy1, θsz1, xs1, ys1, zs1 be the displacement components of the motion stage with 
respect to the global coordinate system O-XYZ, which results from the inner 
three-beam module deformation alone, θsx2, θsy2, θsz2, xs2, ys2, zs2 be the displacements of 
the secondary stage with respect to the local coordinate system O'-X'Y'Z', which results 
from the outer three-beam module deformation alone, and the applied torque is 
normalized by EI/L. 
Equations (2.28), (2.29), (2.33), (2.34), (2.37) and (2.39) give 
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where r3 is the radius of the pitch circle around which the inner three beam are 
uniformly spaced. 
We use the applied moments acting in the secondary stage in the deformed 
configuration to further obtain 
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where r3' is the radius of the pitch circle around which the outer three beams are 
uniformly spaced. 
  Then, we have the displacements of the motion stage of the spatial double three-beam 
module as 
21 sxsxsx θθθ −= ,                           (2.84a) 
221 szsss yyy θ+−≈ ,                        (2.84b) 
221 sysss zzz θ++≈ ,                        (2.84c) 
21 sysysy θθθ −≈ ,                           (2.84d) 
21 szszsz θθθ +≈ ,                           (2.84e) 
21 sss xxx −≈ .                            (2.84f) 
Substituting Equations (2.83a) to (2.83l) into Equation (2.84), we obtain the 
displacements of the motion stage under applied loads. 
  If the tosional angle is constrained to be as small as the two bending angles, for 
example, the spatial module is used as the building block of the translational CPMs, 
Equation (2.84) can be simplified as 
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  From Equations (2.85d) and (2.85e), we can conclude that when we only exert two 
transverse forces at the symmetric centre of all beams on the motion stage, all parasitic 
rotational displacements are eliminated. This action position refers to the centre of 
stiffness [2.16] (see Figure 2.14e). In addition, Equation (2.85c) reveals that the axial 
displacement is equal to zero if no axial force is exerted. 
Similarly, the approximate analytical load-displacement equations for a spatial double 
four-beam module (i.e. spatial eight-beam module) under very small torsional angle can 
be given as follows. 
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where r4' (or r4) is the radius of the pitch circle around which the outer (inner) four 
beams are uniformly spaced. The motion stage is supported by the inner four-beam. 
Note that if the spatial double multi-beam modules are used independently as a planar 
motion stage, the large torsional moment acting at motion stage doesn’t cause the axial 
displacement under the condition of two equal pitch circle radii such as r4'=r4. A CAD 
prototype of spatial double four-beam module in this case is shown in Figure 2.16.    
 
Figure 2.16 A CAD prototype of spatial double four-beam module with two equal 
pitch circle radii  
 
  In addition, the analysis of several other multi-beam modules with different layouts is 
also performed in Appendix E. 
Base  
Motion 
stage  
Secondary 
stage  
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2.5 Other Compliant Parallel Modules: Compliant Prismatic Joints 
 
In addition to the spatial multi-beam modules proposed and analysed in Sections 2.1 
to 2.4, there are other compliant parallel modules that can be used as building blocks of 
large-range translational CPMs. 
Figure 2.17 shows several other compliant parallel modules: compliant prismatic 
joints proposed and studied in detail in [2.6, 2.17 and 2.18]. These modules have 
distributed compliance to produce large range of motion compared with their 
counterparts with lumped-compliance. It is noted that these modules in Figures 2.17a, 
2.17b and 2.17c are planar modules and that in Figure 2.17d is a spatial module having 
planar motion. Here, the module in Figure 2.17c is also a displacement amplifier. 
In the following chapters, we will demonstrate how to use these modules or their 
variations to construct new translational CPMs.  
 
Figure 2.17 Compliant prismatic joints 
 
2.6 Summary 
 
The nonlinear and analytical load-displacement equations of a class of spatial 
multi-beam modules, with round or regular polygon cross-section beams, have been 
formulated and analysed by mathematical transformation and substitution. A method has 
also been presented to analyse the spatial combined deformation of compliant beams or 
mechanisms.  
For a set of given payloads exerted on the motion stage of the spatial three-beam 
a) Basic parallelogram module [2.6] b) Double parallelogram module [2.6] 
d) Large-range prismatic joint [2.17] c) Cymbal displacement amplifier 
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module, one can obtain quickly the displacements using the proposed nonlinear 
methods as compared with FEA or other numerical methods. In particular, the proposed 
nonlinear analytical methods can capture the accurate constraint characteristics, which 
can guide the design for the new CPMs, of the spatial three-beam module fast, and 
enables rapid design synthesis. The larger the pitch circle radius of beam tips, the 
smaller the absolute value of the torsional angle and therefore the more accurate the 
proposed approximate analytical method. It has been verified using the large-deflection 
FEA that the accuracy of the proposed approximate analytical method is acceptable.  
For the spatial multi-beam modules including spatial double layer modules (double 
three-beam/double four-beam module), the comparisons of some characteristics among 
them are performed to identify the better building blocks. We can conclude that the 
spatial double layer modules, such as the spatial double three-beam and spatial double 
four-beam modules, are preferred as building blocks of new translational CPMs. 
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Chapter 3 – Design and Modelling of 1-DOF Translational CPMs: 
Novel Compliant Parallel Grippers 
 
  One specific form of 1-DOF translational CPMs is the compliant parallel gripper 
(CPG), which is composed of a base, compliant members and two or more jaws. The 
jaws are indirectly driven by a linear actuator to grasp the objects. The CPG can be used 
in precision engineering/MEMS areas. 
In order to grasp the objects firmly, the two jaws of the compliant gripper should 
ideally be parallel all the time. However, in compliant mechanisms, some parasitic 
motion such as undesired rotation of the jaw will always accompany the primary motion 
if no suitable measure is taken. Figure 3.1 shows two cases for the reaction forces acting 
at the jaws. One shows that when the parasitic rotation of the jaws exists, a component 
of the reaction force will cause the circular object unstable during grasping. Another 
case shows that when there is no parasitic rotation of the jaws, no component of 
reaction force exists to make the circular object unstable. 
In the design of single-DOF CPGs, some desired characteristics: large stroke, no 
stress-concentration, actuator isolation, and a simple and compact configuration should 
be pursued. 
 
Figure 3.1 Reaction force on the jaws [3.1] 
 
  Several typical existing designs of CPGs are shown in Figures 3.2–3.6. Despite their 
characteristics, these CPGs have shortcomings are as follows. The designs in Figures 
3.2 and 3.3 can cause the stress-concentration, due to the use of lumped compliance, and 
parasitic rotation. The design in Figure 3.4 uses the hybrid-compliance (integrating 
Jaw 
Object 
Unstable 
motion 
a) Unstable grasping  b) Stable grasping 
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lumped and distributed compliance) to alleviate the effect of parasitic rotation and 
improve the dynamics, but there is still the stress-concentration and non-negligible 
parasitic rotation. The model 2 in Figure 3.4 also causes the slight actuation 
non-isolation of piezoelectric ceramics actuator (PZT) due to the use of lever amplifier. 
Figure 3.5 shows a design using distributed-compliance without stress-concentration, 
but it is obtained using continuum optimization method, which involves many design 
parameters and results in slight actuation non-isolation. In addition, all these existing 
designs (Figures 3.2–3.5) cannot achieve the auto-adaptive and large stroke grasping. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 CPG designed by M. Goldfarb et al (1999) [3.2] 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 CPG designed by S.K. Nah and Z.W. Zhong (2007) [3.3] 
 
 Lumped joint 
 Lever 
amplifier 
Two Jaws 
Driven by PZT 
 Lumped joint 
PZT 
 
Jaws 
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Figure 3.4 CPGs designed by M.N.M. Zubir et al (2009) [3.1] 
 
Figure 3.5 CPG designed by A.N. Reddy et al (2010) [3.4] 
  
Inspired by the above advances, this chapter aims to propose a CPG that can produce 
large-stroke and auto-adaptive grasping without causing parasitic rotation of its jaws 
and actuator non-isolation for macro-/micro-applications.  
This chapter is organised as follows: In Section 3.1, the conceptual design of a novel 
auto-adaptive CPG is presented. Section 3.2 derives the analytical model and analyses 
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its performances both using analytical and FEA models. Varied configurations for 
CPGs are first proposed in Section 3.3, and the manufacture and potential applications 
for the proposed CPGs are further discussed. Finally, the summary is conducted. 
 
3.1 Conceptual Design of an Auto-Adaptive CPG 
 
In order to construct a large-stoke auto-adaptive CPG, we will start with discussing 
compliant building blocks in the following sections. 
 
3.1.1 Displacement amplifier 
 
The cymbal-type displacement amplifier with distributed compliance proposed in 
[3.5–3.7] is shown in Figure 3.6. In this amplifier, two equal forces with opposite 
direction are exerted at two input ports to cause two output ports to move, and all 
rigid-body parts only have translational motion. Due to the intrinsic symmetry and 
limitations in the gripper configuration, the two output ports only have the translation 
along the X-axis, and the two input ports only have the translation along the Y-axis 
(Figure 3.6b). Especially in the case that one output port is held fixed, the other output 
port can still achieve the translation along the X-axis, and two input ports have the 
translation along the Y-axis and an additional simultaneous translation along the X-axis.  
The above statement provides an argument that one can use the cymbal-type 
amplifier to construct a large-stoke and auto-adaptive grasping CPG by connecting the 
two output ports of the amplifier to other parts of the CPG.  
 
Figure 3.6 Cymbal-type displacement amplifier 
3.1.2 Parallelogram flexure module 
(b) Pseudo-rigid-body-model 
of the amplifier 
After motion 
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We can also use the parallelogram flexure module (Figure 3.7) as the building block 
of a CPG as in [3.1–3.3] (Figures 3.1–3.4). This module can achieve large translation 
along the Y-axis, and has large stiffness along the X-axis and about the Z-axis.   
 
Figure 3.7 Parallelogram flexure module 
 
  The normalized nonlinear load-displacement equations, as discussed in Section 2.2, 
for the parallelogram module are shown below [3.8]: 
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where a=12, c=−6, d=12/(T/L2)2, e=1.2, i=−0.6, r=1/700.  p, f and m are normalized the 
loads acting at the motion stage of the parallelogram module. x, y and θ are the  
normalized displacements of the motion stage. All the loads and displacements are 
relative to the coordinate system in Figure 3.7. 
  Equation (3.2) shows that, when p=0 and m=−f/2, the parasitic angle is zero. This 
reveals that θ=0 if we exert only transverse load f on the motion stage and at the half 
position of the beam length (centre of stiffness).  
 
3.1.3 An auto-adaptive CPG 
 
From the above discussion, we can obtain an auto-adaptive CPG with eliminated 
parasitic rotation of each jaw (Figure 3.8) by connecting the centre of the stiffness of 
one parallelogram module (Figure 3.7) to each output port of the amplifier (Figure 3.6). 
Here, the auto-adaptive CPG can be driven by a PZT embedded inside the amplifier. It 
possesses desired performance characteristics, especially auto-adaptive function, the 
summarized comparisons of which are shown in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.8 An auto-adaptive CPG 
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Auto-adaptive grasping − − − − + 
Parasitic rotation 0 0 0 0 + 
Large-stroke 0 0 0 − + 
Maximal actuator isolation 0 0 0 − + 
Stress-concentration 0 0 0 + + 
 
Table 3.1 Characteristic comparisons of CPGs (Good: +, Normal: 0, Poor: −) 
 
3.2 Analysis for the Auto-Adaptive CPG 
 
This section will derive the relationships between the input force and the output 
displacement of the jaw and investigate the analytical displacement amplification ratio. 
 
3.2.1 Modelling of the auto-adaptive CPG 
 
  Using PRBM in Figure 3.6b, we can derive the following approximate relationships: 
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  )]sin)/(cos1(/[/ 211 αδαδδδ −−−= LL xxyx               (3.6) 
where δx (output displacement) and δy (input displacement) are the actual (not 
normalized) translational displacements of the centres of the left jaw and the inner top 
stage, respectively. L1, L2, and α are the geometrical parameters as indicated in Figure 
3.8a. Equation (3.6) defines the displacement amplification ratio.  
  Using energy conversation principle, we can obtain the following force-displacement 
equation: 
  2/)(2/ 22221 xyxy KKF δδδδ ++=                    (3.7) 
where the term on the left-hand side is the work caused by one input force, and the 
terms on the right-hand side are a half of the elastic energy stored in the amplifier and 
parallelogram flexure modules. 31
3
1 / LEUTK =  and 
3
2
3
2 /2 LEUTK =  (T is beam 
in-plane thickness, and U is out-plane-of height as indicated in Figure 3.8a), which are 
the primary translational stiffness of the single beam in the amplifier and that of the 
parallelogram flexure module, respectively. δy is obtained based on Equation (3.5). E is 
the Young’s modules for plane stress or plate modules for plane strain. F is the actual 
input force acting at each inner stage.  
It is noted that Equation (3.7) is obtained under the assumption of material linear 
elasticity and small deformation, and therefore it is accurate enough to deal with small 
displacement cases. 
 
3.2.2 FEA comparisons 
 
  As an example, the material can be chosen as AL6061-T6 for which Young’s modulus, 
E, is 69000Nmm, Possion ratio, v, is 0.33, and let T=1mm, U=5mm, L1=15mm, 
L2=50mm and α=5π/12. Based on these given parameters and Equation (F.6) in 
Appendix F, we can determine that the each jaw’motion range for the example 
auto-adaptive CPG is approximately 0.3mm. 
The simulation results obtained using FEA for the proposed CPG (Figure 3.8) is 
shown in Figures 3.9–3.11. Here, Comsol large-displacement module for FEA using 
tetrahedron element with fine mesh (maximum element size 0.8mm) are chosen. The 
reference points are chosen to be the centres of the left jaw and the inner top stage. 
Figure 3.9 shows that, if one of the two jaws is fixed or held fixed, the auto-adaptive 
grasping function can be also achieved by the proposed design (see Figure 3.11b for 
example). It is noted that when a fixed object needs to be manipulated we need not to 
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place the object at the right middle of the two jaws. In the case of one jaw being fixed, 
another jaw’s displacement is 2δx. 
  Figure 3.10 shows the relationship between the input displacement and output 
displacement obtained both from FEA and the analytical model [Equation (3.5)]. It is 
shown that the slope at any point of the relationship curve stands for the velocity 
amplification ratio of the auto-adaptive CPG. 
    
Figure 3.9 FEA models: (a) free-grasping;  
(b) auto-adaptive grasping in the case that one jaw is fixed 
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Figure 3.10 Relationship between the input displacement and output displacement for 
the auto-adaptive CPG 
 
Figure 3.11 shows that the varied displacement amplification ratio obtained using 
FEA is smaller than that obtained using the analytical model [Equation (3.6)]. The 
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difference of displacement amplification ratio between two models is between 6.7% and 
7.7%.  
From FEA or analytical model in Figure 3.11, the relationship between the 
amplication ratio and output displacment is approximately a tilted straight line as shown 
in Figure 3.11 because the relationship between the input displacement and output 
displacement is curved. Figure 3.11 also shows that two approximate straight lines are 
parallel.  
Figure 3.12 shows that the output displacement obtained using FEA is larger than that 
obtained using the analytical model [Equation (3.7)] under a given input force. The 
difference of output displacement between two models is about 13%. 
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Figure 3.11 Displacement amplification ratio versus output displacement for the 
auto-adaptive CPG 
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Figure 3.12 Force-displacement relationship of the auto-adaptive CPG 
   
  In addtion, FEA resutls show that the parasitic rotation about the Z-axis, and the 
parasitic translation along the Y-axis, of the left jaw are less than 9×10−5 mm and 8×10−5 
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rads, respectively.  
  The above comparisons show that there are certain difference between the FEA and 
the analytical results. This is due to inaccuracy of either analytical model or FEA model, 
and the difference (%) between the analytical model and FEA decreases with the 
increase of output displacement. Here, the accuracy of analytical model is mainly 
affected by the assumptions, and FEA model is mainly influenced by the element type 
and size. Therefore, experiment verification is further needed to determine which model 
is more accurate. 
  
3.3 Variations and Discussions 
 
3.3.1 Variations 
 
In order to further eliminate the parasitic translational displacement of the jaw along 
the Y-axis for the auto-adaptive CPG, we can introduce a double parallelogram module 
to replace the above parallelogram module in the compliant gripper. Also, we can 
replace the single beam in the above amplifier with a tilted parallelogram module, i.e. 
using multi-beam strategy, to guarantee relatively large stiffness affecting the dynamic 
performance. Thus, we obtained a varied configuration for CPGs as shown in Figure 
3.13. 
 
Figure 3.13 A varied configuration  
 
We first discuss the double parallelogram module as shown in Figure 3.14. The 
normalized nonlinear load-displacement equations for the double parallelogram module 
L2/2 
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are shown as follows [3.8]: 
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where a=12, c=−6, d=12/(T/L2)2, e=1.2, h=−0.1, i=−0.6, r=1/700. p, f and m are the 
normalized loads acting at the motion stage of the parallelogram module. x, y and θ are 
the normalized displacements of the motion stage. All the loads and displacements are 
relative to the coordinate system in Figure 3.14. 
 
Figure 3.14 Double parallelogram flexure module 
  
 
  Equations (3.9) and (3.10) show that, when p=0 and m=−f/2, the parasitic angle θ and 
parasitic translational displacement x are all zero. This verifies that the varied CPG can 
eliminate all the parasitic motions of the jaw including the parasitic translational 
displacement along the Y-axis (Figure 3.13). 
  Similar to Equation (3.7), we can then obtain the following load-displacement 
equation for the varied CPG (Figure 3.13): 
  2/)(2/ 22221 xyxy KKF δδδδ ++=                   (3.11) 
where 31
3
1 /2 LEUTK =  and 
3
2
3
2 / LEUTK = , which are the primary translational 
stiffness of the tilted parallelogram module in the amplifier and that of the double 
parallelogram module, respectively. δy is obtained based on Equation (3.5). 
In addition, two auto-adaptive planar CPGs (Figure 3.8) can be further used to 
construct a spatial CPG (Figure 3.15) with four jaws. This new spatial CPG doesn’t 
have the auto-adaptive grasping function but still can be employed for most 
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applications. We may also obtain a CPG without auto-adaptive grasping as shown in 
Figure 3.16. Here, two additional parallelogram modules are introduced to decouple the 
transverse motion of the amplifier. 
 
Figure 3.15 Spatial CPG with four jaws 
 
Figure 3.16 Planar CPG without auto-adaptive grasping 
 
3.3.2 Discussions 
 
  The proposed auto-adaptive CPG (Figure 3.8) may be used in both in macro- 
(precision engineering) or micro-area (MEMS) for precision manipulation, and can be 
easily fabricated by micro-wire electric discharge machine (EDM). Here, PZT is 
employed to produce input force due to its major advantages of the large blocking force, 
high stiffness, fast response, compact size and up to nano-positioning. Also, CEDRAT 
TECHNOLOGIES  company [3.9] has fabricated many cymbal-type amplifier 
integrating PZT together from small size to large size (Figure 3.17), which provides us 
with an option that we only need to fabricate two parallelogram modules and then 
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assembly all parts together.  
 
Figure 3.17 An integrated amplifier product with PZT [3.9] 
 
  In order to further improve the dynamic performance of the proposed auto-adaptive 
CPG (Figure 3.8) without affecting its allowable maximal motion range, one can choose 
the multi-beam strategy, which has been demonstrated in Figure 3.13.  
  In addition to be applied in precision engineering and MEMS areas, these above 
proposed CPGs (Figures 3.8, 3.13, 3.15 and 3.16) can also be used in the areas in which 
the precision required is not high such as food industry. For example, the CPG (jointless) 
can be used to grasp the chicken drumsticks due to the hygiene requirement.  
 
3.4 Summary 
 
  An auto-adaptive CPG has been proposed. Using a cymbal-type displacement 
amplifier, it not only magnifies the small input displacement resulting from PZT to 
produce accurate motion, but also can produce auto-adaptive grasping for applications 
in complex environment. 
  The proposed auto-adaptive CPG (Figure 3.8) can ensure actuator isolation due to no 
transverse force acting at the actuator, and firmly grasp the objects due to 
well-constrained parasitic rotation of its two jaws. The auto-adaptive CPG can also 
perform large range of motion and has no stress-concentration effect due to the use of 
distributed-compliance. 
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Chapter 4 – Design and Modelling of XY CPMs for High-Precision 
Motion Stages 
 
  An XY compliant parallel manipulator (CPM) for high-precision motion stage is a 
mechatronic motion system, which is an integration of compliant mechanism 
(composed of a base and a motion stage connected by compliant members), linear 
actuators, sensors and controller. Its motion stage, indirectly driven by actuators, is 
capable of moving along the X-and Y-axes, respectively. XY CPMs for high-precision 
motion stages can be used in a variety of applications such as the atomic force 
microscope [4.1, 4.2], micro-assembly [4.3], data storage [4.4] and potential mechanical 
in-plane loading device. Their merits and desired performance characteristics (design 
indices) have been discussed in Chapter 1. 
Many researchers [4.2, 4.5–4.12] have conducted the creative design of XY CPMs 
using the basic parallelogram or double parallelogram modules with 
lumped-compliance, distributed-compliance or hybrid-compliance. Three of them are 
shown in Figure 4.1. Awtar et al [4.5, 4.6] made a pioneering contribution on XY CPMs 
(Figure 4.1a) for large-range translation using the identical distributed-compliance 
double parallelogram modules as compliant prismatic (P) joints. In order to make the 
whole configuration more compact and reduce the in-plane parasitic rotational angle of 
the motion stage, the compliant P joints connected to the base are arranged in 
rotation-symmetry about the centre of the motion stage, and the compliant P joints 
connected the motion stage are arranged in mirror-symmetry with respect to the X- or 
Y-axis. Choi et al [4.7] also proposed a 4-PP monolithic parallel linear compliant 
mechanism with distributed-compliance (Figure 4.1b). They used two mirror-symmetric 
double-parallelogram modules as the compliant P joint connected to the base in each leg 
in order to reduce the input-coupling and the in-plane parasitic angle. Li et al [4.8] 
further proposed a totally decoupled flexure-based XY CPM with displacement 
amplifiers (Figure 4.1c) using lumped-compliance. This design is more compact than 
Choi’s design, and its in-plane parasitic angle and cross-axis coupling can be 
well-constrained. 
Despite their characteristics, these existing designs can still be improved as 
articulated below. In Awtar’s design, the rotation-symmetry is not the ideal constraint 
strategy, and the resulting XY CPM may have a very small in-plane parasitic angle and 
slight actuator non-isolation (input-coupling). Choi’s design is not compact 
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enough due to the simple serial connection of two P joints. In addition, it has relatively 
small motion range and larger cross-axis coupling due to the use of the basic 
parallelogram module (having larger load-stiffening effect). Li’s design has limited 
motion range and relatively low transverse stiffness of the amplifier. The amplifier also 
augments the minimum incremental motion from the actuators. The other existing 
designs are also subjected to their own limitations, which produce small range of 
motion [4.9–4.12], relatively large in-plane parasitic angle [4.9–4.11], relatively large 
cross-axis coupling [4.2, 4.12], and/or relatively large input-coupling [4.9]. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Three existing XY CPMs using kinematically decoupled configuration 
 
Another open issue in XY high-precision motion stages is the friction between the 
motion stage and ground/base. A magnetic-levitation or aerostatic strategy [4.13–4.16] 
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has been proposed to deal with this issue in the past because of their non–contact 
operation. While in the current XY CPMs, an option to overcome this problem is to 
separate the motion stage and the ground. However, for the motion stage under a high 
payload or out-of-plane vibration, one needs to increase the out-of-plane height of 
beams to enhance the out-of-plane stiffness. This strategy will cause 
manufacture/machining complexity/difficulty. Therefore, how to improve the 
out-of-plane stiffness without increasing the out-of-plane height of beams becomes a 
key issue. An approach to address this issue was proposed in Ref. [4.9] for a multiple 
DOF compliant robot using lumped flexure joint but subjected to its own disadvantages 
such as small range of motion and relatively large in-plane parasitic angle . 
To deal with the above unsolved issues, especially to increase out-of-plane stiffness in 
the existing designs, this chapter focuses on the design and modelling of XY CPMs for 
large range of motion and enhanced out-of-plane stiffness. While other desirable 
performance characteristics are also taken into consideration. Our strategy for 
enhancing out-of-plane stiffness is to use a spatial multi-beam module to constrain the 
out-of-plane motion. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 proposes a planar XY CPM, a 
spatial double four-beam module, and a stiffness-enhanced XY CPM. In Section 4.2, the 
proposed stiffness-enhanced XY CPM using a linear analytical approach is modelled 
using a normalized and linear analytical approach. Section 4.3 analyses the material, 
actuator and geometrical parameter selection, performance characteristics, and buckling 
checking and actuation checking for a case stiffness-enhanced XY CPM with large 
motion range of 10mm×10mm. Section 4.4 compares the proposed analytical model 
with FEA. In Section 4.5, the dynamics issues, manufacture and out-of-plane stiffness 
are discussed. Finally, the summary is stated in Section 4.6. 
 
4.1 Conceptual Design of Large-Range XY CPMs 
 
The totally decoupled XY CPMs, with input-decoupling and out-decoupling, can be 
constructed starting from a rigid-body 2-PP decoupled parallel mechanism (Figure 4.2). 
The 2-PP parallel mechanism is composed of two PP legs in parallel. Each leg consists 
of two P joints in a serial arrangement. Two P joints connected to the based are actuated, 
denoted by P. Here, the axes of two passive P joints are perpendicular to achieve 
kinematic decoupling, which is the necessary condition for cross-axis decoupling 
(kinematostatic decoupling).  
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Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram of a 2-PP decoupled parallel mechanism 
 
4.1.1 Compliant prismatic joints 
 
  The basic parallelogram flexure modules (Figure 2.16a) have been chosen as 
compliant P joints frequently in the design of XY CPMs. In order to achieve large range 
of motion, distributed-compliance mechanisms are employed in this chapter. However, 
the basic distributed-compliance parallelogram module can result in the relatively large 
load-stiffening effect [4.6, 4.17], affecting cross-axis decoupling, and relatively low 
primary motion stiffness, influencing the dynamic performance.  
One can obtain a double parallelogram flexure module by connecting two 
parallelograms in series in order to double the primary motion range of a single 
parallelogram module.    
Based on the nonlinear analysis in Refs. [4.6, 4.17] (also see Equation (3.3) in 
Chapter 3), we learn that the axial displacement for a basic parallelogram flexure 
module depends on three components: purely elastic effect of the axial force, purely 
kinematic effect and the elastokinematic effect (the elastokinematic effect is much 
smaller than the purely kinematic effect). Nevertheless, for the double parallelogram 
module, the purely kinematic effect of axial displacement can be largely attenuated as 
the transverse forces imposed on the secondary stage produce positive axial 
displacement, whereas the transverse forces imposed on the primary stage produce 
negative axial displacement (see Equation (3.10) in Chapter 3). In addition, this double 
parallelogram module can alleviate the load-stiffening effect from the axial force (see 
Equations (3.1) and (3.8) in Chapter 3). Therefore, when two mirror-symmetric basic 
parallelogram modules act as the active P joint, the resulting XY CPM has very large 
load-stiffening effect resulting from the augmentation of transverse stiffness in the 
presence of (a) large proportion of axial tension-force compared to double 
parallelogram module, and (b) gradually increased axial tension-force in the 
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configuration of two mirror-symmetry parallelogram modules. This load-stiffening 
effect limits the motion range of the resulting XY CPM. 
One can further increase the number of beams [4.18], i.e. using multi-beam strategy 
(i.e. the number of beams >2), in each parallelogram module to improve the primary 
motion stiffness without affecting the allowable maximal motion range. 
Therefore, we use two mirror-symmetric double three-beam parallelogram modules 
(Figure 4.3a) as the compliant P joint I, and use a double four-beam parallelogram 
modules as the compliant P joint II (Figure 4.3b). Here, the length of each beam in the 
compliant P joint II is set to be larger (for example 2.2 times larger) than that in the 
compliant P joint I, and the in-plane thickness of each beam in the compliant P joint II is 
accordingly set to be larger than that in the compliant P joint I. We may fix the ratio of 
length to in-plane thickness to make all beams have same transverse motion stiffness.  
 
Figure 4.3 Proposed compliant P joints 
 
Alternatively, we may further increase the beam in-plane thickness and choose 
more-layer (for example quadruple) strategy for the multi-beam parallelogram modules 
to produce a same allowable maximal motion range. 
 
4.1.2 A planar XY CPM 
 
In order to obtain a stiffness-enhanced XY CPM, we start with proposing a planar 
large-range XY CPM. One can first replace the active/passive P joint in each leg in 
Figure 4.2 with the proposed compliant P joint I/II in Figure 4.3 to obtain a 2-PP XY 
CPM, and then add two same auxiliary compliant legs to the motion stage to further 
constrain the in-plane parasitic rotation to obtain a planar XY CPM (Figure 4.4). Here, 
each compliant P joint I is placed inside its adjacent compliant P joint II to make the 
configuration compact.  
a) Compliant P joint I  
Base 
b) Compliant P joint II  
  
Compliant beam 
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Figure 4.4 A planar XY CPM 
In addition to using the above all-symmetry strategy (4-leg) for well constraining 
in-plane parasitic rotation, alternatively, we can employ both symmetry and centre of 
stiffness based approach to constrain the parasitic rotation well, and thus obtain a 
3-legged XY CPM (see Appendix L for an example).  
This proposed planar XY CPM (Figure 4.4) has desirable performance characteristics, 
such as large range of motion, well-constrained in-plane parasitic rotation (θsz), 
approximate actuator-isolation, approximate cross-axis decoupling, excluding enhanced 
out-of-plane stiffness. It should be noted that the out-of-plane thickness may be 
relatively small. In this case, the motion stage of the proposed planar XY CPM can not 
only move along the X- and Y-axes, but also may move out of plane. This means that its 
out-of-plane motion, Zs, θsx and θsy, should be constrained by further strategy. 
In order to reach only pure translational displacements along the X- and Y-axes for an 
XY CPM, we can further add an auxiliary spatial leg, only having planar motion, to its 
motion stage to constrain its out-of-plane motion. Therefore, the DOF of the spatial leg 
to be proposed should follow the set intersection equation below. 
[Xs, Ys (Zs, θsx, θsy)] ∩ [DOF of the spatial leg] = [Xs,Ys].         (4.1) 
  One of the solutions to Equation (4.1) is that the DOF of the spatial leg are Xs, Ys, and 
Base 
Fay-y 
Fax-x 
A planar leg 
Base 
X 
Y 
Xs 
Ys 
Motion stage 
Base 
Base 
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θsz. Therefore, we can know that the spatial leg is an E (planar motion) joint. 
 
4.1.3 A spatial compliant leg 
 
In Chapter 2, spatial multi-beam modules have been proposed and analysed in detail. 
It has been shown that all the out-of-plane motions of the spatial multi-beam module are 
suppressed, which leaves the planar motions
 
as the DOF. This provides a good argument 
to choose the spatial multi-beam modules as the needed E leg (also spatial leg) as 
mentioned in Section 4.1.2. It is noted that if the spatial multi-beam module is used as a 
spatial compliant leg of a new XY CPM, its torsional angle is constrained as well by the 
compliant P joints I and II. 
In order to a) increase the motion range, b) alleviate the load-stiffening effect, c) 
approximately eliminate the purely kinematic effect of the axial displacement, d) have a 
simple enough configuration and e) improve the dynamic performance, a spatial double 
four-beam module (Figure 4.5), obtained by connecting two spatial four-beam modules 
in series, is used as the spatial compliant leg. Here, the beam has a square cross-section, 
the thickness and length of which are the same as those in the compliant P joint I of the 
planar XY CPM. 
From Equations (2.86d) and (2.86e), we learn that if only two transverse forces are 
exerted at the centre of stiffness of the spatial compliant leg (Figure 4.5b), all parasitic 
rotations, θsx and θsy, are eliminated. Also, the parasitic translation, Zs, is equal to zero if 
no axial force is applied. 
 
Figure 4.5 Spatial double four-beam module 
 
4.1.4 A stiffness-enhanced XY CPM 
 
Combining the proposed planar XY CPM (Figure 4.4) and the proposed spatial 
(b)  Front view 
Motion stage 
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compliant leg (Figure 4.5) in parallel, and making the centre of the motion stage of the 
planar XY CPM and the stiffness centre of the spatial compliant leg overlap, we may 
obtain a stiffness-enhanced XY CPM (Figure 4.6). 
 
Figure 4.6 A stiffness-enhanced XY CPM 
 
As it will be shown in the following sections, the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM has 
large out-of-plane stiffness in addition to the desired characteristics such as large range 
of motion, well-constrained parasitic motion, approximate actuator-isolation, and 
approximate cross-axis decoupling. 
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The summarized comparisons among the existing XY CPMs and the 
stiffness-enhanced XY CPM are shown in Table 4.1. 
 
XY CPMs 
Characteristics 
Awtar’s 
design [4.5] 
Choi’s design 
[4.7] 
Li’s design 
[4.8] 
Tam’s design 
[4.9] 
Stiffness-enhanced 
XY CPM 
Large range of motion + 0 − − + 
Constrained in-plane parasitic angle 0 + + − + 
Large out-of-plane stiffness 0 0 0 + + 
Minimal cross-axis coupling + 0 + 0 + 
Maximal actuator isolation 0 + + − + 
Compactness + 0 0 0 − 
 
Table 4.1 Characteristic comparisons of XY CPMs (Good: +, Normal: 0, Poor: −) 
 
4.2 Kinematostatic Modelling of the Stiffness-Enhanced XY CPM  
 
Similar to Chapter 2, all translational displacements and length parameters are 
normalized by length L of the beam in the compliant P joint I (Figure 4.5a) of the planar 
XY CPM, forces by E'Iz/L2, and moments by E'Iz/L in order to simplify the 
representation and derivation of equations unless indicated otherwise. Here, E'=E/(1−v2) 
denotes plate modulus (usually for out-of-plane thickness U/in-plane thickness T>10), 
and Iz denotes the second moment of the area of a rectangle cross-section in the beam of 
the compliant P joint I about the Z-axis. All normalized non-dimensional quantities in 
the following sections are represented using the corresponding lower-case letters.   
 
4.2.1 Modelling of the three-beam parallelogram module 
 
The three-beam parallelogram module in the compliant P joint I of the planar XY 
CPM is shown in Figure 4.7. It is assumed that u/t>10. Based on the linear modelling 
approaches for CPMs in Appendix C, we can obtain its stiffness matrix that reflects the 
relationships between the loads and displacements both defined at the same point, Cp, as 
shown in Figure 4.7 as follows:  
∑
=
=
3
1
p
T
pp
i
iii DKDK                         (4.2) 
where Ki (i=1, 2, 3) is the stiffness matrix of the i-th beam for the mobile-end, and Dpi 
(i=1, 2, 3) is the transformation matrix of the displacements of the centre of the primary 
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stage (neglecting its thickness). We have 










=
bc
ca
d
i
0
0
00
K ,                          (4.3a) 









 −
=
100
'10
'01
p i
i
i x
y
D                          (4.3b) 
where non-dimensional numbers are a=12, b=4, c=−6, d=12(1−v2)/t2. The relative 
coordinates of the tips of the beams with respect to the centre of the primary stage are 
x1'=0, y1'=v1, x2'=0, y2'=0, x3'=0, and y3'=−v1.  
 
Figure 4.7 Three-beam parallelogram module 
 
Then we obtain the corresponding compliance matrix: 
1
pp
−
= KC .                             (4.4) 
  It is noted that the above stiffness and compliance matrices are all symmetrical 
matrices, which are affected by the spanning parameter v1. The larger v1 is, the better the 
translational performance of this module is. 
 
4.2.2 Modelling of the double three-beam parallelogram module 
 
The double three-beam parallelogram flexure module (Figure 4.8) is a typical serial 
system composed of two parallelogram three-beam modules. The compliance matrix of 
the double parallelogram module, for the loads and displacements defined at the centre, 
Cp1, of the primary stage, can be expressed based on the approaches in Appendix C as 
T
pp2pp1s JCJCC +=                          (4.5) 
where Cp1 and Cp2 are the local compliance matrices of the first and second three-beam 
parallelogram modules, respectively, obtained using Equation (4.4). Jp is the 
transformation matrix, obtained based on Dpi in Equation (4.3b) using the relative 
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location (0, v2) of the centre, Cp1, of primary stage with respect to the indicated point, 
Cs2, on the secondary stage. We have  
pp1 CC = ,
1
pp2
100
0cossin
0sincos
100
0cossin
0sincos −−−
= pipi
pipi
pipi
pipi
CC , and









 −
=
100
110
01 2v
pJ . 
Then, we obtain the corresponding stiffness matrix 
1
ss
−
= CK .                             (4.6) 
                         
Figure 4.8 Double three-beam parallelogram module 
 
4.2.3 Modelling of the compliant P joint I 
 
  The compliant P joint I (Figure 4.9) consists of two double three-beam parallelogram 
modules in parallel. Let αi represent the rotation angle between two coordinate systems. 
We can derive its stiffness matrix for the loads and displacements defined at the 
actuation point, Ca, as 
s2s2
T
s2s1s1
T
s1ps DKDDKDK +=                     (4.7) 
where Ks1 and Ks2 are obtained based on Equation (4.6), and Ds1 and Ds2 are obtained 
based on Dpi in Equation (4.3b). We have  
1
ss
cos0sin
010
sin0cos
cos0sin
010
sin0cos −
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
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



−
=
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i
αα
αα
αα
αα
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
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
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1
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s1 h
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D , and 










=
100
10
01
1
2
s2 h
h
D . 
Here α1=0 and α2=π. 
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Figure 4.9 Compliant P joint I with geometrical parameters and loading representation 
 
Then we obtain the corresponding compliance matrix 
1
psps
−
= KC .                            (4.8) 
 
4.2.4 Modelling of the compliant P joint II 
 
The compliant P joint II (Figure 4.10 is composed of two four-beam parallelogram 
modules in series. 
 
Figure 4.10 Compliant P joint II with geometrical parameters and loading representation 
 
For the first four-beam parallelogram module (outer one) with displacements and 
loads defined at the point, Cp1, its own stiffness matrix with respect the global 
coordinate system XYZ can be obtained as 
∑
=
=
4
1
op1o
T
op1op1
i
iii DKDK                        (4.9) 
where Koi (i=1, 2, 3, 4) is the stiffness matrix of each beam, with 2.2 times of the above 
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length and thickness, in the compliant P joint II, and Dop1i (i=1, 2, 3, 4) is the 
transformation matrix of displacements, which are shown as 










=
bc
ca
d
i
2
o
2.22.20
2.20
00
K  if u/(2.2t)>10, 










=
)-(12.2)-(12.20
)-(12.2)-(10
00
222
22
o
vbvc
vcva
d 
iK  if u/(2.2t)<10, and 
 









 −
=
100
010
'01
1op
i
i
y
D . 
Here y1'= w1+w3, y2'= w1, y3'=−w1 and y4'=−(w1+w3). 
The compliance matrix for the first four-beam parallelogram module is then obtained 
as  
1
op1op1
−
= KC .                          (4.10) 
Similarly, the stiffness matrix for the second four-beam parallelogram module (inner 
one) with displacements and loads defined at the point, Cs2, with respect to its own local 
coordinate system X'Y'Z', is 
∑
=
=
4
1
op2o
T
op2op2
i
iii DKDK                      (4.11) 
where  









 −
=
100
010
'01
2op
i
i
y
D . 
Here y1'= w2+w3, y2'= w2. y3'=−w2 and y4'=−(w2+w3). 
Thus, the compliance matrix for the second four-beam parallelogram module, with 
respect to the global coordinate system XYZ, is given as  
1
1
op2op2
100
0cossin
0sincos
100
0cossin
0sincos −
−









 −









 −
= pipi
pipi
pipi
pipi
KC .           (4.12) 
Once Cop1 and Cop2 are obtained based on Equations (4.10) and (4.12), we obtain the 
compliance matrix of the compliant joint II following the derivation of Equation (4.5) as 
T
opop2opop1os JCJCC +=                      (4.13) 
where Jop is obtained based on Equation (4.3b) using the relative location (2.2, 0) of the 
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centre of primary stage with respect to that of the secondary motion stage, which is 
shown below:  










=
100
2.210
001
opJ . 
 
4.2.5 Modelling of a planar leg 
 
Base on the above compliant matrices of compliant P joints, we can further derive the 
compliance matrix of a planar leg, for the loads and displacements defined at the virtual 
action point of the primary stage (Figure 4.11), as 
ospsleg ' CCC +=                          (4.14) 
where 
1
psps
100
02/cos2/sin
02/sin2/cos
100
02/cos2/sin
02/sin2/cos
'
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


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
−

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

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
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

−= pipi
pipi
pipi
pipi
CC . 
Then, the corresponding stiffness matrix for the planar leg is  
1
legleg
−
= CK .                            (4.15) 
 
Figure 4.11 A planar leg 
 
4.2.6 Modelling of the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM 
 
Using Equation (4.15), the stiffness matrices of all planar PP legs in the local 
coordinate system are obtained by appropriate coordinate transformation. The stiffness 
matrix, Kspatial, of the spatial compliant leg (Figure 4.5a) under the planar loads can be 
obtained based on the results of subtracting the effects of the out-of-plane loads from 
Equations (2.86a), (2.86b) and (2.86f), and the normalization conditions mentioned 
earlier, which is given below: 
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where v is the Possion’s ratio, and δ = 1/(1+v). r4' and r4' are the two pitch circle radii, 
around which inner and outer four beams in the spatial compliant leg are spaced. 
Then the stiffness matrix of the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM (Figure 4.6), for the 
loads and displacements defined at the centre of the motion stage of the planar XY CPM, 
can be obtained accordingly as 
∑
=
+=
4
1
spatialmleg
T
mm
i
iii KDKDK                    (4.16) 
where Klegi is the stiffness matrix for each leg, which is shown below  
1
legleg
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Here α1=0, α2=π/2, α3=π, and α4=3π/2. Dmi is the displacement transformation matrix, 
which is defined as  









 −
=
100
'10
'01
m i
i
i x
y
D . 
Let s denote the normalized distance between the centre of the motion stage and the 
actuation point. We have x1'=−s, y1'=0, x2'=0, y2'=−s, x3'=s, y3'=0, x4'=0, and y4'=s.  
It is noted that all the above modelling builds on small deformation assumptions, and 
the material non-linearity has been ignored. The much smaller the motion range is, the 
more accurate the liner model is due to small deformation assumptions. All these 
equations can be programmed using Maple.  
Then, we have the load-displacement equations  
smXKF =                            (4.17) 
where T],,[ zyx mff=F and Ts ],,[ szss yx θ=X , which are the load and displacement 
vectors at the center of the motion stage of the planar XY CPM, respectively.  
In practice, two actuation forces should be exerted at the actuation points (Figure 4.6a) 
rather than the centre of the motion stage of the planar XY CPM. The difference 
between the two actuation ways is due to the axial compression deformation of the 
beams in the compliant P joint II (for details, see Appendix G).  
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Similar to the derivation of Equation (4.17), the load-displacement equations 
capturing the effects for loads acting at both the actuation points and the centre of the 
motion stage are 
aypsleg2
T
m2axpsleg1
T
m1sm ' FCKDFCKDXKF −−=              (4.18) 
where Tax ],,[ zaxyaxxax mff −−−=F and Tay ],,[ zayyayxay mff −−−=F , which denote the actuation 
load vectors at the X- and Y-actuation points, respectively. fax-x and fax-y denote the 
forces acting at the X-actuation point along the X- and Y-axes, respectively. 
It is noted that when Fax and Fay are all zero vectors, Equation (4.18) can be reduced 
to Equation (4.17).  
When F is equal to a zero vector, Equation (4.18) can be further simplified to obtain 
the displacement vector as 
 )'( aypsleg2Tm2axpsleg1Tm11ms FCKDFCKDKX += − .             (4.19) 
Using the result of Equation (4.19), we can derive the displacements at the 
X-actuation point (the connecting centre between the X-actuator and the XY CPM) as 
]'[' axaxpssm1leg1psax F)FCX(DKCX +−=                 (4.20) 
where Tax ],,[ zaxaxax yx −= θX , which is the displacement vector at the X-actuation point. 
xax and yax denote the translational displacements of the X-actuation point along the X- 
and Y-axes, respectively. 
 
4.3 Case Study of a Stiffness-Enhanced XY CPM 
 
4.3.1 Material, actuator and geometrical parameter determination 
 
As an example, the material for the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM is chosen to be an 
aluminium alloy, AL6061-T651, for which Young’s modulus, E, is 69,000 Nmm−2 and 
Poisson’s ratio, v, is 0.33, due to the material’s low internal stresses, good strength and 
phase stability [4.6] suitable for precision engineering application. 
The objective of 10mm×10mm’s motion range requires a large-range linear actuator. 
Because of the merits such as large-range nanopositioning (the large range of motion 
and high nanometric resolution), linear model, and force-control along with 
hysteresis-free, frictionless and cog-free motion, one can choose the linear voice coil 
actuator from BEI Kimco Magnetics (LA28-22-000A), which provides a total stroke of 
11.43mm and a relatively large peak force of 266.89N, with dimension: Φ 69.85 
mm×55.88 mm, for the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM. 
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Based on maximal shear stress theory, the actual (non-normalized) transverse motion 
range for the beams both in the compliant P joints I and II should meet the following 
conditions based on Appendix F: 
T
L
E
s
2
I 3
1 σ
η
≤∆
 ,                         (4.21) 
T
L
ET
L
E
ss
22
II 3
2.2
2.2
)2.2(
3
1 σ
η
σ
η
=≤∆                    (4.22) 
where ∆I and ∆II are the actual transverse motion range of the beams in the compliant P 
joints I and II, respectively. σs =276Mpa, which is the yield strength of the chosen 
material, and η is the safety coefficient.  
Equations (4.21) and (4.22) show that the allowable maximal motion range of the 
compliant P joint II is larger than that of the compliant P joint I. Therefore, we may 
further increase the in-plane thickness of the beam in the compliant P joint II to let it 
produce the same allowable maximal motion range as the compliant P joint I. But this 
will enlarge its primary stiffness, which leads to worse actuator isolation performance. 
  To achieve a 10mm’s motion range along each axis, i.e. twice of the beam’s 
transverse motion range, for the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM, we obtain from Equation 
(4.21) 
mm10
3
2 2 ≥
T
L
E
sσ
η
.                      (4.23) 
  According to Equation (4.23), the actuator mounting size and minimum manufacture 
requirements, the dimension for a beam in the compliant P joint I is L=50mm, 
T=0.66mm (t=0.0132), and U=10mm (u=0.2), and the other geometric parameters in the 
planar XY CPM (Figure 4.6a) are V1=20.66mm (v1=0.4132), V2=52mm (v2=1.04), 
W1=127.726mm (w1=2.5545), W2=107.726mm (w2=2.1545), W3=8.548mm (w3=0.1510), 
H1=43mm (h1=0.86), H2=27.01mm (h2=0.5402), and S=149 mm (s=2.98). 
In order to make the spatial compliant leg (Figure 4.5a) produce the same motion 
range as that of the compliant P joint I, the thickness and length of the beam in the 
spatial compliant leg are 0.66mm and 50 mm, respectively. Two pitch circle radiues in 
the spatial leg, are, respectively, set up to be R4=56.1069mm (r4=1.1220) and 
R4'=71.1774mm (r4'=1.4235), accordingly. Here, R4 is set to be comparable with the 
beam length in order to reduce the parasitic motion and R4' is obtained based on the 
motion range requirement and the predetermined R4.  
The overall dimension for the above stiffness-enhanced XY CPM with base frame is 
540 mm×540mm×75mm.  
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4.3.2 Input load-output displacement equations 
 
Substituting the above geometrical dimensions into Equation (4.19), we obtain the 
displacements for the motion stage under only two actuation forces, fax-x and fay-y: 
[ ]TT 0,0086078.0,0086078.0],,[ yayxaxszss ffyx −−=θ .         (4.24) 
Equation (4.24) shows that the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM has no cross-axis 
coupling. It also reveals that if no moment acts at two actuation points, no in-plane 
parasitic rotation exists. 
 
4.3.3 Lost motion 
 
Substituting the geometrical dimensions of the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM into 
Equation (4.20) under only two actuation forces, fax-x and fay-y, we have 
T963T ]108927.9,10995.2,106134.8[],,[ yayyayxaxzaxaxax fffyx −−−−−−− ×−××=θ . 
(4.25) 
The linear lost motion percentage can be obtained based on Equations (4.24) and 
(4.25):  
%065.0
0086078.0
)0086078.00086134.0(%100 =−=×−
s
sax
x
xx
.          (4.26) 
 
4.3.4 Actuation isolation performance 
 
From Equation (4.25), we can obtain the input coupling for the X-actuator, which is 
reflected by the transverse motion of the X-actuation point, as follows 
yayax fy −−×= 610995.2 .                       (4.27) 
 
4.3.5 Buckling checking 
 
The conditions for no buckling to occur in the beams in both the compliant P joint II 
and compliant P joint I are  
2
3
32
3
32
3
leg11m11 )2.2(12
)2.2(40)1(12)9854.3514.116(10)1(12)kk(10 L
TEU
Lv
EUT
Lv
EUT ≤
−
−×=
−
−× , (4.28) 
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(4.29) 
where km11, kleg11 and kspatial11 denote the elements (entries) in the first row and first 
column of the matrices: Km [Equation (4.16)], Kleg [Equation (4.15)], and Kspatial 
[Equation (4.16)], respectively. The term on the left-hand side in Equation (4.28), 
32
3
leg11m11 )1(12)kk(10 Lv
EUT
−
−× , denotes the actual axial load acting at the compliant P joint 
II when producing 10 mm’s motion range. The term on the right-hand side in Equation 
(28), 
2
3
)2.2(12
)2.2(40
L
TEU
, denotes the actual buckling load for the compliant P joint II in the 
leg 1 or 2 obtained from [4.6]. The term on the left-hand side in Equation (4.29), 
32
3
spatial11leg11m11
)1(122
)k2kk(
10
Lv
EUT
−
−−
× , denotes the actual axial load acting at the 
compliant P joint I in any leg when producing 10 mm’s motion range. The term on the 
right-hand side in Equation (4.29), 
22
3
)1(1260 Lv
EUT
−
, denotes the actual buckling load for 
the compliant P joint I obtained from [4.6]. 
It is verified that the above inequalities [Equations (4.28) and (4.29)] are satisfied 
under the given conditions. Therefore, no buckling occurs in the compliant P joints. 
 
4.3.6 Actuation force checking 
 
In order to ensure the voice coil actuator to works normally, the actual actuation force 
must be not greater than the peak force of the selected voice coil actuator. In the case 
studied above, we have 
 9N.266172.4N)1(120086078.0
110 32
3
≤=
−
××
Lv
EUT
           (4.30) 
where the term on the left-hand side is the actual actuation force to produce 10mm’s 
primary motion obtained using Equation (4.24), and the term on the right-hand side is 
the peak force of the selected voice coil actuator (LA28-22-000A). 
 
4.4 FEA Comparisons 
 
Figures 4.12–4.16 show the performance characteristics, such as primary compliance, 
lost motion, and actuation isolation, of the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM (Figure 4.6) 
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based on FEA and the proposed analytical models. Here, we choose Comsol 
large-displacement module for FEA using tetrahedron element with fine mesh 
(maximum element size 0.2mm). The reference point is the centre of the top surface of 
the motion stage of the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM for translational displacements.  
 
Figure 4.12 FEA illustrations in deformation for the large range of motion 
 
Figure 4.12 illustrates the large range of motion for two cases obtained using FEA 
under static elastic domain: a) 10mm’s translation along the Y-axis, and b) 10mm’s 
b) 10mm’s translational displacements along both the X- and Y-axes 
a) 10mm’s translational displacement along the Y-axis 
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translations along both the X- and Y-axes. 
 
a) Primary motion comparison 
 
Figure 4.13 shows that the nominal X-axis compliance ( xaxs FX −∂∂ / for zero 
Y-actuation) obtained using the linear analytical model [Equation (4.24)] is slightly 
lower than that obtained using FEA, with an acceptable difference of 4.8%. 
 
Figure 4.13 Primary motion in the X-direction 
 
b) Cross-axis coupling comparison 
 
  It is noted that FEA (Figure 4.14) can capture the negligible cross-axis coupling effect 
(for instance the effect of Fay-y upon Xs) that the linear analytical model [Equation (4.24)] 
cannot. This input coupling effect results in a slight reduction of the primary stiffness. 
FEA results reveal that the maximal cross-axis coupling error in the X-direction is 
1.56% of the primary motion, Xs, under Fay-y=0. 
 
Figure 4.14 Cross-axis coupling error: X-displacement error affected by Fay-y 
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c) Input-coupling comparison 
 
Figure 4.15 shows that the input coupling obtained using the linear analytical model 
[Equation (4.27)] is much smaller than that obtained using FEA. FEA also reveals that 
the input-coupling takes on a nonlinear relationship rather than a linear one, and that Yax 
is less than 1.52% of the primary motion, Ys, which may be acceptable for most 
applications. 
 
Figure 4.15 Input coupling percentage of the actuation point producing X-axis primary 
motion caused by Fax-x 
d) Lost motion comparison  
 
  Figure 4.16 shows that the comparison of the lost motion in the X-direction. It shows 
that the ratio of the lost motion to the primary motion obtained using FEA is less than 
4.45%, which can be also tolerated for most applications, but much larger than 0.065%, 
obtained using the linear analytical model [Equation (4.26)]. In addition, FEA shows 
that the lost motion has a nonlinear relationship rather than a linear one. 
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Figure 4.16 Lost motion percentage in the X-direction 
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e) Parasitic rotation comparison 
 
FEA results also show that, over the motion range of 10mm×10mm, the parasitic 
translational displacement along the Z-axis is below 2×10−4 mm (4×10−6 for normalize 
value), the parasitic rotation about the X-/Y-axis is below 2×10−6, and the parasitic 
rotation about the Z-axis is below 1×10−6, while all the corresponding analytical results 
are equal to zero. All these parasitic rotational displacements can be tolerated in this 
paper considering the accuracy of FEA. 
 
f) Remarks 
 
The above comparisons show that there are certain differences between the FEA and 
the analytical results. These differences are due to inaccuracy of either linear analytical 
model or FEA. The results obtained from FEA are larger than that obtained from the 
analytical model since all elements are considered as elastic bodies in FEA. It is also 
noted that the lost motion and input coupling effects differ the most. This is probably 
because these characteristics are very small and FEA has relatively large inaccuracy in 
dealing with very small deformation/displacements.  
Although FEA can be used to analyse the proposed design and even capture more 
accurate nonlinear characteristics than the analytical model, it cannot enable rapid 
analysis and quick design synthesis as compared with the proposed linear analytical 
models.  
In addition, it is noted that the large-range translation of the stiffness-enhanced XY 
CPM can be achieved through using distributed-compliance modules. The smaller the 
translational displacement is, the more accurate the linear model is.  
 
4.5 Discussions 
 
4.5.1 Dynamics issues 
 
To improve the dynamic performance of an XY CPM, we may reduce the mass or 
increase the stiffness to raise the modal frequencies. Therefore, we can further increase 
the beam number in the double multi-beam parallelogram modules (Figure 4.3) to raise 
the primary stiffness (therefore the first natural frequency) of the stiffness-enhanced XY 
CPM without affecting the maximal motion range. We 
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number in the spatial double four-beam module (Figure 4.5) to improve its primary 
stiffness and out-of-plane stiffness along with the buckling load.  
If the primary stiffness needs to be increased, a higher-performance linear voice coil 
actuator with large range of motion and a higher-peak force (therefore bulkier) is 
accordingly required. 
In addition to the above measures, one may also improve dynamic performance by 
using a high-order controller to achieve a high bandwidth greater than the first natural 
frequency [4.19].  
 
4.5.2 Manufacture 
 
The stiffness-enhanced XY CPM can be fabricated in the following ways. Firstly, 
fabricate monolithically the XY CPM without the spatial leg from an AL6061-T651 
plate of 10 mm thickness using the electric discharge machining (EDM). Then, fabricate 
the spatial leg (spatial double four-beam module) from an AL6061-T651 block using the 
EDM (which will be discussed in Chapter 5 in detail). Here, the spatial double 
four-beam module is composed of several parts fabricated separately. By assembling the 
spatial leg and the XY CPM without the spatial leg, one can get the stiffness-enhanced 
XY CPM. 
However, the above manufacturing process induces assembly error, and results in 
increased number of parts. Advances in manufacturing technologies, such as rapid 
prototyping, may provide an appropriate method for fabricating monolithic spatial 
compliant mechanisms in the future. 
 
4.5.3 Out-of-plane stiffness 
 
It should be pointed out that FEA results shows that a planar XY CPM without the 
spatial compliant leg should have approximately 2.2 times higher beams than the 
associated stiffness-enhanced XY CPM of the case study in order to have the same 
normal stiffness in the Z-direction. In other words, the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM has 
approximately 7.1 times larger normal stiffness than its planar XY CPM without the 
spatial compliant leg. 
Compared with the planar XY CPM having 2.2 times higher beams, the 
stiffness-enhanced XY CPM benefits from reduced linear actuator cost due to smaller 
primary stiffness.  
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4.6 Summary 
 
A stiffness-enhanced XY CPM for large translation has been proposed. The analytical 
modelling has been derived. The analytical and FEA results have shown that, in the 
example case, the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM has large range of motion up to 
10mm×10mm, well-constrained parasitic motion, approximate actuator-isolation, 
approximate cross-axis decoupling, acceptable lost motion, and especially enhanced 
out-of-plane stiffness. 
Nonlinear modelling of the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM deserves further 
investigation in order to capture accurate constraint characteristics. Experiment 
verification is also needed to compare with the analytical models and/or FEA results. 
It is emphasized that the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM can be used as a building block 
of new spatial translational CPMs which will be studied in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 – Design and Modelling of XYZ CPMs for High-Precision 
Motion Stages 
 
  In addition to XY CPMs studied in Chapter 4, an XYZ CPM for high-precision 
motion stage is a mechatronic motion system, which is an integration of compliant 
mechanism (composed of a base and a motion stage connected by compliant members), 
actuators, sensors and controllers. Its motion stage is capable of translating along the X-, 
Y- and Z-axes actuated by three actuators indirectly, respectively. XYZ CPMs can be 
used in various applications such as the scanning table, bio-cell injector, nano-positioner, 
adjustable mounting [5.1–5.4], and potential 3-D mechanical loading device. Their 
merits and desired performance characteristics (design indices) have mentioned in the 
Chapter 1. One of popular stable 3-DOF translational stages on the market is the Elliot 
GoldTM series XYZ flexure stage invented by Martock Design [5.4]. But this serial 
XYZ flexure stage has some shortcomings such as having accumulation of errors 
compared with CPMs.  
  XYZ CPMs belong to a class of spatial mechanisms, and their synthesis and 
modelling are more complicated than planar CPMs. Recent research advances on the 
type synthesis of (rigid-body) translational parallel manipulators (TPMs) provide a 
starting point for the conceptual design of XYZ CPMs – 3-DOF translational CPMs. A 
number of XYZ CPMs using lumped compliance, such as the 3-PRRR [5.5, 5.6], 
3-PPPR [5.7], 3-PRC [5.8, 5.9], 3-PUU [5.10], 3-PPs [5.11] and 3-PPP [5.12] CPMs, 
have been proposed on the basis of the PRBM approach. Here, R, C, U and Ps denote 
revolute, cylindrical, revolute, universal joints and spatial motion four-bar parallelogram 
with four spherical lumped-compliance joints, respectively. In addition, hybrid motion 
CPMs (partially CPMs) combining macro motion (driven by DC motor) and micro 
motion (driven by PZT actuator) have been developed in order to achieve large range of 
motion and high resolution [5.13, 5.14]. Typical existing designs for XYZ CPMs are 
shown in Figure 5.1.  
  Despite their characteristics, these existing XYZ CPMs have several drawbacks. 
Firstly, planar (no spatial currently) and lumped-compliance joints/modules [5.5–5.12] 
are used in the CPMs. This may result in stress-concentration and especially small range 
of motion (100µm~1mm). Secondly, the CPMs are input-output coupled [5.8], which 
causes complicated control. Thirdly, the CPMs may have the bulky configuration [5.12], 
3. In addition, the resolution of hybrid motion CPMs [5.13. 5.14] depends on the 
resolution of macro motion and the motion range of micro motion. If the macro motion 
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resolution is larger than the motion range of micro motion, high resolution cannot be 
reached by the compensation of micro motion control. Also, hybrid motion CPMs may 
have more bulkier systems including the mechanism, actuator, driver and controller. 
            
(a) 3-PPPR CPM [5.7]              (b) 3-PRC CPM [5.8] 
   
(c) 3-PPs CPM [5.11]                (d) 3-PPP CPM [5.12] 
 
e) 3-PUPU partially CPM [5.13] 
Figure 5.1 Typical existing designs for the XYZ CPMs 
 
To overcome the small-range-of-motion drawback for the existing designs, this 
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chapter focuses on design and modelling of XYZ CPMs for large range of motion using 
(spatial) distributed-compliance modules, and also deals with other desired 
performance characteristics such as well-constrained parasitic motion, minimal 
cross-axis coupling and maximal actuator isolation.  
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, a general design methodology for 
translational CPMs is introduced. In Section 5.2, type synthesis of XYZ CPMs is then 
conducted to generate several large-range XYZ CPMs using the proposed approach 
through the use of: 1) identical double parallelogram flexure modules, 2) inverted planar 
XY CPMs, 3) identical spatial modules, 4) embedded spatial modules, 5) five legs 
composed of spatial modules, and 6) planar double two-beam modules. In Section 5.3, 
the kinematostatic modelling of the improved modular XYZ CPM using identical 
spatial double four-beam modules is implemented. In Section 5.4, the material, actuator 
and geometrical parameter determination, performance characteristic analysis, buckling 
and actuation force checking, and manufacture discussion are performed for a case 
improved modular XYZ CPM with a motion range of 10mm×10mm×10mm. In Section 
5.5, the first natural frequency is calculated. In Section 5.6, the analytical models are 
compared with FEA. Finally, the summary is conducted. 
 
5.1 Design Methodology for Translational CPMs 
 
In Chapters 3 and 4, we have studied 1-DOF and 2-DOF CPMs. For 1-DOF 
translational CPMs, the design approach is institutive or brainstormed due to the very 
straightforward configuration (see Figure 3.8 for instance). For 2-DOF translational 
CPMs, the design approach has been observed that we can replace the traditional P 
joints with lumped or distributed compliance P joints based on the type synthesis of 
rigid-body parallel mechanisms (see Figure 4.4 for instance).  
XYZ CPMs are more complicated than 1-DOF and 2-DOF CPMs, a new design 
methodology is therefore to be presented in order to obtain the desired XYZ CPMs.  
XYZ CPMs can be designed following the procedure below:  
(1) Determine the design objective for CPMs such as an XYZ CPM. 
(2) Identify proper rigid-body parallel mechanisms, such as the 3-PPPR TPM, based 
on the type synthesis of rigid-body parallel mechanisms in a way similar to the PRBM 
approach [5.5–5.12]. 
(3) Replace the traditional kinematic joints or kinematic sub-chains (such as the 
passive PPR kinematic chain in the 3-PPPR TPM) with suitable lumped joints or 
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distributed-compliance building-block modules (such as the spatial double four-beam 
parallel module). Here, the building-block modules may be existing ones or those to be 
proposed based on the actual requirement. 
(4) Check if the resulting CPMs meet the design objective, if not, go back to the first 
step. 
(5) Take further measures to constrain the parasitic motion, make whole 
configuration compact, and/or address certain specific requirement. 
It should be noted that the proposed design approach is also suitable for designing 
1-DOF and 2-DOF translational CPMs. Unlike the traditional PRBM approach in which 
the traditional joints are replaced with lumped compliance joints, the proposed approach 
to synthesize translational CPMs involves both replacing kinematic chains with 
appropriate multi-DOF compliant parallel modules and replacing traditional joints with 
lumped compliance joints. Therefore, this approach can produce more and better CPMs 
and make the configuration more compact. 
In the next section, the proposed design methodology will be illustrated by designing 
several XYZ CPMs.  
 
5.2 Type Synthesis of Large-Range XYZ CPMs 
 
The works on 3-DOF rigid-body TPMs [5.15–5.17] provide a basis to construct the 
XYZ CPMs. Based on these works, we can obtain three classes of kinematically 
decoupled 3-DOF TPMs (Figure 5.2) as follows:  
(1) 3-PPP TPMs; 
(2) 3-PPPR TPMs (equivalent to 3-PRRR, 3-PPRR, and 3-PRC TPMs in some cases); 
(3) 3-PPPRR TPMs (equivalent to 3-PPCR, 3-PUU and 3-PPs TPMs in some cases).  
Here, as pointed out in [5.15], the three planes associated with the passive 
PP/PPR/PPRR kinematic chains are orthogonal to produce the kinematic decoupling, 
and all the R joints in the second or third class are inactive. Each active P joint is 
arranged to be perpendicular to the passive PP/PPR/PPRR plane in each leg so that the 
configuration of the resulting 3-DOF TPMs can be used to construct kinematostatically 
decoupled XYZ CPMs. This is because the motion of CPMs depends on the acting of 
loads which is completely different from that of the rigid-body parallel manipulators.  
In the subsequent sections, we will rest on the above identified three classes of 
3-DOF TPMs to design large-range XYZ CPMs with distributed compliance using the 
design approach proposed in Section 5.1, and identify existing or new spatial compliant 
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modules, which can be used as building blocks of XYZ CPMs.  
 
(a) 3-PPP TPM 
 
(b) 3-PPPR TPM 
 
(c) 3-PPPRR (3-PPCR) TPM 
Figure 5.2 Three classes of kinematically decoupled 3-DOF TPMs 
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5.2.1 XYZ CPMs based on 3-PPP TPMs 
 
(1) XYZ CPMs using identical double parallelogram flexure modules 
 
It is well known that a double parallelogram flexure module (Figure 5.3a) is a 
compliant P joint when its out-of-plane height is large enough. Therefore, we can obtain 
an XYZ CPM (Figure 5.3b) by replacing the active P joint in each leg in the 3-PPP TPM 
(Figure 5.2a) with two mirror-symmetry double parallelogram flexure modules, and 
replacing each passive P joint in each leg in the 3-PPP TPM (Figure 5.2a) with a double 
parallelogram flexure module. 
 
Figure 5.3 XYZ CPM with three legs using identical parallelogram modules 
 
  In order to further reduce the parasitic rotational displacements, we can use 
symmetrical design approach to obtain an XYZ CPM with six legs using identical 
parallelogram modules (Figure 5.4a) by adding three auxiliary legs to the above 
proposed XYZ CPM (Figure 5.3b). 
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Figure 5.4 XYZ CPM with six legs using identical parallelogram modules 
   
  However, these designs (Figures 5.3 and 5.4) can only be applicable under the 
precondition of relatively small range of motion or large out-of-plane height of 
parallelogram module, which may result in manufacturing complexity/difficulty. Also, 
the design in Figure 5.4 has a bulky configuration.  
 
(2) XYZ CPMs using inverted planar XY CPMs 
 
  Awtar [5.18] proposed an interesting planar XY CPM for nanopositioning application 
with desired performance characteristics such as kinematostatic-decoupling. 
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 By replacing the two passive P joints (PP chain) in each leg of the 3-PPP TPM 
(Figure 5.2a) with an inverted Awtar’s planar mechanism (Figure 5.5a), and replacing 
the active P joint in each leg in the 3-PPP TPM (Figure 5.2a) with a large-range 
compliant P joint (Figure 5.5b), similar to Trease’s design [5.19], we obtain an XYZ 
CPM (Figure 5.5c). 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5 XYZ CPM using inverted Awtar’s XY CPM 
 
  Due to the relatively low out-of-plane stiffness of the planar XY CPM (inverted 
Awtar’s XY CPM) used in the XYZ CPM, which leads to undesired out-of-plane 
deformation (see Figure 5.5d), so we can further choose the XY CPM (Figure 5.6a) with 
enhanced out-of-plane stiffness, similar to the design in Chapter 4, to replace the 
passive PP chain in each leg in the 3-PPP TPM (Figure 5.2a). Accordingly, we obtain a 
new XYZ CPM (Figure 5.6b) using inverted stiffness-enhanced XY CPM. 
Motion stage 
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  However, these designs (Figures 5.5 and 5.6) induce manufacturing 
complexity/difficulty and bulky configurations. 
 
Figure 5.6 XYZ CPM using inverted stiffness-enhanced XY CPM 
 
5.2.2 XYZ CPMs based on 3-PPPR TPMs 
 
(1) Building blocks: spatial multi-beam modules and their combinations 
 
In this chapter, we use the spatial four-beam module and the spatial double four-beam 
module (Figures 5.7a and 5.8a) as the building blocks of new spatial translational CPMs 
since they have relatively high modal frequency (relative to the spatial three-beam 
module and spatial double three-beam module, respectively) and simple enough 
configuration. From the analysis in Chapter 2, we learn that we can decrease the 
cross-section size of the beam and increase the radius of the circle, which the beams are 
spaced around, to constrain the parasitic rotational displacements under constant beam 
length. 
In terms of the constraint-based design [5.20], two spatial four-beam modules (Figure 
5.7a) connected in parallel and having two orthogonal planes, each plane of which is 
associated with two translational displacements and one torsional angle of each spatial 
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four-beam module, can construct a compliant P joint (Figure 5.7b).  
 
Figure 5.7 A compliant P joint 
 
Similarly, two spatial double four-beam modules (Figure 5.8a) can also construct an 
improved compliant P joint (Figure 5.8b). 
 
Figure 5.8 An improved compliant P joint 
 
The above compliant P joint or improved compliant P joint can also be obtained by 
replacing each planar RRR kinematic chain in the well-known Sarrus linkage with the 
proposed spatial compliant module having planar motion (Figure 5.7a or 5.8a).  
 
(2) XYZ CPMs using identical spatial modules 
 
A modular and compact XYZ CPM (Figure 5.9), using identical spatial modules, can 
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be obtained by replacing the active P joint and the passive PPR chain in each leg of the 
3-PPPR TPM (Figure 5.2b) with a compliant P joint (Figure 5.7b) and a spatial 
four-beam module (Figure 5.7a), respectively, and making an appropriate arrangement 
for the configuration. Here, the R joint of the passive spatial four-beam module in each 
leg is constrained by the other two adjacent legs simultaneously. 
In order to further increase the range of motion along the desired direction, minimize 
cross-axis coupling, and maximize actuator isolation (i.e. reduce input-coupling), an 
improved modular XYZ CPM (Figure 5.10) can also be obtained by replacing the active 
P joint and the PPR chain in each leg of the 3-PPPR TPM (Figure 5.2b) with the 
improved compliant P joint (Figure 5.8b) and a spatial double four-beam module 
(Figure 5.8a), respectively. 
It should be noted that the parasitic rotational displacements of motion stage of the 
designs of Figure 5.9 and 5.10 can be reduced by increasing the size of the pitch 
circle(s), which all beams are spaced around, under constant beam length. 
In addition, the XYZ CPM composed of identical spatial modules can be turned into 
an XY CPM by removing the compliant active P joint in the Z-direction. An example 
can be found in Appendix H.   
 
Figure 5.9 A modular XYZ CPM with three legs using identical spatial modules  
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Motion stage 
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Figure 5.10 An improved modular XYZ CPM with three legs using identical spatial 
modules 
  
(3) XYZ CPMs using embedded spatial modules 
 
In order to alleviate the parasitic rotational displacements of the motion stage and 
input-coupling effect, we can use the center-of-stiffness-based approach to re-arrange 
the spatial modules in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, i.e. we need make centres of stiffness, 
associated with the spatial modules, overlap at a point that applied input force(s) can go 
through. Also we must make embedded arrangement to integrate the spatial modules.  
  For example, two centres of stiffness of two spatial modules in each compliant P joint 
in Figure 5.9, are set up to overlap at a same centre to yield a new embedded compliant 
P joint (Figure 5.11a) at first. Then three centres of stiffness of three spatial modules, 
passive modules that are directly connected to the motion stage, in Figure 5.9, are set up 
to overlap at a same centre to produce a new embedded integrated block (Figure 5.11b). 
Here, the new centre of stiffness is the intersected point of three symmetrical planes. 
Ultimately, we connect three new embedded compliant P joints to the new embedded 
integrated block to obtain an embedded (more compact) XYZ CPM (Figure 5.11c) with 
well-constrained parasitic rotational displacements and reduced input-coupling effect 
based on the design in Figure 5.9. 
  Based on the characteristics of spatial double four-beam modules, the design in 
Figure 10 can also be transformed into an improved embedded XYZ CPM (Figure 5.12c) 
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with well-constrained parasitic rotational displacements and reduced input-coupling, 
which has better characteristics than that embedded one as shown in Figure 5.11c. 
 
Figure 5.11 An embedded XYZ CPM with three legs and well-constrained parasitic 
rotational displacements 
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Figure 5.12 An improved embedded XYZ CPM with three legs and well-constrained 
parasitic rotational displacements 
 
(4) XYZ CPMs with five legs 
 
Another approach to approximately eliminate the parasitic rotational displacements 
for the design in Figure 5.10 is to use both symmetry and centre-of-stiffness-based 
strategy.  
An XYZ CPM (Figure 5.13b) with well-constrained parasitic rotational displacements 
can also be obtained by 1) replacing the active P joint and the passive PPR chain in each 
leg of the 3-PPPR TPM (Figure 5.2b) with a large-range compliant P joint (Figure 5.5b) 
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and a spatial double four-beam in Figure 5.13a, respectively, 2) adding two same 
auxiliary compliant legs (no auxiliary leg is added in the Z direction in order to save 
space for the motion stage and operation space) in such a way that two legs in the 
X/Y-direction are symmetric, and 3) making the leg in the Z-direction in an embedded 
arrangement in a way that the acting line of the applied input force along the X/Y-axis 
passes through the centre of stiffness of the spatial double four-beam module in this leg. 
Here, the reason for using the large-range compliant P joint (Figure 5.5b) is to better 
guarantee the actuator isolation and to make the whole configuration compact. 
  More variations for the XYZ CPM with five legs can be found in Appendix I. 
 
Figure 5.13 XYZ CPM with five legs and well-constrained parasitic rotational 
displacements 
 
5.2.3 XYZ CPMs based on 3-PPPRR TPMs 
 
Base on the configuration of 3-PPPRR TPM in Figure 5.2c, we can obtain an XYZ 
CPM, similar to Delta robot, by replacing the active P joint and the passive PPRR chain 
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in each leg with a large-range compliant P joint (Figure 5.5b) and a planar double 
two-beam module (each two-beam module is a spatial motion parallelogram having two 
rotational displacements and two translational displacements) in Figure 5.14a, 
respectively. Here, the double two-beam module in each leg should be arranged 
appropriately so that its two R joints are constrained by the other two adjacent legs, 
respectively. Therefore, the parasitic rotational displacements for the XYZ CPM (Figure 
5.14) are not better-constrained compared with the designs in Figures 5.9-5.13. 
 
Figure 5.14 XYZ CPM using planar double two-beam modules 
 
The XYZ CPMs proposed in this chapter and the typical existing kinematically 
decoupled designs are generally compared in Table 5.1. 
 
Characteristics  
XYZ CPMs 
Large 
range of 
motion 
Constrained 
parasitic 
angle 
Minimal 
cross-axis 
coupling 
Maximal 
actuator 
isolation 
Compactness 
Minimal 
number of 
geometrical 
parameters 
Li’s design [5.7] − 0 + 0 0 0 
Yue’s design [5.11] − 0 0 0 0 0 
Tang’s design [5.12] − − + 0 − 0 
Design in Figure 5.3 0 − 0 + 0 + 
Design in Figure 5.4 0 + 0 + − + 
Design in Figure 5.5 0 − 0 0 − 0 
Design in Figure 5.6 0 + + 0 − 0 
Design in Figure 5.9 0 0 − 0 0 + 
Design in Figure 5.10 + 0 0 0 0 + 
Design in Figure 5.11 0 + 0 0 + + 
Design in Figure 5.12 + + + + + + 
Design in Figure 5.13 + + + + 0 0 
Design in Figure 5.14 + − 0 0 0 0 
Table 5.1 Characteristic comparisons of XYZ CPMs (Good: +, Normal: 0, Poor: −) 
b) XYZ CPM a) Double two-beam module (Replacing passive PPRR chain) 
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Considering the comprehensive performance characteristic comparison from Table 
5.1, we can conclude that the proposed designs in Figures 5.10–5.13 are desired 
designs. 
 
5.3 Kinematostatic Modelling of the Improved Modular XYZ CPM  
 
In the followings, we only concern the modelling of the improved modular XYZ 
CPM (Figure 5.10) using identical spatial double four-beam modules due to its better 
manufacturability than those in Figures 5.11–5.13 although this design has worse 
parasitic rotational displacements. The simplified modelling of the improved embedded 
XYZ CPM (Figure 5.12) can also be found in Appendix J. 
Similar to Chapters 2 and 4, and Appendix C, we use the normalization-based strategy 
and convention to represent loads and displacements. Also, we will adopt linear 
analytical approaches for modelling the improved modular XYZ CPM. 
 
5.3.1 Modelling of the spatial double four-beam module 
 
For a single four-beam module in Figure 5.7a with loads and displacement defined at 
the centre of the bottom-plane of its motion stage, and with its pitch circle radius of r4, 
we obtain its stiffness matrix based on the modelling method of spatial three-beam 
module in Appendix C as follows: 
i
i
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x1'=0, y1'=20.5r4/2, and z1'=20.5r4/2; x2'=0, y2'=20.5r4/2, and z2'=−20.5r4/2; x3'=0, 
y3'=−20.5r4/2, and z3'=20.5r4/2; x4'=0, y4'=−20.5r4/2, and z4'=−20.5r4/2. d=12/(t)2 for square 
cross-section with normalized thickness t, or d=16/(d0)2 for round cross-section with 
normalized diameter d0. v is the Poisson’s ratio of the material. 
Using Equation (5.1) and the modelling approach of spatial double three-beam 
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module in Appendix C, we can obtain the compliance matrix for the spatial double 
four-beam module (Figure 5.8a), with loads and displacement defined at the centre of 
the bottom-plane of its motion stage, and with its inner pitch circle radius of r4 and outer 
pitch circle radius of r4', as shown below 
T
m
1
mm2mmm1dm )( JRCRJCC −+=                    (5.2) 
where 1mm1
−
= KC  and 1m2m2 −= KC . It is noted that Km2 is obtained based on Equation 
(5.1) using the parameter r4' instead of r4.  
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5.3.2 Modelling of the compliant P joint 
 
The stiffness matrix of the compliant P joint (Figure 5.8b) in the leg 2 of the 
improved modular XYZ CPM (Figure 5.10), for the loads and displacement defined at 
the centre of the stage 2 (the centre of the cube formed by the stage 2), can be obtained 
as 
 
1T
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where Cdm is directly obtained from Equation (5.2).  
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which are both obtained on a basis of Di in Equation (5.1), and 
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Here, u and w are normalized geometrical parameters as shown in Figure 5.8. 
  Thus, the compliance matrix of the compliant P joint is 
1
pp
−
= KC .                          (5.3b) 
 
5.3.3 Modelling of a leg 
 
  When the loads and displacements for the leg 2 are defined at the centre of the motion 
stage of the improved modular XYZ CPM (the centre of the cube formed by the motion 
stage), we can obtain the compliance matrix for the leg 2: 
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Cdm and Cp can be directly obtained from Equations (5.2) and (5.3b). Here, s is 
normalized geometrical parameter as shown in Figure 5.8. 
Thus, the stiffness matrix of leg 2 is 
1
leg2leg2
−
= CK .                          (5.4b) 
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5.3.4 Modelling of the improved modular XYZ CPM 
 
In the modelling of the improved modular XYZ CPM, the loads and displacements 
are defined at the centre of its motion stage (i.e. the centre of the cube) and denoted, 
respectively, by T],,,,,[ zyxzyx mmmfff=F , and Ts ],,,,,[ szsysxsss zyx θθθ=X .  
Following the modelling of leg 2, the stiffness and compliance matrices for legs 1 and 
3 can be obtained by appropriate coordinate transformation since the improved modular 
XYZ CPM is composed of three identical legs, 
Based on Equation (5.4b), the stiffness matrix of the improved modular XYZ CPM is 
1
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  Accordingly, the compliance matrix for the improved modular XYZ CPM is obtained 
as 
1
cpmcpm
−
= KC .                         (5.5b) 
Then, we have the load-displacement equations  
scpmXKF =                            (5.6) 
In order to capture the effects of loads acting at both the actuation points and the 
centre of the motion stage, we derive the following equation by generalizing Equation 
(5.6): 
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where  
T
ax ],,,,,[ zaxyaxxaxzaxyaxxax mmmfff −−−−−−=F , Tay ],,,,,[ zayyayxayzayyayxay mmmfff −−−−−−=F , and 
T
az ],,,,,[ zazyazxazzazyazxaz mmmfff −−−−−−=F , which denote the actuation load vectors at the 
X-, Y- and Z-actuation points, respectively. fax-x, fax-y and fax-z denote the forces acting at 
the X-actuation point along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively. Jpai is the displacement 
transformation matrix for each leg, which can be shown below according to Di in 
Equation (5.1): 
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Here, x1'=−(−w1+s+1.5w), y1'=0, and z1'=0; x2'=0, y2'=−(−w1+s+1.5w), and z2'=0; x3'=0, 
y3'=0, and z3'=−(−w1+s+1.5w). w1 is normalized geometrical parameter as shown in 
Figure 5.10. 
It is noted that when Fax, Fay and Faz are all zero vectors, Equation (5.7) can be 
reduced to Equation (5.6).  
When F is equal to a zero vector, Equation (5.7) can be further simplified to obtain the 
displacement vector of the motion stage as 
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Using the result of Equation (5.8), we can further derive the displacements at the 
Y-actuation point (the connecting centre between the Y-actuator and the XYZ CPM) as 
])([ ayTpa2ayTpa2Tpppsleg2Tpppayay FJFJJCJXKJCJX +−=            (5.9) 
where T],,,,,[ zayyayxayayayayay zyx −−−= θθθX , which is the displacement vector at the 
Y-actuation point. xay, yay, and zay denote the translational displacements of the 
Y-actuation point along the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively. Based on Di in Equation 
(5.1), we have 
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5.4 Case Study of an Improved Modular XYZ CPM 
 
In this section, an example improved modular XYZ CPM with a motion range of 
10mm×10mm×10mm is presented in detail. 
 
5.4.1 Material, actuator and geometrical parameter determination 
 
The material for the improved modular XYZ CPM is also selected to be an 
aluminium alloy, AL6061-T651, for which Young’s modulus, E, is 69,000 Nmm−2 and 
Poisson’s ratio, v, is 0.33, due to the material’s low internal stresses, good strength and 
phase stability suitable for precision engineering application [5.18]. 
The objective of 10mm×10mm×10mm’s motion range also requires a large-range 
linear actuator. As mentioned in Chapter 4, one can choose the linear voice coil actuator 
from BEI Kimco Magnetics (LA28-22-000A), which provides a total stroke of 
11.43mm and a relatively large peak force of 266.89N, with dimension: Φ 69.85 
mm×55.88 mm, for the modular XYZ CPM. This actuator has merits such as 
large-range nanopositioning (the large range of motion and high nanometric resolution), 
linear model, and force-control along with hysteresis-free, frictionless and cog-free 
motion. 
  Based on Equation (F.6) in Appendix F, the actual (non-normalized) transverse 
motion range for a beam in the spatial double four-beam module (Figure 5.8) should 
meet 
T
L
E
s
a
2
3
1 σ
η
≤∆                          (5.10) 
where ∆a is the actual transverse motion range of a beam. σs =276Mpa is the material 
yield strength, T is the actual thickness of the beam with square cross-section, and η is 
the safety coefficient. 
  Since 2∆a=10mm, we have 
mm10
3
2 2 ≥
T
L
E
sσ
η
.                     (5.11) 
According to Equation (5.11) and the actuator mounting size requirement, we select 
the dimension of a beam with square cross-section to be L=100mm, T=2.6mm (t=0.026). 
The other geometric parameters are: R4=68.8722mm (r4=0.6887), R4'= 89.5197mm 
(r4'=0.8952), U=20mm (u=0.20), S=140mm (s=1.40), W=163.20mm (w=1.632), and 
W1=153.20mm (w1=1.532). The overall dimension for the improved modular XYZ 
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CPM without the base frame is 466.40mm×466.40mm×466.40mm.  
 
5.4.2 Input load-output displacement equations 
 
Substituting the above geometrical dimensions into Equation (5.8), we derive the 
displacements for the motion stage of the improved modular XYZ CPM under the 
action of three actuation forces, fax-x, fay-y, and faz-z: 
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Equation (5.12) shows that the cross-axis coupling, for example the effect of fay-y 
upon xs, is acceptable because the coefficient of fay-y is 157 (=0.010547/0.000066976) 
times less than that of fax-x. In addition, the parasitic motion caused by an input actuation 
force is also 150 (=0.010547/0.000070591) times less than the corresponding primary 
motion caused by the same force, which can be tolerated. 
 
5.4.3 Lost motion 
 
Substituting the above geometrical dimensions into Equation (5.9), under the action 
of three actuation forces, fax-x, fay-y, and faz-z, we have 
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Based on Equations (5.12) and (5.13), the linear lost motion percentage along the 
Y-axis can be obtained as 
%100)(106976.6010547.0
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. (5.14) 
If only one actuation force fay-y is applied, Equation (5.14) can be simplified as 
%132.0%100
010547.0
010547.0010561.0%100ay =×−=×
−
s
s
y
yy
. 
Similarly, the lost motion long the X- or Z-axis can also be obtained as follows 
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5.4.4 Actuation isolation performance 
 
From Equation (5.13), we can obtain the input coupling for the Y-actuator, which is 
reflected by the transverse motion of the Y-actuation point, as 
xay=4.4965×10-5fax-x −3.7916×10-5fay-y−4.5270×10-8faz-z,            (5.15a) 
zay=−4.5270×10-8fax-x −3.7916×10-5 fay-y+4.4965×10-5faz-z.      (5.15b) 
Similarly, the input coupling for the X- or Z-actuator can be obtained as follows: 
yax=4.4965×10-5fay-y −3.7916×10-5fax-x−4.5270×10-8faz-z, 
zax=−4.5270×10-8fay-y −3.7916×10-5 fax-x+4.4965×10-5faz-z, 
xaz=4.4965×10-5fax-x −3.7916×10-5faz-z−4.5270×10-8fay-y, 
yaz=−4.5270×10-8fax-x −3.7916×10-5 faz-z+4.4965×10-5fay-y. 
 
5.4.5 Buckling checking 
   
  Since the passive double four-beam module in each leg undergoes larger axial force 
than the active double four-beam module if they have the same transverse translational 
displacements, we only consider the non-bulking condition for the passive module: 
2
4
2
4
3
4
leg222cpm22 12
40
12
4.69
12
10)1/c(1/c
L
ET
L
ET
L
ET ≤=−
            (5.16) 
where ccpm22 and cleg222 denote the elements (entries) in the second row and second 
column of the matrices Ccpm and Cleg2 [Equations (5.5b) and (5.4a)], respectively. The 
term on the left-hand side is actual axial force acting at the passive double four-beam 
module to produce required motion range. The term on the right-hand side, 
)12/(40 24 LET , denotes the actual buckling load for the spatial double four-beam 
module obtained based on Equation (2.82). 
 
5.4.6 Actuation force checking 
 
In order to ensure the voice coil actuator to work normally, the actuation force must 
not be larger than the peak force of the selected voice coil actuator. In the case studied 
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above, we have 
89.26612.249
12010547.0
110 3
4
≤=××
L
ET
              (5.17) 
where the term on the left-hand side, obtained using Equation (5.12), is the actual 
actuation force to produce the 10mm’ primary motion, and the term on the right-hand 
side is the peak force of the selected voice coil actuator (LA28-22-000A).  
 
5.4.7 Manufacture 
   
Due to impossible fabricating monolithic XYZ CPMs using EDM as one part, a 
possible manufacturing option is to fabricate separately all the parts for the spatial 
double four-beam modules from an AL6061-T651 block with thickness 163.20 mm, 
width 163.20mm and length 140mm at first using EDM. Then, one may assemble all 
these parts by screws, clamps and self-constraint to form a spatial double four-beam 
module (Figure 5.15). Meanwhile, one fabricates the stages 1, 2 and 3 (intermediate 
stages), and motion stage separately as shown in Figure 5.16. Finally, one can obtain the 
improved modular XYZ CPM (Figure 5.17) by assembling all the parts (spatial modules, 
intermediate stages and motion stage). 
 
Figure 5.15 CAD models for the spatial module assembly and its compositional units 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a) Spatial double four-beam 
module assembly 
c) Part 2: frame I b) Part 1: inner double 
four-beam module 
d) Part 3: outer double 
four-beam module 
e) Part 4: frame II 
g) Part 6: clamp I 
h) Part 7: clamp II f) Part 5: frame III 
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Figure 5.16 CAD models for stages 
 
Figure 5.17 Virtual prototype model for the improved modular XYZ CPM 
 
5.5 Modal Frequency 
 
  As discussed in Chapter 4, in order to improve the dynamic performance of CPMs, 
we can either further increase the number of beams in spatial multi-beam modules (see 
Appendix K for details) to raise the primary stiffness and hence first natural frequency, 
or use a high-order controller to achieve a high bandwidth greater than this first natural 
frequency. In the former case, a higher-performance linear voice coil actuator with large 
range of motion and a higher-peak force (therefore bulkier) is accordingly required. As a 
Actuation plane on 
which the actuation 
force acts 
(a) Intermediate stage (b) Motion stage 
Payload 
Centre of 
motion stage 
w1 
w 
s 
r4' r4 
1 (normalized beam length) 
1+u 
Noting that the beam has a square cross-section, 
and its normalized thickness is denoted by t 
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result, a trade-off needs to be considered between the good dynamics and bulkier 
actuators. 
Based on Equation (F.2), the normalized linear load-displacement equation for any x 
location on a beam, in the improved modular XYZ CPM, deformed in the XOY plane is 
approximately expressed as 
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where y(x) is the transverse displacement of any x location on the beam along the Y-axis. 
When x=1, the transverse displacement of the tip is ye=y(1)=fy/12. fy is the transverse 
force acting at the tip. 
Using Equation (5.18), the normalized transverse displacement at the x location can 
be further obtained as 
)23()( 2 xxyxy e −= .                      (5.19) 
According to Equation (5.19), we have the kinetic energy of the XYZ CPM (Figure 
5.10) along the Y-direction: 
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where the first two terms on the left-hand capture the kinetic energy from the compliant 
beams in the Y-direction. Mm1, Mm2 and Mm3 are the actual mass of the motion stage, 
secondary motion stage and base of the double four-beam module (Figure 5.8a). Ms2 is 
the actual mass of the stage 2, Ms is the actual mass of the motion stage of the XYZ 
CPM. ρ is the density of the material. Me is the actual equivalent mass along each axis. 
Ys is the actual primary motion along the Y-axis. 
Equation (5.20) can be further simplified as 
2321
2 35
35
1088
ssmmme MMMMMLTM +++++= ρ .         (5.21) 
  Therefore, we can obtain the following dynamic motion equation: 
yaysse FYLEIkYM −=+ )/'( 3&&                      (5.22) 
where k' is the nominal Y-axis stiffness (for zero X- and Z-actuation), which can be 
obtained from Equation (5.8). 
Then, the first natural frequency along each axis is approximately estimated using 
pi2
/)/'( e3
1
MLEIkfn = .                       (5.23) 
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5.6 FEA Comparisons 
 
FEA (Figures 5.18–5.26) is conducted to analyse the performance characteristics, 
primary motion, cross-axis coupling, lost motion, actuation isolation, and parasitic 
rotational displacements, for the improved modular XYZ CPM (Figure 5.10), and is 
compared with the above proposed analytical model. Here, we choose COSMOSWorks 
for FEA using solid mesh (tetrahedral element) with the global element size of 4.6 mm, 
opened automatic looping for solid and other set-up of default. The reference point is 
the centre of the motion stage of the improved modular XYZ CPM for translational 
displacements. 
  Figure 5.18 illustrates the deformations for two cases obtained using FEA under static 
elastic domain. 
 
Figure 5.18 Displacement illustrations in FEA (For showing the clear colour difference 
in figures, the reader is referred to the electronic version) 
X Y 
Z 
a) 10mm’s translational displacement along the X-axis 
Reference 
point 
b) 10mm’s translational displacements along the X-, Y- and Z-axes 
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a) Performance characteristics analysis 
 
Figure 5.19 shows that the nominal primary compliance obtained using the linear 
analytical model [Equation (5.12)] is slightly lower than that obtained using FEA, with 
an acceptable difference of 3.64%. 
 
Figure 5.19 Primary motion along the X-axis 
 
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show the cross-axis coupling comparisons between FEA and 
linear analytical models, with an acceptable difference. FEA results illustrate that the 
cross-axis coupling, Ys or Zs, caused by Fax-x is less than 1% of the primary motion along 
the direction of Fax-x. Both FEA and linear models show with the increase of the 
actuation force Fax-x, the cross-axis displacements, Ys and Zs, decrease linearly. 
 
Figure 5.20 Cross-axis coupling: Y-displacement affected by Fax-x  
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Figure 5.21 Cross-axis coupling: Z-displacement affected by Fax-x  
 
Figure 5.22 shows the lost motion in the X-direction. It can be observed that the ratio 
of the lost motion to the primary motion obtained using FEA model is negligible 0.3%, 
but much larger than 0.132% obtained the linear analytical model [Equation (5.14)].  
Figure 5.23 shows that the input coupling obtained using the linear analytical model 
[Equation (5.15)] is smaller than that obtained using FEA. However, it reveals that the 
maximal FEA result Xay (Xaz) is approximately 0.65% of the corresponding primary 
motion, Xs, which can still be acceptable for most applications. 
 
Figure 5.22 Lost motion percentage along the X-axis 
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Figure 5.23 Input-coupling of the Y- or Z-actuator caused by Fax-x 
 
Figure 5.24 illustrates that parasitic rotation about the X-axis, obtained using FEA 
under only the acting of Fax-x, is in the order of 1.4×10−6, which is very close to zero 
obtained using linear model [Equation 5.12)]. This verifies that an actuation force 
cannot produce the parasitic rotation about the axis along the force direction. 
 
Figure 5.24 Parasitic rotation about the X-axis caused by Fax-x 
 
Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the parasitic angles about the Y- and Z-axes. The 
maximal parasitic angles obtained using FEA model is in the order of 1.2×10−3, larger 
than that obtained using the linear analytical model. In addition, both FEA and the linear 
analytical models show that θsz linearly decreases, while θsy linearly increases as the 
actuation force Fax-x increases. 
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Figure 5.25 Parasitic rotation about the Y-axis caused by Fax-x 
 
Figure 5.26 Parasitic rotation about the Z-axis caused by Fax-x 
 
The comparisons in Figures 5.19–5.26 only take into account the case of single-axis 
loading. For the more complicated multi-axis loading case, comparisons can be found in 
Table 5.1. 
Displacements 
Models 
Xs (mm)  Ys (mm) Zs (mm) (Xax−Xs)/Xs (Yay−Ys)/Ys (Zaz−Zs)/Zs θsx θsx θsx 
Linear model 3.963 3.963 3.963 0.135% 0.135% 0.135% 0 0 0 
FEA 4.077 4.077 4.075 0.30% 0.31% 0.32% 0 0 0 
Comparisons 2.88% 2.88% 2.83% 122% 130% 137% 0 0 0 
 
Table 5.1 Comparisons between the linear model and FEA under multi-axis loading: 
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Table 5.1 shows that that the primary motion along each axis and the parasitic 
rotation about each axis obtained using the linear model comply with those obtained 
using FEA well, and the differences in the lost motion percentage are relatively large. 
Also, FEA results verify that two equal actuation forces cannot contribute to the 
parasitic rotation about the direction parallel to the normal of the plane associate with 
the two equal actuation forces, which is reflected in Equation (5.12). 
In addition, the first natural frequency result obtained using FEA is 11.03 Hz, a little 
bit bigger than that, 10.99Hz, obtained using Equation (5.23). 
 
b) Remarks 
 
From the above comparisons, it is observed that there are certain difference between 
the FEA and the analytical results, which are due to inaccuracy of either linear 
analytical model or FEA. In addition, the results obtained from FEA are larger than that 
obtained from the analytical model since all parts are considered as elastic bodies in 
FEA. It is noted that the cross-axis coupling, lost motion, input coupling and parasitic 
motion differ much. This is probably because these characteristics are relatively small 
and FEA has relatively large inaccuracy in dealing with very small 
deformation/displacements. 
As compared with the FEA approach, the proposed linear analytical models may 
enable rapid analysis and quick design synthesis.  
  
5.7 Summary 
 
A design methodology has been proposed for translational CPMs. Type synthesis has 
been conducted to generate several large-range XYZ CPMs using the proposed design 
approach. The improved modular XYZ CPM using identical spatial double four-beam 
modules has been selected for normalization modelling and analysing. It has been 
shown that, in the example case, the improved modular XYZ CPM has the following 
unique merits compared with existing designs: (1) large range of motion up to 
10mm×10mm×10mm, and (2) reduced number of design parameters due to the use of 
identical spatial multi-beam modules. 
It is noted that there are several open issues, such as manufacture and dynamics of 
CPMs composed of spatial multi-beam modules. 
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions 
 
6.1 General Conclusions  
 
  The large range of motion is one of the critical challenges for the design of CPMs 
since CPMs transmit motion/load only by the deformation of their compliant members. 
Nevertheless, there is an increasing need for large-range translational CPMs due to their 
merits such as eliminated backlash and friction, no need for lubrication, reduced wear 
and noise, and monolithic configuration. 
In order to meet the need of the large-range translation, this thesis has proposed a 
design methodology for translational CPMs at first, and then presented and modelled 
large-range translational CPMs. Distributed-compliance modules have been proposed 
and then employed to construct CPMs from 1-DOF translation up to 3-DOF translation 
using the proposed design methodology. Especially, the spatial multi-beam modules 
have been nonlinearly modelled and creatively used to construct spatial translational 
CPMs with good performance characteristics. In addition, kinematostatic modelling of 
the proposed large-range translational CPMs has been implemented to analyse the 
performance characteristics.  
Considering the analytical and FEA results, the large-range translational CPMs 
proposed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 have good performance characteristics as follows. 
1) The auto-adaptive CPG possesses some advantages including auto-adaptive 
grasping function driven by only one linear actuator, large-stroke, no 
stress-concentration, well-constrained parasitic rotation, actuator isolation, and a simple 
and compact configuration. 
2) The stiffness-enhanced XY CPM with the overall dimension of 
540mm×540mm×75mm in the example case has  
(a) a large range of motion up to 10mm×10mm, 
(b) well-constrained parasitic motion with the parasitic translation along the Z-axis 
less than 2×10-4 mm, the parasitic rotation about the X-/Y-axis better than 2×10-6, and 
the parasitic rotation about the Z-axis below 1×10-6,  
(c) approximate actuator-isolation with input-coupling of the actuator smaller than 
1.52% of the primary motion along the same direction,  
(d) approximate cross-axis decoupling with cross-axis coupling error less than 1.56% 
of the primary motion along the same direction,  
(e) acceptable lost motion below 4.45% of the primary motion along the same 
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direction, and 
(f) enhanced out-of-plane stiffness approximately same as that of the planar XY CPM 
having 2.2 times higher beams. 
3) The improved modular XYZ CPM with the overall dimension of 
466.40mm×466.40mm×466.40mm in the example case has 
(a) a large range of motion up to 10mm×10mm×10mm, 
(b) well-constrained parasitic motion with all the parasitic rotations below 1.2×10-3,  
(c) approximate actuator-isolation with input-coupling of the actuator smaller than 
0.65% of the primary motion along the same direction,  
(d) approximate cross-axis decoupling with cross-axis coupling less than 1% of the 
primary motion along the direction of the actuation force that causes the cross-axis 
coupling,  
(e) acceptable lost motion below 0.3% of the primary motion along the same 
direction, and 
(f) reduced number of design parameters by using identical spatial multi-beam 
modules.  
 
6.2 Contributions  
 
The major contributions for the thesis are shown as follows. 
1) A design methodology for translational CPMs has been proposed. The proposed 
design approach to synthesize translational CPMs is an extension of the traditional 
PRBM approach. Unlike the traditional PRBM approach in which the traditional joints 
are replaced with lumped compliance joints, the proposed approach involves both 
replacing kinematic chains with appropriate multi-DOF compliant parallel modules and 
replacing traditional joints with lumped compliance joints.  
2) The normalized, nonlinear and analytical load-displacement equations for the 
spatial three-beam module have been solved using three methods: approximate 
analytical method, improved approximate analytical method and numerical method. In 
addition, a class of multi-beam modules with four or more beams has been proposed, 
and their general nonlinear load-displacement equations have been obtained based on 
the approximate analytical load-displacement equations of the spatial three-beam 
module. 
3) A novel auto-adaptive compliant parallel gripper (CPG) for 1-D large-range 
translation has been proposed using a cymbal-type amplifier and two parallelogram 
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modules. The analytical model for the auto-adaptive CPG has also been derived.  
4) A large-range stiffness-enhanced XY CPM has been proposed by combining a 
planar XY CPM and a spatial double four-beam module in an appropriate parallel 
arrangement. Normalized analytical models for the stiffness-enhanced XY CPM have 
been further presented to analyse performance characteristics.  
5) Several large-range XYZ CPMs have been proposed based on the proposed design 
methodology through the use of: (a) identical double parallelogram flexure modules, (b) 
inverted planar XY CPMs, (c) identical spatial modules, (d) embedded spatial modules, 
(e) five legs composed of spatial modules, and (f) planar double two-beam modules. 
The improved modular XYZ CPM using identical spatial double four-beam modules 
has been modelled and analysed using a normalization approach. 
6) The normalization-based mobility analysis for spatial multi-beam modules has 
been studied to deal with the inconsistence of dimension for displacements and loads, 
and the determination of the magnitude of loads. DOF of spatial multi-beam modules 
can be identified from their normalized compliance matrices by direct observation and 
screw representation.  
    
6.3 Suggestions of Future Works  
 
  The research on CPMs is still a challenging issue. Several future works under 
investigation are identified as follows. 
 
a) Experimental verification 
  Experiment is very costly considering the manufacture or experimental measurement 
(relate to sensors etc) accuracy required. Due to the current experiment conditions and 
available finance limitations, we only employ Comsol/Cosmosworks commercial 
software to carry out the comparison between the analytical model and FEA instead of 
experiment. 
  However, experiment should be carried out in the near future in order to verify the 
proposed analytical models or FEA models for the translational CPMs. In this way, 
various issues related to manufacturing, assembly, tolerances, testing, etc can be 
addressed. 
 
b) Accurate nonlinear modelling 
  Although linear modelling has been presented for the proposed translational CPMs, it 
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ignores some nonlinear constraint characteristics, such as cross-axis coupling. Therefore, 
a more accurate nonlinear model should be developed in order to capture all nonlinear 
characteristics for the proposed designs. 
 
c) Dynamics modelling  
Lagrange equation can be used to deal with the dynamics to accurately capture 
high-order natural frequencies in order to determine various vibration modes and 
facilitate the control. 
 
d) High-performance control system   
In order to achieve large range of motion, distributed-compliance modules have been 
used to construct translational CPMs in this thesis. However, such CPMs suffer from 
relatively low primary stiffness, which leads to relatively low first natural frequency. 
Thus a high-order controller should be used to achieve a high bandwidth greater than 
the first natural frequency by averting the resonance domain along with large range of 
motion.  
 
e) Optimization  
In order to obtain more reasonable and reliable translational CPMs, optimizations 
should be implemented. Such optimizations may focus on fatigue consideration, layouts 
and layer amount of multi-beam modules, beam length, thickness and pitch circle radii 
under given design indices such as motion range and dynamic performance.     
 
f) Rapid design synthesis 
  The proposed analytical models throughout this thesis may be further used to enable 
rapid design synthesis. This means that one can use these models to analyse the effect of 
parameters upon the performance characteristics of proposed designs, and then choose 
appropriate parameters according the desired performance characteristics.  
 
g) Manufacturing and material 
For planar compliant mechanisms/manipulators, EDM has been proved to be a good 
manufacturing approach to obtain monolithic configuration. Whereas for spatial 
modules/mechanisms/manipulators, it is very hard to obtain monolithic configuration 
using EDM. Over recent years, 3-D printing technology has been developed rapidly. 
Various base materials can be used such as engineering plastics, ceramics and metal. 
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But 3-D printing technology may lead to limited or undesired performance of material 
because of no traditional heat treatment. This has been proved by testing our prototype, 
made of engineering plastic, obtained using a 3-D printer. Therefore, better 
manufacturing approaches for spatial mechanism fabrication are eagerly needed. 
Another shortcoming for large-range CPMs using distributed-compliance is the 
relatively large lost motion compared with CPMs using lumped-compliance. If we can 
find a good anisotropic material (like timber) suitable for precision motion stages, such 
issue can be solved accordingly.  
 
h) Novel sensor design 
The proposed XY/XYZ CPMs can also be used as accelerometers and force sensors 
and in other applications. In the former case, no linear actuators are used to generate the 
motion of the motion stage. By measuring the translation of the motion stage along each 
axis, one can calculate the inertial force, and then work out the acceleration along each 
axis. In the latter case, the external forces applied on the motion stage need to be 
measured. One can measure the primary translation at each input port to work out the 
external force along each axis. 
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Appendix A – Nonlinear Analysis of a Beam for Bending in a Plane 
 
Figure A.1 shows a deformed beam for the bending only in the XY plane. 
 
Figure A.1 Deformation of a beam.  
Based on the Euler's formula and load equilibrium condition after deformation, we 
can obtain the differential equation of a beam under and normalization strategy and 
small deflection as 
)]([)1()( xyypxxfmxy eeyze −−−++=′′  
where y(x) is the transverse displacement of any x location on the beam along the Y-axis. 
)(xy ′′  is the secondary-order derivative of the transverse displacement. 
)]([)1( xyypxxfm eeyze −−−++  is the bending moment acting at any x location of the 
beam about the Z-axis; mze, fy and p are, respectively, the bending moment about the 
Z-axis, the transverse force along the Y-axis and the axial force along the X-axis acting 
at the free-end of the beam; ye and xe are, respectively, the transverse displacement 
along the Y-axis and axial displacement along the X-axis of the free-end of the beam; In 
the case shown in Figure A.1, xe is negative. The subscript e denotes the free-end. 
The above equation can be rewritten as 
eeyze pyxxfmxpyxy −−++=−′′ )1()()( .              (A.1) 
The boundary conditions for Equation (A. 1) are  
y=0 when x=0, 
y′ =0 when x=0                         (A.2) 
where )(' xy  is the first-order derivative of the transverse displacement of any x location 
on the beam. 
Awtar [2.2] used a homogeneous 4th-order differential equation, obtained by 
differentiating Equation (A.1) with respect to x twice, to solve load-displacement 
equations. 
This appendix presents an alternative solution to Equation (A.1) (non-homogeneous 
2nd-order differential equation) directly by combining the general solution to the 
corresponding homogeneous differential equation and the particular solution to the 
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non-homogeneous differential equation. 
The general solution to the corresponding homogeneous differential equation 
( 0=−′′ pyy ) is  
kxkx BAey −+=                          (A.3) 
where k2=p. 
The particular solution to the non-homogeneous differential equation is assumed as  
y=Cx+D.                            (A.4) 
Substituting Equation (A.4) into Equation (A.1), we can obtain 
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Combining Equations (A.3), (A.4) and (A.5), we can obtain the general solution to 
the non-homogeneous 2-order differential equation as 
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Substituting the boundary condition, Equation (A.2), into Equation (A.6), we can 
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Substituting Equations (A.5) and (A.7) into Equation (A.6), the general solution to 
Equation (A.1) is obtained as 
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  An analogous solution can also be obtained in terms of trigonometric functions rather 
than the above hyperbolic functions for negative values of p. 
When x=1, the transverse displacement ye and the rotational angle θz about the Z-axis 
of the free-end can be obtained using Equation (A. 8) as 
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  Equations (A.9) and (A.10) are the same as the results derived in [2.2, 2.6]. 
  As in [2.2], the axial displacement can be divided in two parts: a purely elastic 
component and a kinematic component as 
k
e
e
ee xxx +=                            (A.11a) 
where eex and 
k
ex  are the purely elastic component and the kinematic component of the 
free-end’s axial displacement, respectively. And dpxee /= . 
  The kinematic component can be further obtained as follows: 
xyxyxxs d)
2
11(d)1(d)tan1(cos/dd 22/122/12 ′+≈′+=+== θθ ,   (A.11b) 
where s is the length of arc elements on the beam. 
   Then we obtain 
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  Then Equation (A.11c) can be rewritten as 
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Substituting Equation (A.8) into Equation (A.11d) and combining with the purely 
elastic component, we can obtain the axial displacement [2.2]. 
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Then making approximations for all load-displacement equations of the free-end of 
the beam based on the Taylor series expansion, we obtain from Awtar’s work [2.2] 
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Similarly, the load-displacement equations of the free-end of a beam for the bending 
only in the XZ plane can be obtained as 
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where mye, fz and p are, respectively, the bending moment about the Y-axis, the 
transverse force along the Z-axis and the axial force along the X-axis acting at the 
free-end of the beam; ze, xe and θy are, respectively, the transverse displacement along 
the Z-axis, the axial displacement along the X-axis and the rotational angle about the 
Y-axis of the free-end of the beam. 
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Appendix B – Torsion of a Deformed Beam about the X-Axis 
 
Following the discussion in Chapter 2, we will derive the torsional angle formula for 
a beam under spatial combined deformation. Due to the small deflection hypothesis, we 
can assume 
xxmxx d)(d =θ                          (B.1a) 
where δδ /)]([/)]([)( xzzfxyyfmxm eyezxex −−−+= , which is the torque acting at 
any x location on the beam about the X-axis in deformed configuration; δ=2G/E; mxe, fz, 
and fy are, respectively, the torque about the X-axis, the transverse force along the 
Z-axis and the transverse force along the Y-axis acting at the free-end of the beam; ye 
and ze are the transverse displacements of the free-end of the beam along the Y- and 
Z-axes, respectively; y(x) and z(x) are the transverse displacements of any x location on 
the beam along the Y- and Z-axes, respectively.  
Equation (B.1a) can be rewritten as 
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Based on Equation (A.8), y(x) and z(x) can be expressed respectively as 
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where k2=p.  p, mye and mze are, respectively, the axial force along the X-axis,  the 
bending moment about the Y-axis and the bending moment about the Z-axis acting at 
the free-end of the beam. 
The torsional angle of the free-end can be obtained by integrating Equation (B.1b) as 
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Substituting Equation (B.2) into the earlier equation, we obtain 
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We take the third term in Equation (B.3) for further simplification as follows: 
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According to the Taylor series expansion, we have 
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Substituting Equation (B.5) into Equation (B.4), and substituting the result into 
Equation (B.3), we obtain 
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 (B.6) 
  Equation (B.6) can also be explained qualitatively as follows. When we calculate the 
torsional angle θx, the beam can be assumed as a straight beam without bending 
deformation (Figure B.1).  
 
Figure B.1 Equivalent transformation for the torsional-angle calculation. 
 
  Therefore, the torsional moment mx(x), with respect to central axis of the undeformed 
beam, at any x location on the beam may be regarded as  
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and therefore the torsional angle can be also obtained as  
δδθ /)(d]/)([1
0 eyezxeeyezxex
zfyfmxzfyfm −+=−+= ∫ . 
Based on the mentioned principle of superposition in Section 2.1, we can substitute 
Equations (A.12a) and (A.13a) into Equation (B.6) to obtain 
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Appendix C – Mobility Analysis of Spatial Multi-Beam Modules 
 
Mobility analysis of spatial multi-beam modules is a basic issue in the analysis and 
design. This appendix will analyse the mobility of different types of spatial multi-beam 
modules using the approximate linear analytical approach. Except the class of spatial 
non-tilted multi-beam modules discussed in Chapter 2, nonlinear and analytical 
modelling of the spatial tilted multi-beam modules is still an open issue. 
The DOF of traditional rigid-body mechanisms can be identified and calculated using 
formulas proposed in the literatures. But for the compliant mechanisms, there is no 
apparent boundary to identify the DOF or the DOC. Reference [C.1] determined the 
DOF of compliant mechanisms especially the planar compliant mechanisms using the 
PRBM concept. References [C.2, C.3] proposed an eigenscrew-based method to 
determine the DOF or compliance of compliant mechanisms. In addition, as discussed 
in the Chapter 1, the CBDA, the STBA and the FCTA have been proposed to analyse the 
DOF or DOC of compliant mechanisms.  
  However, all the above proposed approaches for the DOF analysis of compliant 
mechanisms do not take into account the effect of dimension, loads or motion range in 
detail. 
When analysing the DOF of a compliant mechanism quantitatively, we need to 
compare output displacements to identify the DOF or DOC. If a displacement is much 
larger than another displacement under the same dimension, then larger one can be 
regarded as the DOF. If two displacements, such as one translational displacement and 
one rotational angle, are not under the same dimension, then the DOF identification 
becomes very difficult. In order to make translational displacements and rotational 
angles (or the forces and the moments) comparable, a normalization strategy 
(non-dimensional/homogeneous measures) is necessary to unify dimension for 
compliant mechanisms. Normalization technique has been employed in the modelling 
and design of compliant/flexural mechanisms [C.4–C.8, C.20]. It has been shown that 
this strategy can also simplify equations and derivation in compliant mechanisms. In 
rigid-body manipulators/mechanisms, such strategy has also been employed. For 
example, Ref. [C.9] proposed a characteristic length for normalizing the rigid-body 
displacements. 
In addition, the DOF of some compliant mechanisms, such as the linear motion 
flexure [C.10, C.11] composed of two parallelogram modules in mirror-symmetry, can 
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also degenerate into the DOC when they achieve large range of motion. This is caused 
by the load-stiffening effect [C.10, C.11]. Under the small deflection assumption, this 
issue can be neglected. It should also be noted that the location and magnitude of 
applied loads may affect the identification of the DOF and DOC. For example, for a 
cantilever beam, it is well known that the axial displacement of the tip is usually 
thought of as the DOC, and the transverse displacement of the tip is usually regarded as 
the DOF. However, if the axial force acting at the tip of the beam is much larger than the 
exerted transverse force, the resulting axial displacement will be able to be much larger 
than the transverse displacement. Thus, in the analysis of compliant mechanisms, we 
may assume all loads to be in the same order of magnitude and comparable under the 
same dimension. 
In this appendix, we focus on a normalization-based approach to the mobility analysis 
of spatial multi-beam modules. The multi-beam modules are composed of identical and 
uniform beams with symmetrical cross-sections, which can be used in many 
applications either independently or as a compositional unit of a compliant manipulator. 
This appendix is organized as follows. Section C.1 introduces the normalization strategy 
by normalizing the force-displacement equations for a cantilever beam. Section C.2 
analyses spatial non-tilted multi-beam modules including a three-beam module and a 
double three-beam module. Section C.3 discusses spatial tilted multi-beam modules 
including a three-beam module and a double three-beam module, which also introduces 
a screw theory to reflect the DOF straightforwardly using the compliance matrix. 
Section C.4 discusses the mobility of multi-sheet modules using the 
normalization-strategy. Finally, a summary are implemented. 
 
C.1 Normalization Strategy 
 
  As in Chapter 2, normalizing the beam-based modules is recalled briefly as follows 
(see Chapter 2 and [C.4] for details).  
  All translational displacements and length parameters are divided by the beam length 
L, forces by EI/L2, and moments by EI/L to get their non-dimensional values. Here, E 
and I (πD04/64) denote, respectively, the Young’s modulus and the second moment of 
the area of a round cross-section with a diameter of D0 for the beam. The normalized 
beam is equivalent to a beam with unit length, unit Young’s modulus and unit 
cross-sectional moment. Throughout this appendix, non-dimensional quantities are 
represented by the corresponding lower-case letters.  
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Figure C.1 Spatial deformation of a basic cantilever beam 
  For the basic cantilever beam (Figure C.1), P, Fy, Fz, Mxe, Mye and Mze denote the 
actual loads acting at the centre of the free-end. P, Fy and Fz are the forces along the X-, 
Y- and Z-axes, respectively, and Mxe, Mye and Mze are the actual moments about the X-, 
Y- and Z-axes, respectively. Xe, Ye and Ze are the translational displacements of the 
centre of the free-end along X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively; θx, θy and θz are the 
rotational displacements of the free-end about the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively.  
  The linear load-displacement equations of the free-end centre without normalization, 
similar to the ones used in [C.12, C.18], are 
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where G denotes the shear modulus of material. 
Using the above normalization procedure, Equation (C.1) can be re-written in a 
normalized form as: 
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where all the loads and displacements are the normalized quantities (scalar), which are  
corresponding to the non-normalized loads and displacements in Equation (C.1): 
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All the non-dimensional numbers, a=12, c=−6, d=16/(D0/L)2, b=4, and δ=2G/E=1/(1+v) 
(v is the Possion ratio of the material), are the characteristics of the uniform round 
cross-section beam.  
It is shown that Equation (C.2) obtained from Equation (C.1) is the exactly same as 
the one obtained using the approximate linear load-displacement equations as indicated 
in Section 2.2.4 in Chapter 2. Equation (C.2) is accurate enough under small deflection 
condition for the purpose of mobility analysis. 
 
C.2 Spatial Non-Tilted Multi-Beam Modules 
 
In this section, we will investigate the modelling of compliance matrices of a spatial 
three-beam module and a spatial double three-beam module, and also analyse their DOF 
using these obtained compliance matrices. 
 
C.2.1 Analysis of a spatial three-beam module 
 
A spatial three-beam module is shown in Figure 2.1. Its detailed quantitative analysis 
will be explained in the subsequent sections.  
 
a) Modelling of the spatial three-beam module 
  The modelling of a spatial three-beam module can refer to the stiffness modelling of 
flexure parallel structure [C.13]. The detailed derivations of the approximate linear 
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analysis for the spatial three-beam module are shown as follows.  
The geometry compatibility conditions, between the mobile end, connected to the 
motion stage, of each beam and the motion stage, can be re-written in a matrix form 
based on Equation (2.8) as  
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where DPi is the transformation matrix of the displacements of the motion stage centre. 
xi, yi and zi (i=1, 2, 3) are the translational displacements of the centre (tip) of the mobile 
end of the i-th beam along the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively; θix, θiy and θiz are the 
rotational displacements of the mobile end of the i-th beam about the X-, Y- and Z-axes, 
respectively. xi', yi' and zi' (i=1, 2, 3) are the local coordinates of the tip of the i-th beam 
relative to mobile rigid body coordinate system (x1'=0, y1'=r3sin(π/3), z1'=r3cos(π/3) for 
the tip 1, x2'=0, y2'=0, z2'=−r3 for the tip 2, x3'=0, y3'=−r3sin(π/3), z3'=r3cos(π/3) for the 
tip 3).  
Based on Equation (C.2), the load-displacements equations for the tip of the i-th beam 
in the spatial three-beam module can be further obtained as 
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where Ki is the stiffness matrix of the i-th beam. pi, fiy, fiz, mix, miy and miz (i=1, 2, 3), 
denote the internal loads acting at the tip of the i-th beam, of which pi, fiy and fiz are the 
forces along the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively, and mix, miy and miz are the moments 
about the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively. 
Using the transformation matrix DPi in Equation (C.3), the load-equilibrium 
conditions for the motion stage are shown as follows. 
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where TpiD is the transformation matrix of the loads acting at the centre of the end of the 
i-th beam.  
  Substituting Equation (C.4) into Equation (C.5), and then substituting Equation (C.3) 
into the result, we have  
spXKF =                             (C.6) 
where Ts ],,,,,[ szsysxsss zyx θθθ=X , and T],,,,,[ zyxzy mmmffp=F ,  
and p33Tp3p22Tp2p11Tp1p DKDDKDDKDK ++=  . The latter is the stiffness matrix of the 
spatial three-beam module. 
The load-displacement relationships for the motion stage can also be expressed as 
FCX ps =                            (C.7) 
where 1pp KC −= , which is the compliance matrix of the spatial three-beam module.  
Equations (C.7) and (C.6) are the forward load-displacement equations and inverse 
load-displacement equations of the motion stage of the spatial three-beam module, 
respectively. 
  Substituting all the values of the non-dimensional numbers and local coordinates into 
the compliance matrix in Equation (C.7), and letting the CPM be made from aluminium 
alloy for which Young’s modulus, E, is 69,000 Nmm−2 and Poisson’s ratio, v, is 0.33, we 
have 
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where d≥10000 for L/D0≥25, and r3 should usually be comparable with the beam length 
L, which may be larger than 0.5. This compliance matrix is a symmetrical matrix. 
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Equation (C.8) shows that θsz=0 if mz=−fy/2, and θsy=0 if my=fz/2. This reveals that we 
can exert two transverse forces on the motion stage and at the symmetric centre of all 
beams to eliminate the parasitic bending angles. The new action position refers to the 
centre of stiffness [C.5]. 
 
b) DOF analysis of the spatial three-beam module 
  When multiplying the compliance matrix [Equation (C.8)] by a load vector [1, 1, 1, 1, 
1, 1]T to generate the displacements, each compliance entry in the compliance matrix 
can be thought of as the product of the compliance entry times a relevant unit load. In 
Equation (C.8), the highlighted diagonal compliance entries associated with the two 
transverse displacements and the torsional angle are much larger than those compliance 
entries associated with the axial displacement and the two bending angles under large d. 
Therefore, both the two transverse displacements and the torsional angle are DOF, 
whereas both the two bending angles and the axial displacement are DOC. Equation 
(C.8) also shows how the size parameters r3 and d influence the compliance matrix.  
When d or r3 increases, the three rotational angles all decrease.  
  We assume that the parameters are: D0=2mm (d=10000), R3=30mm (r3=0.6) and 
L=50mm. From Equation (C.8), we obtain 
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  If some entries in Equation (C.9), which are very small (approximately in the order of 
0.01 of the dominant (diagonal) compliance entry), are assumed to be zero, Equation 
(C.9) is further simplified as 
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  The above simplified matrix shows that only the two transverse displacements and 
the torsional angle about the X-axis are the DOF. 
  If there is no normalization applied in the above stiffness modelling [Equations 
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(C.3)–(C.8)], the compliance matrix of the spatial three-beam module can be 
re-expressed as 
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Different from Equation (C.9), the compliance entry associated with the torsional 
angle in Equation (C.11) is as small as that associated with the axial displacement so 
that it may mislead us into that the torsional angle is the DOC rather than the DOF. This 
shows that one may to identify the DOF using the normalization method 
straightforwardly. 
 
C.2.2 Analysis of a spatial double three-beam module 
 
  A spatial double three-beam module, connecting two spatial three-beam modules as 
two building blocks in series, is shown in Figure C.2.  
 
Figure C.2 A spatial double three-beam module 
The modelling of the spatial double three-beam module (Figure C.2) can be derived 
as the stiffness modelling of flexure serial chains [C.13]. 
Since the displacements of the motion stage in the spatial double three-beam module 
are caused by both the inner spatial three-beam module deformation and outer spatial 
three-beam module deformation, we have 
s2s1s ∆X∆XX +=                         (C.12) 
where Ts ],,,,,[ szsysxsss zyx θθθ=X is the displacement vector of the motion stage, ∆Xs1 is 
the displacement vector component of the motion stage resulting from the inner spatial 
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three-beam module deformation alone, ∆Xs2 is the displacement vector component of 
the motion stage resulting from the outer spatial three-beam module deformation alone. 
From Equation (C.7), we obtain 
FC∆X ps1 =                            (C.13) 
where Cp, shown in Equation (C.8), is the local compliance matrix of the inner spatial 
three-beam module.  T],,,,,[ zyxzy mmmffp=F , which is the load vector acting at the 
motion stage.  
Similar to Equation (C.3), we further have 
'
2s2s XJ∆X ∆=                          (C.14) 
where ' 2sX∆  is the displacement vector of the secondary motion stage, and J is the 
transformation matrix of the center displacements of the secondary motion stage. The 
latter is obtained based on Dpi in Equation (C.3) using the relative location (1, 0, 0) of 
the centre of the motion stage with respect to that of the secondary motion stage. 
Based on Equation (C.7), we obtain 
22p
'
2s FCX =∆                          (C.15) 
where Cp2, obtained using Equation (C.8), is the local compliance matrix of the outer 
spatial three-beam module with a pitch circle radius of r3'.  F2=JTF, obtained using 
Equation (C.5), is the load vector acting at the secondary motion stage. 
Combining Equations (C.12)–(C.15), the load-displacement equations for the motion 
stage can be obtained as 
)FJJC(CFJJCFCX T2ppT2pps +=+= .           (C.16) 
Thus, the compliance matrix for the spatial double three-beam module can be 
expressed as  
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where Cp2 and J are shown in detail as follows: 
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Equation (C.17) shows that, under large d (for example ≥10000), the spatial double 
three-beam module is still a 3-DOF CPM, but it has half primary stiffness of a spatial 
three-beam module. Under the conditions of large enough r3 and r3', the spatial double 
three-beam module can also be regarded as a 2-DOF compliant module without torsion.  
C.3 Spatial Tilted Multi-Beam Modules 
In this section, we will investigate the modelling of compliance matrices of a spatial 
tilted three-beam module and a double tilted three-beam module, and also analyse their 
DOF. 
 
C.3.1 Analysis of a spatial tilted three-beam module 
 
A spatial tilted three-beam module is shown in Figure C.3, which has been presented 
elsewhere [C.14, C.19]. It is composed of three parts: a base, three tilted beams and a 
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thin motion stage. The base and motion stage are connected by the tilted three beams. 
Here, the three beams are uniformly spaced around two circles of radius r3 and r3' (r3 < 
r3') on the motion stage and base, respectively, and three central axes of the three beams 
intersect at one point (named theoretical virtual rotational centre: C). β is the angle 
between the tilted beam and the X-axis. 
Based on the type synthesis of CPMs in [C.15, C.16, C.19], the mechanism in Figure 
C.3 is a 3-DOF rotational CPM, and all the three rotational displacements are with 
respect to the theoretical virtual rotational centre C. The external applied loads, 
displacements of the motion stage and global fixed coordinate system are defined in the 
same way as before. We further establish three local coordinate systems (O1-X1Y1Z1, 
O2-X2Y2Z2, and O3-X3Y3Z3) at the tips of the three beams (Figures. C.3b and C.3c). 
 
Figure C.3 A spatial tilted three-beam module 
 
a) Modelling of the spatial tilted three-beam module 
Similar to the modelling in Section C.2.1, the geometric compatibility relationships 
between the centre displacements of the motion stage and i-th tip displacements, with 
respect to the Oi-XiYiZi (i=1, 2, 3), can be obtained as 
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  (C.18) 
where xi, yi, zi, θix, θiy and θiz (i=1, 2, 3) are the displacements of the i-th tip with respect 
to Oi-XiYiZi. xi', yi' and zi' are the relative location parameters of the i-th tip with respect 
to the centre, O', of the motion stage. α1=2π/3, α2=0, α3=−2π/3. 
Then, the load-displacement equations for the i-th tip with respect to Oi-XiYiZi is 
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where pi, fiy, fiz, mix, miy and miz (i=1, 2, 3), denote the loads acting at the tip of the i-th 
beam with respect to Oi-XiYiZi. 
Further, the load-equilibrium conditions for the motion stage can be obtained as 
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where Di, Rx(−αi) and )(X βiR  (i=1, 2, 3) are those matrices shown in Equation (C.18). 
Combining Equations (C.18)–(C.20), we have the load-displacement equations for 
the motion stage: 
FCFKX 1p11ps == −                        (C.21) 
where Ts ],,,,,[ szsysxsss zyx θθθ=X , and T],,,,,[ zyxzy mmmffp=F . 
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=
, which is the stiffness matrix of the 
spatial tilted three-beam module. 11p1p
−
= KC , which is its compliance matrix, 
symmetrical matrix, accordingly. 
 
b) DOF analysis of the spatial tilted three-beam module 
Let β=π/4, L=50 (mm), r3=0.6 and d=10000, (x1'=0, y1'=r3sin(π/3), z1'=r3cos(π/3) for 
tip 1, x2'=0, y2'=0, z2'=−r3 for tip 2, x3'=0, y3'=−r3sin(π/3), z3'=r3cos(π/3) for tip 3). The 
material of the module is detailed in Section C.2.1.  From Equations (C.18)–(C.21), we 
obtain the compliance matrix  
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If ignoring some insignificant entries in Cp1, Equation (C.22) can be re-expressed as 
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From Equation (C.23), it is observed that  
ys≈−(6.893/11.504)θsz≈−(11.504/19.320)θsz≈−[0.6/tan(β)]θsz, 
zs≈(6.893/11.504)θsy≈(11.504/19.320)θsy≈[0.6/tan(β)]θsy. 
i.e. two transverse displacements are not independent of the rotations. Therefore, the 
tilted three-beam module has three DOF, which can be represented by three rotational 
angles as discussed below. Here, the difference such as |6.983/11.504−0.6|=0.007 or 
|11.504/19.320−0.6|=0.0046 is the well-known centre-drift [C.17]. Equations (C.22) or 
(C.23) also shows that ys=θsz≈0 if mz=0.6fy, and zs=θsy≈0 if my=−0.6fz. From the above 
analysis, one can further learn that two transverse forces, exerted on the motion stage, at 
the theoretical virtual rotational centre can not cause any motion. 
Alternatively, we can also treat the compliance matrix Cp1 as a matrix composed of 
six screws [C.3], which can reflect motion characteristics more straightforwardly than 
the above observation method. 
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Equation (22) can be expressed in a screw form as  
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where  
si (i=1, 2,…, 6) is the screw, and s1≈0, which means no motion. 
w2 is the rotation vector along the −Z-axis.  
w3 is the rotation vector along the Y-axis.  
w4 is the rotation vector along the X-axis. 
w5 is the rotation vector along the Y-axis .  
w6 is the rotation vector along the Z-axis.  
vi (i=1, 2,…, 6) is the translational displacement vector, which can be expressed as 
22222 wwrv p+×= , 
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44444 wwrv p+×= , 
55555 wwrv p+×=  , 
66666 wwrv p+×= . 
pi (i=1, 2,…, 6) is the pitch of the screw. 
ri (i=1, 2,…, 6) is the position vector of any point on the corresponding screw axis 
with respect to the fixed coordinate system.  
All the pitches can be obtained as 
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Each rotation radius (the magnitude of the minimal position vector) of the center of 
the motion stage with respect to the relevant real screw axis (Figure C.4) can be further 
obtained as 
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Figure C.4 Illustration for real screw axes and theoretical screw axes 
Figure C.4 shows that the real screw axis w3 (w5) is very close to the corresponding 
theoretical screw axis which goes through the point C and is parallel to the Y-axis. The 
distance between the two axes is 0.007(or 0.0046), negligible compared with the 
theoretical rotation radius of 0.6. Therefore, the real screw axis w3 (w5) can be thought 
of as overlapping with the theoretical axis parallel to the Y-axis. Similarly, the real 
screw axis w2 (w6) can be thought of as overlapping with the theoretical axis parallel to 
the Z-axis. These approximations reveal that the spatial tilted three-beam module is a 
3-DOF rotational CPM.  
  The above analysis shows that only the independent pure rotational displacements 
about the X-, Y- and Z-axes are the DOF. 
If there is no normalization applied in the above stiffness modelling [Equations 
(C.18)–(C.21)], the compliance matrix of the spatial tilted three-beam module can be 
re-expressed as follows: 
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In the compliance matrix of Equation (C.27), without normalization, the compliance 
entry associated with the translational displacement along the X-axis (xs) is larger than 
that associated with the rotation about the X-axis (θsx), which may mislead us into that 
xs is the DOF, and θsx is the DOC. 
An inverted spatial tilted three-beam module is shown in Figure C.5. The coordinate 
system, loads and displacements are all defined in the same way. 
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Figure C.5 An inverted spatial tilted three-beam module 
Similar to the derivation of Equation (C.21), the compliance matrix for the inverted 
spatial tilted three-beam module is given as 
1
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.         (C.28) 
Let L=50 (mm), d=10000, β=π/4, r3=0.6 and r3'=r3+sinβ=1.307 (x1'=0, y1'=r3'sin(π/3), 
z1'=r3'cos(π/3) for the tip 1, x2'=0, y2'=0, z2'=−r3 'for the tip 2, x3'=0, y3'=−r3'sin(π/3), 
z3'=r3'cos(π/3) for the tip 3). We have 
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From Equation (C.29), it is observed that  
ys≈[0.6/tan(β)+cos(β)] θsz =1.307θsz, 
zs≈−[0.6/tan(β)+cos(β)] θsy=−1.307θsy. 
This reveals that the motion stage of this inverted spatial tilted three-beam module can 
produce large-range translation than the original one under same rotation since the 
theoretical rotational radius, 1.307 of the inverted module is larger than that, 0.6, of the 
original module. 
 
C.3.2 Analysis of a spatial double tilted three-beam module 
 
Similar to the generation of the spatial double non-tilted three-beam module (Figure 
C.2), we can combine two spatial tilted three-beam modules as two basic building 
blocks in series to obtain a spatial double tilted three-beam module shown in Figure C.6. 
This module has approximately double range of motion and half stiffness of a single 
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spatial tilted three-beam module.  
Based on Equations (C.17), (C.21) and (C.28), we obtain the compliance matrix for 
the spatial double tilted three-beam module: 
T
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where  
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  Substituting all the geometric parameters into Equation (C.30), we obtain 
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Compared with Equation (C.22), Equation (C.31) shows that the spatial double tilted 
three-beam module is also a 3-DOF rotational CPM, but has approximately half 
rotational stiffness of a spatial tilted three-beam module [for example, the compliance 
entry in the sixth-row and second-column of Cp1, Equation (C.22), is approximately half 
that of Cs, Equation (C.31)]. 
 
Figure C.6 A spatial double tilted three-beam module 
 
The normalization–based strategy can be also used to deal with the DOF 
identification of other multi-beam modules (see the four-beam module shown in Figure 
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C.7 for example). 
 
Figure C.7 A double tilted four-beam module 
 
 
C.4 Other Multi-Sheet Modules 
Following the mobility analysis of the spatial multi-beam modules in the previous 
sections of this appendix, we will discuss the normalization method for compliant 
modules composed of identical and uniform sheets (usually long-side length/ short-side 
length of a rectangular cross-section>10). Here, all the definition for the global 
coordinate system, loads and displacements is in the same way. All translational 
displacements and length parameters are divided by the sheet length L, forces by E'I/L2, 
and moments by E'I/L. Here, E'=E/(1−v2) and I denotes, respectively, the plate modulus 
and the second moment of the area of a rectangular cross-section of the sheet about the 
axis parallel to its long side. 
 
C.4.1 Analysis of a parallelogram module with two sheets 
 
We first analyse the parallelogram module (Figure C.8) in common use. Similar to 
the formulation of Equation (C.2), the stiffness matrix for each sheet with respect to the 
coordinate system O-XYZ can be derived as 
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where u and t are the normalized spacing parameters of a sheet as shown in Figure C.8. 
Motion stage 
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It should be pointed out that there is plane stress in the XZ plane, and there is plane 
strain in the XY plane. 
 
Figure C.8 Parallelogram module with two sheets 
 
Then, the transformation matrices of the centre displacements of the motion stage are 
represented as  
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where w is the normalized geometrical parameter as shown in Figure C.8. 
Therefore, the compliance matrix for the motion stage centre is obtained using 
Equations (C.32) and (C.33) as follows. 
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As an example, let L=50 (mm), W=50 (mm), T=1 (mm), U=20 (mm) and v=0.3. The 
substitution of all these normalized values into Equation (C.34) yields 
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Equation (C.35) shows that the translation along the Y-axis is the only DOF since the 
highlighted element associated with the transverse displacement along the Y-axis is 
much larger than the other elements, which complies with the qualitative analysis. 
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C.4.2 Analysis of a four-sheet rotational module 
 
The four-sheet module is shown in Figure C.9. 
 
Figure C.9 Four-sheet rotational module  
 
  This module proposed as a rotational joint [1.45] is composed of four non-tilted 
sheets in parallel. Here, the neutral surface of each sheet, associated with the bending 
about the long side of its cross-section, contains the central axis of the module. 
Similar to the derivation of Equation (C.2), the stiffness matrices for the sheets with 
respect to the coordinate system O-XYZ can be derived as 
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where u and t are the normalized parameters of a sheet as shown in Figure C.9.  
Then, the transformation matrices of the centre displacements of the motion stage are 
represented as  
t 
w 
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t 
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where w is the normalized spacing parameter as shown in Figure C.9. 
Therefore, the compliance matrix for the motion stage centre is obtained using 
Equations (C.36) and (C.37) as follows. 
1
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As an example, let L=50 (mm), W=50 (mm), T=1 (mm), U=20 (mm) and v=0.3. 
Substituting all these normalized values into Equation (C.38), we have 
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Equation (C.39) shows that the rotation about the X-axis is the only DOF since the 
highlighted element associated with the rotation about the X-axis is much larger than 
the other elements, which complies with the qualitative analysis. 
Similar to the design in Section C.3.2, we can also obtain a better rotational joint: 
double four-sheet rotational joint as shown in Figure C.10. It doubles the rotation range 
without rotation centre-drift, and alleviates the axial translational displacement along 
the X-axis. 
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Figure C.10 Double four-sheet rotational module  
 
C.5 Summary 
 
This appendix has analysed the mobility of spatial multi-beam modules. By using a 
normalization strategy, rotational angles and the translational displacements (or the 
forces and moments) can be compared reasonably. Therefore the derived compliance 
matrices for the spatial multi-beam modules can reflect the DOF straightforwardly.  
It should be noted that the normalization conditions for complicated compliant 
mechanisms, such as compliant modules composed of beams with different length, are 
still an open issue. 
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Appendix D – Prototypes of Spatial Multi-Beam Modules 
 
A prototyped spatial three-beam module under the action of fz and mx is shown in 
Figure D.1. It is made of engineering plastics, and fabricated using a 3-D printer. Under 
the action of the above payloads, the spatial three-beam module has two primary motion 
displacements: zs and θsx [Figure D.1a]. In addition, the parasitic rotational angle of the 
motion stage about the Z-axis is dominated by 1.2zsθsx [see Equation (2.29) for details], 
which can be roughly verified by the experiment as shown in Figure D.1b. 
 
Figure D.1 Prototype of a spatial three-beam module in deformation 
 
  In addition, a spatial double three-beam module (Figure D.2) is prototyped for motion 
demonstration purpose. 
 
Figure D.2 Prototype of a spatial double three-beam module 
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Appendix E – Analysis of Spatial Multi-Beam Modules with Different 
Layouts 
 
Following the approximate nonlinear-analytical modelling of the spatial three-beam 
module in Chapter 2, we can obtain the load-displacement equations for the spatial 
six-beam module on the left-hand in Figure 2.14d as follows. 
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  (E.1) 
where all moments are normalized by EI/L. r3 and r3' are the radii of the pitch circles 
around which the inner three-beams and the outer three beams are uniformly spaced , 
respectively. It is noted that this equation is also suitable for the spatial six-beam 
module on the right-hand in Figure 2.14d. 
  From the torque equation in Equation (E.1), we can learn that the torsional stiffness 
increases with the increaseof the torsional angle due to the introduction of the added 
term: 12/)(3 222'323 ierrd sxθ−−  in comparison with Equation (2.81). Furthermore, if r3 
approaches r3', Equation (E.1) is equivalent to Equation (2.81) approximately. 
Then, we can analyse a module of eight beams distributed around two regular squares 
as shown in Figure E.1. Here, two layouts have same outer and inner pitch circle radii. 
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Figure E.1 Top view for spatial eight-beam module with beams distributed around two 
regular squares 
 
Similarly, the load-displacement equations of the eight-beam module for both two 
layouts are 
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where all moments are normalized by EI/L, and r4' (or r4) is the radius of the pitch circle 
around which the outer (inner) four beams are uniformly spaced. . 
   We can further analyse a spatial four-beam module with the layouts that four beams 
distributed around a regular triangle with one beam connecting to centre (Figure E.2). 
 
 
a) Layout 1 
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Figure E.2 Spatial four-beam module with beams distributed around a regular triangle 
with one beam connecting to centre 
 
  Similarly, its load-displacement equations can be derived as 
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where all moments are normalized by EI/L, and r3 is the radius of the pitch circle around 
which the outer three beams are uniformly spaced . 
  From the torque equation in Equation (E.3), we can also learn that the torsional 
stiffness increases with the increase of the torsional angle due to the introduction of the 
term, 16/3 243 iedr sxθ− , that Equation (2.80) has not.   
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Appendix F – Maximal Transverse Displacement of the Free-End of a 
Beam without Free-End Rotation 
 
For a deformed beam for the bending only in the XY plane as shown in Figure A.1, 
Equation (A.12a), load-displacement equation for the free-end, can be simplified to the 
linear load-displacement relationships as 
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If the free-end rotation is constrained to be zero, we have 
mze=−0.5fy,                                       (F.2a) 
fy=12ye.                            (F.2b) 
Then we can obtain the maximal bending moment acting at the beam, which occurs at 
the fixed end: 
 mzmax= fy−0.5fy .                                     (F.3) 
Therefore, the maximal shear stress theory gives 
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where σmax is the maximal stress at the fixed end, σs is the yield stress of material, Iz 
denotes the second moment of the area of the beam’s cross-section about the Z-axis, L 
denotes the length of the beam, and D0 denotes the diameter of a round cross-section of 
the beam. 
Substituting Equation (F.2b) into Equation (F.3) and then substituting the result in to 
Equation (F.4), we obtain 
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(F.5) 
If a beam has a rectangle cross-section with thickness T (Figure F.1), we have the 
following relationship similar to Equation (F.5) 
T
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y se
σ
3
1≤ .                           
(F.6) 
 
Figure F.1 Rectangle cross-section with thickness T (non-normalization) 
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Appendix G – Demonstration of Different Actuation Arrangements for 
an Elastic System 
 
For an elastic system shown in Figure G.1 below, we will demonstrate that different 
actuation arrangements may have different load-displacement equations under static 
balance. 
 
Figure G.1 Two actuation arrangements for an elastic system 
 
For the actuation arrangement in Figure G.1a, we have  
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From Equation (G.1), we can solve 
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For the actuation arrangement in Figure G.1b, we have  
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From Equation (G.1), we can solve 
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The difference between Equation (G.2) and Equation (G.3) shows the distinction of 
1 2 
K1 Ka K2 
F 
X1 Xs 
1 2 
K1 Ka K2 
F 
X1 Xs 
a) Force exerted on stage 1 
b) Force exerted on stage 2 
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two actuation arrangements. If Ka approaches to infinity, the two actuation arrangement 
are same.
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Appendix H – XY CPM Composed of Identical Spatial Modules 
 
An XY CPM, composed of identical spatial double four-beam modules, originating 
from the improved modular XYZ CPM (Figure 5.10) is shown in Figure H.1. It is 
obtained by removing the compliant P joint in the Z-direction of the improved modular 
XYZ CPM. 
In addition, a varied XY CPM (Figure H.2) can be obtained. It is composed of four 
PPPR legs and an E leg. Each compliant P joint connected to the base consists of three 
spatial double four-beam modules.  
 
Figure H.1 An XY CPM composed of identical spatial double four-beam modules 
 
 
Figure H.2 Variation for the XY CPM composed of identical spatial double 
four-beam modules 
a) 3-D view b) Top view 
Motion stage 
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X Z 
Y
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Appendix I – Variations for the XYZ CPM with Five Legs 
 
  Figures I.1 and I.2 show two variations for the XYZ with five legs (Figure 5.13). The 
first one uses the double three-beam modules as building blocks, and has no embedded 
arrangement for the leg in the Z-direction. The other one also use the quadruple 
three-beam modules, and make the embedded arrangement for the leg in the Z-direction 
to approximately eliminate the parasitic rotational displacements based on the stiffness 
centre strategy.   
 
Figure I.1 Variation I of 5-legged XYZ CPM 
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Figure I.2 Variation II of 5-legged XYZ CPM
Y 
Z 
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Motion 
stage 
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Appendix J – Nonlinear Modelling of the Improved Embedded XYZ 
CPM  
 
For the improved embedded XYZ CPM (Figure 5.12), we can derive its approximate 
nonlinear model in order to capture the nonlinear cross-axis coupling effect – primary 
stiffness changes in presence of other actuation force(s) based on Equations (2.86a), 
(2.86b), (2.86c) and Equation (G.2): 
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which are the transverse stiffness of the active spatial double four-beam modules. 
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=== , which are the initial 
estimations for the output displacements of the motion stage centre. xs, ys and zs are the 
translational displacements of motion stage along the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively, 
fax-x, fay-y and faz-z are the input actuation forces from the actuators along X-, Y- and 
Z-axes, respectively.  
  Equations (J.1), (J.2) and (J.3) show that the cross-axis actuation forces can reduce 
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the primary stiffness. 
Based on Equation (G.1) and the above results, we can obtain the lost motion 
percentage along each axis: 
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Appendix K – Stiffness and Motion-Range Adjustable Spatial 
Multi-Beam Modules 
 
In order to improve the dynamic performance of spatial multi-beam modules, we can 
increase the number of the beams to raise the primary stiffness without affecting the 
maximal allowable motion stage. Figure K.1 shows a stiffness adjustable spatial 
multi-beam module. Its primary stiffness is changeable by simply adding/removing the 
beams. 
 
Figure K.1 A stiffness adjustable spatial multi-beam module 
 
In order to raise the motion range of spatial multi-beam modules, a more-layer 
strategy can be employed. Figure K.2 shows a motion-range adjustable spatial 
multi-beam module. Its motion range is changeable by increasing/decreasing the layer 
number. 
a) Compositional units b) Spatial four-beam module 
c) Spatial eight-beam module d) Spatial sixteen-beam module 
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Figure K.2 A motion-range adjustable spatial multi-beam module 
a) Spatial single sixteen-beam module b) Spatial double sixteen-beam module 
c) Spatial triple sixteen-beam module 
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Appendix L – A 3-Legged XY CPM with Well-Constrained Parasitic 
Rotation 
 
  Figure L.1 shows a 3-legged XY CPM with well-constrained parasitic rotation about 
the Z-axis based on the partial-symmetry and stiffness centre strategy. It is composed of 
two types of parallelogram flexure modules with identical beams to produce 
approximate equal primary motion stiffness along each axis. Note that the applied force 
along the Y-axis passes through the centre of stiffness of the passive parallelogram 
module having primary translation along the Y-axis. 
 
   
Figure L.1 A 3-legged XY CPM with well-constrained parasitic rotation 
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